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Foreword

One of the program thrusts of the Institute is to develop and implement innovation approaches 
towards improving the delivery of science education.  This survey research report provides insightful findings 
to accomplish this thrust. It describes how ICT is integrated in teaching by S&M teachers in selected 
S&T-oriented high schools. It gives baseline information on how ICT is being used in the teaching of science 
and mathematics (S&M) subjects in selected S&T-oriented high schools. 

 This research is quite timely as the use of technology in education is widely recognized, particularly 
in teaching science-related subjects. It describes how ICT is integrated in teaching by S&M teachers in 
selected S&T-oriented high schools. The importance of using technology in teaching has even been 
highlighted since the global COVID-19 pandemic started. Though the data of this study was gathered before 
the pandemic, the research implications still hold both for face-to-face and virtual set-up learning. 

  The output of this study can be used as a basis for assessing the capabilities and skills of S&M 
teachers in the use of ICT as an educational tool. It can provide relevant information on the ICT training 
needs of teachers in public high schools. It can be used to conduct further studies on the extent of ICT 
application by teachers in public schools.

 The Science Education Institute is mandated to conduct relevant studies related to science and 
technology human resource development and science education.  Aside from providing relevant data as 
basis for policymaking, this research also contributed to building the R&D capability in the scientific 
community.

        JOSETTE T. BIYO, Ph.D.
                                Director
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The extent of information and communications technology (ICT) usage in education depends 
primarily on the ICT facilities available in schools and educational institutions. Studies showed a dearth of ICT 
facilities and resources in most public high schools in the Philippines. In 2002, a survey of ICT use in 100 
public high schools conducted by Philippine-based Foundation for Information Technology Education and 
Development, Inc. (FIT-ED) revealed an extremely poor student-to-computer ratio, ranging from 12:1 to 
1,098:1. The average ratio was 267:1 while the modal ratio was 209:1. There was also a poor 
teacher-to-computer ratio with 75% of schools with 5:1 or worse. The mean ratio was 9:1 and the modal ratio 
was 8:1 (Tinio, 2002). In a more recent data (School Year 2017-2018), 88% of the 8,554 public junior high 
schools have at least one computer. On the other hand, only 49% of 6,476 public senior high schools have at 
least one computer. Thus, 12% or 1,026 public junior high schools and 51% or 3,303 public senior high 
schools have no computer at all (DepEd, 2018). 

Recognizing the importance of ICT integration in education, the Philippine government, in cooperation 
with the project sector, initiated programs and projects to help public high schools utilize ICT for teaching and 
learning. Bonifacio (2013) summarized the government initiatives and private participation on the 
improvement of ICT use in education: 

The Act of 1998 (R.A. 8525) was passed to generate private 
sector participation in the upgrading and modernization of public 
schools, especially those in underserved provinces. Recipient 
schools were selected based on the criteria adopted under the 
computerization program.

Computers for Public Schools Projects (PCPS), funded 
through a grant of PHP600,000,000 (US$12 million) from the 
Government of Japan, secured largely through the initiative of the 
Department of Trade and Industry. The grant benefited 996 public 
secondary schools across the country through the provision of 20 
desktop computers, two printers, one fax/data/voice external 
modem with cable, one software package and teacher training to 
each of recipient.

In collaboration with University of the Philippines National 
Institute for Science and Mathematics Education (UP-NISMED), a 
project to integrate ICT in the 2002 Basic Education Curriculum (BEC) 
was developed and served as a framework for ICT integration in 
Science and Mathematics for primary and secondary schools.

Centers of excellence in information technology, crossing 
traditional boundaries, were established in order to focus on the 
needs of a greater number of learners…

In all, 110 public high schools received computers in 1996 
under the DOST Engineering Science Education Project (ESEP) and 
an additional 68 public high schools were recipients under the DOST 
Computer Literacy Program. DOST continues to allocate some 
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PHP20,000,000 to 30,000,000 (US$400,000 to 600,000) annually to 
support computer acquisition in schools. In 2002 and 2003, 125 
public high schools were to be provided with 10 to 15 computers 
along with the corresponding teacher training programs (pp. 5-6).

In addition to these initiatives summarized by Bonifacio (2013), the Science Education Institute of the 
Department of Science and Technology (DOST-SEI) has developed interactive courseware for Science and 
Mathematics (S&M) teaching and learning. In fact, the courseware project was nominated for Information 
Society Innovation Fund (ISIF) Asia awards. Other programs for teacher professional development, ICT 
integration, and materials development not mentioned in the summary are: Intel Teach to the Future, 
Partners in Learning (Microsoft), Coke ed.venture (Coca-Cola Company), e-Curricula for High Schools (Coke, 
Mirant Foundation, FIT-ED), ConnectEd (i.e., consortium of corporate foundations, non-profit organizations, 
IT vendors, and private IT providers), and Mobile Information Technology Classroom in the Regions 
(DOST-SEI).

Recently, DepEd launched the Digital Rise Program as a commitment to address the challenges in 
digital learning and education technology. It is an educational framework that will boost the infrastructure, 
software, and capacity building of learners and teachers in technology. It has three major components. First 
is Digital Literacy, where the K to 12 curriculum is updated to include productivity tools like Word processing, 
spreadsheets, and presentations for Grades 4-6. Basic programming skills subject will be introduced to 
Grade 7 learners while multimedia concepts as subject focusing on video editing and graphics design will be 
taught to Grades 8-10 learners. Vocational skills like computer servicing, technical drafting, and broadband 
installation will be assigned to Senior High School Studetns. Second component is the ICT Assited Teaching 
where DepEd aims to provide teachers with ICT equipment, software content, and skills for their daily 
classroom instruction. The program also envisions giving laptops, smart TVs, and lapel speakers to each 
teacher and classroom. Lastly, the third component is the ICT Assisted Learning for learners that aims to 
provide access and adaptability through DepEd Learning Management System (DLMS) and synchronous 
blended learning. In addition, DepEd gave laptops and tables to learnersa and teachers and the continuation 
of the Public Education Network through the DepEd Computerization Program.

Both past and current initiatives indicate government’s efforts to use ICT in education. However, such 
initiatives do not ensure that teachers utilize the facilities and acquired skills from the training for teaching 
purposes (Belawati, 2004). In the FIT-ED survey, Tinio (2002) reported that 75% of the 100 public high 
schools surveyed claimed that only around 10% of their teachers and students were able to use the 
computer as an educational tool. The survey also revealed that the predominant use of computers was in 
computer classes taken by Grades 9-10 students. Thus, using computers for other content areas like math 
and science is not yet widely practiced in most public schools.

In 1992, DOST through the World Bank-funded Engineering and Science Education Project (ESEP) 
identified 110 public high schools (then referred to as S&T-oriented high schools) to implement a special 
science curriculum from first year to fourth year high school, and equipped them with ICT facilities, capacity 
building programs for teachers, and civil works. Some teachers in S&T-oriented high schools have also been 
trained in using ICT for teaching Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) subjects. 
However, even though the government has advocates for ICT use in education, actual implementation in 
day-to-day learning is still limited (Tinio, 2002). Thus, a study on the actual use of ICT facilities in STEM 
teaching needs to be undertaken. 

Moreover, the shift to K to 12 curriculum entails the use of innovative ways of teaching STEM 
subjects. In his paper on developing ICT curriculum standards for K to 12 schools in the Philippines, 
Bonifacio (2013) asserted the need to formulate a standard framework for technology integration in 
different academic content area instructions from kindergarten until Grade 12. The standards in the 
framework function as a roadmap for curriculum decisions by providing student performance expectations 
in the areas of knowledge, skills, and attitudes, and provide classroom examples and teaching strategies  
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using ICT that will enable teachers in their pedagogical design to meet student learning expectations. The 
author reiterated the role of ICT in improving quality education, and intensifying teaching efficiency through 
pre-service training and programs that are relevant and responsive to the needs of the new educational 
system. With the full implementation of the K to 12 curriculum in 2016, schools should provide more 
opportunities for students to experience a technology-led learning environment that is interactive, 
interdisciplinary, collaborative and authentic, especially in S&T subjects.

Given the figures, background, and scenarios, this current study serves as basis in formulating 
strategies and providing policy directions to strengthen the country’s ICT integration in STEM education. 

 The research questions in the study pertaining to how ICT is infused in STEM education would guide 
education stakeholders, especially its leadership, in national strategic planning and in intensifying ICT 
integration in education. The research questions that the study seeks to answer using the baseline 
information are as follows:

 1.      How do teachers integrate ICT in S&M teaching? What processes are in place?
 2.      What are the factors that contribute to the level of ICT usage in S&M teaching?

Answering these questions shall depict more concretely the overall landscape of ICT use in S&M, and 
in turn, provide better analysis to the baseline data sought. 

1.1       Objectives of the Study
In general, this study aims to establish baseline information on how ICT is being used in the teaching 

of Science and Mathematics (S&M) subjects in selected S&T-oriented high schools. 

Thus, the following specific objectives are divided across data gathered from teachers, principals and 
computer coordinators: 

A.     Survey Data

Science and Mathematics Teachers

1. To identify the various ICT resources and facilities used by science and mathematics teachers in  
       selected S&T-oriented high schools;

             2.    To describe the science and mathematics teachers according to ICT knowledge and skills, access  
       to ICT-related trainings, attitudes toward ICT, personal and professional use of ICT, application of  
       ICT in the classroom, student assessment outcomes using ICT, and perceived obstacles in ICT;

             3.    To examine if there are significant differences in ICT competence and in ICT integration among  
      S&M teachers across age, marital status, type of teacher, years of teaching, attitude toward ICT,  
      availability of ICT resources, use of ICT resources, access to ICT resources, and professional  
      training;

             4.   To determine the significant predictors of ICT competence, and ICT integration in teaching science  
                   and mathematics.

School Principals

 5.    To describe the demographic characteristics of school principals according to age, sex, marital 
         status, highest level of education, and years in school;  

 6.   To determine the ICT environment of the schools surveyed according to school planning,  
        leadership, and attitude toward ICT of school principals; 

 7.    To identify the ICT-related obstacles to pedagogical goals;
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Computer Coordinators

 8.    To describe the demographic characteristics of computer coordinators according to age, sex,  
         marital status, highest level of education, and years in school; 
 9.    To determine the number of ICT resources and facilities used by the science and mathematics  
       teachers in selected S&T-oriented high schools, as reported by the computer coordinators of  
        each school; and

B.    Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Data

 10.    To describe the usage of ICT resources and facilities in the delivery of classroom instructions  
           of S&M teachers, using the FGD data.

1.2     Significance of the Study
The output of the study is deemed valuable for the following reasons:

•    It can be used as a basis for assessing the capabilities and skills of S&M teachers in the use of  
      ICT as an educational tool. 

•     It can provide relevant information on the ICT training needs of teachers in public high schools.
•    It can be used to conduct further studies on the extent of ICT application by teachers in public  

     schools.
•    It describes how ICT is integrated in teaching by S&M teachers in selected S&T-oriented high  

     schools.

1.3     Methodology

1.3.1       Research Design
This study employed a mixed method approach, particularly concurrent triangulation research 

design. Quantitative data were collected from teachers, principals, and computer coordinators using survey 
questionnaires. Two (2) focus group discussions (FGD) were also conducted for each selected region – one 
group among selected science teachers and another group among selected mathematics teachers. These 
two methods (i.e., survey and FGD) were employed to confirm, cross-validate, or corroborate results within 
the study. Data were collected concurrently during the visit to selected schools. Mixed method research 
design generally uses separate quantitative and qualitative methods to offset the weakness of one method 
with the strengths of the other method (Creswell, 2003). 

1.3.2      The Sample
A total of 325 teachers (163 science teachers and 162 mathematics teachers) who were purposively 

sampled from 16 S&T-oriented high schools participated in this study. The research team considered 
geographical spread of schools in selecting the schools. Schools were selected from three (3) major areas 
of Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao, particularly, four (4) schools from the National Capital Region (NCR), and 
three (3) schools each from other regions, namely, Regions 2, 5, 6, and 11. At least 10 science teachers and 
10 mathematics teachers for each school were asked to participate in the study, except for one school from 
Region 2 with less than 10 science or mathematics teachers (Table 1). The team also asked the schools’ 
principals and computer coordinators to accomplish separate survey questionnaires. 
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Name of School/Region  No. of 
Respondents 

1. Parañaque National High School/NCR  20 
2. Ramon Magsaysay High School – Cubao/NCR  20 
3. Muntinlupa National High School/NCR  24 
4. Araullo High School/NCR  20 
5. Cagayan National High School/Region 2  22 
6. Isabela National High School/Region 2  21 
7. Quirino General High School/Region 2  17 
8. Camarines Sur National High School/Region 5  20 
9. Sorsogon National High School/Region 5  20 
10. Tabaco National High School /Region 5  20 
11. Iloilo National High School/Region 6  20 
12. Antique National High School/Region 6  20 
13. Bacolod City National High School/Region 6  20 
14. Davao City National High School/Region 11  20 
15. Nabunturan National Comprehensive High       
      School/Region 11  

21 

16. Tagum City National High School/Region 11  20 
TOTAL  325 

 

Table 1. Distribution of Respondents by School

Table 2 shows the number of FGD participants by school/region and by type of teacher. Ten (10) focus 
group discussions (FGD) were conducted: two (2) FGDs from each region (one group for science teachers 
and another group for mathematics teachers). To have a certain level of homogeneity, the team selected and 
invited the FGD participants according to their level of ICT skills, which were determined using a survey 
questionnaire. 

The Use of ICT in Teaching Science and Mathematics in 
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School/Region  Science Teachers Mathematics Teachers 

Luzon  

Cagayan NHS / Region 2  

 

10 

 

8 

Camarines NHS / Region 5  6 8 

Ramon Magsaysay HS (Cubao) / NCR  7 7 

Visayas    

Il oilo NHS / Region 6  8 6 

Mindanao    

Tagum City NHS / Region 10  8 8 
 

Table 2. Number of FGD Participants by School/Region and Type of teacher



1.3.3      The Instruments
The research team used survey questionnaires in collecting data for this study, which were patterned 

after the instrument used by Western Australia (2006) in its paper on teacher ICT skills of Western Australian 
government school teachers. Separate questionnaires, on the other hand, were used for teachers, principals, 
and computer coordinators. 

The teacher questionnaire has the longest form, which includes the following sections: demographic 
characteristics such as age, sex, and marital status; years of teaching experience; ICT resources and 
facilities; ICT knowledge and skills; access to ICT-related trainings; attitude toward ICT; personal and 
professional use of ICT; application of ICT in the classroom; assessing student outcomes using ICT; and 
obstacles in using ICT.

School principal questionnaire focused on asking about school planning and leadership, attitude of 
the administration toward ICT, and ICT-related obstacles to pedagogical goals. Computer coordinator 
questionnaire gathered data on ICT resources and facilities such as number of computers, laboratories, and 
other ICT equipment (See Annex 1: Survey Questionnaires).

The FGD guide questionnaire used by facilitators consisted of questions on how teachers used ICT in 
teaching. FGD guide questions include identification of ICT resources used in teaching science or 
mathematics; how and on what particular subject each ICT resource is commonly used; obstacles or 
difficulties encountered in using ICT in teaching and how they cope with those obstacles or difficulties; and 
ICT trainings and resources the teachers need for them to facilitate teaching and science and mathematics 
subjects. 

1.3.4      Data Collection Procedure
Guided survey administration and focus group discussions (FGD) were the primary methods of data 

collection, using the survey questionnaires and the FGD guide questions, respectively. The survey instrument 
consisted of questions regarding the existing ICT facilities and resources in the schools. FGD guide 
questions sought responses on how teacher-participants use ICT in science and mathematics teaching.

The data gathering and analysis procedures followed these steps:

•     Coordination with DepEd school heads/principals to allow the participation of teachers in the  
      study

•     Preparation of the survey questionnaires, interview schedules, and observation guides
•     Conduct of workshop for field researchers
•     Conduct of pilot testing of the survey instruments (Pilot school: Taguig City Science High  

     School)
•     Revision of survey instruments based on the results and observations in the pilot testing
•     Preparation/mailing of communication letters 
•     Collection of data
•     Processing and Analysis of data
•     Writing of the technical report

1.3.5       Data Analysis
Survey data were analyzed through descriptive summaries of all questions asked in the survey. 

Measures of differences between and among groups and measures of association were also used to 
examine significant differences and relationship between variables. Multiple regression analyses were also 
done to determine the factors affecting ICT competence and integration of ICT in teaching 
science/mathematics. Licensed SPSS version 13.0 was used in the quantitative data analysis.
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Data from the transcribed FGD recordings were organized through thematic analysis with the aid of 
licensed NVivo Plus version 11. Selected direct quotations from FGD participants were culled out from 
transcriptions to make sense of the FGD data and to support the themes that emerged from the analysis.

1.3.6       Scope and Limitation of the Study
This study only sampled three to four schools from selected provinces in the major islands of the 

Philippines. It also used purposive, non-probability sampling in the selection of respondents and schools. 
Thus, making generalizations from the findings of this study should be made with caution. With the limited 
number of respondents and schools sampled, and the type of sampling used, there is no assumption of 
representativeness of sampled data to the general population. 

The terms use and integration of ICT in teaching were used synonymously and interchangeably in the 
study. However, to clarify some distinctions of these two terms, the use of ICT refers to teacher-centered 
manner of utilizing ICT in teaching—from preparation, actual delivery and discussion of lessons, to 
assessment. On the other hand, integration of ICT is student-centered in the ICT utilization that support the 
achievement of learning goals. Compared to ICT use that focuses on instructing students on content, ICT 
integration in teaching includes planned and purposeful activities that make students more engaged with 
content.   
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CHAPTER 2

RESULTS

A.       SURVEY DATA

2.1      Science and Mathematics Teachers
This section presents the findings from the science and mathematics teachers’ data, in the following 

characteristics: profile of S&M teachers; availability, accessibility and usage of ICT resource and facilities by 
S&M teachers; ICT knowledge and skills of S&M teachers; access to ICT-related trainings; attitude toward 
ICT; personal and professional use of ICT; application of ICT in the classroom; assessing student outcomes 
using ICT; and obstacles in using ICT.

2.1.1       Profile of S&M Teachers
A total of 325 science and mathematics teachers from 16 selected science and technology oriented 

high schools in Regions 2, 5, 6, 11, and NCR participated in the study. The highest number of respondents 
was noted in Muntinlupa National High School in NCR (7.4 % or 24), while the least number of respondents 
was observed in Quirino General High School in Region 2, (5.2% or 17). Almost equal proportions of 
respondents were seen in the other schools surveyed (Table 3).

Table 3. Distribution of Respondents by School

Name of School/Region  No. of 
Respondents 

Percent 

1. Parañaque National High School/NCR  20 6.2 
2. Ramon Magsaysay High School – Cubao/NCR  20 6.2 
3. Muntinlupa National High School/NCR  24 7.4 
4. Araullo High School/NCR  20 6.2 
5. Cagayan National High School/Region 2  22 6.8 
6. Isabela National High School/Region 2  21 6.5 
7. Quirino General High School/Region 2  17 5.2 
8. Camarines Sur National High School/Region 5  20 6.2 
9. Sorsogon National High School/Region 5  20 6.2 
10. Tabaco National High School/Region 5  20 6.2 
11. Iloilo National High School/Region 6  20 6.2 
12. Antique National High School/Region 6  20 6.2 
13. Bacolod City National High School/Region 6  20 6.2 
14. Davao City National High School/Region 11  20 6.2 
15. Nabunturan  National Comprehensive High       
      School/Region 11  

21 6.5 

16. Tagum City National High School/Region 11  20 6.2 
TOTAL  325 100.0 
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As shown in Table 4, the distribution of respondents by sex indicated the dominance of female (74.5%) 
over their male counterparts (25.5%). By type of teacher, 77.3% and 71.6% were female among the S&M 
teachers, respectively. 

Table 4. Distribution of Respondents by Sex and Type of Teacher

Sex 
Science Mathematics All  

Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent 

Male  37 22.7 46 28.4 83 25.5 

Female 126 77.3 116 71.6 242 74.5 

TOTAL  163 100.0 162 100.0 325 100.0 

 
Table 5 indicates that majority of the respondents were married (67.4% or 219), mostly among the 

mathematics teachers, of whom seven out of 10 were married. Among the science teachers, 64.4% and 
29.4% were married and single, respectively.

Table 5. Distribution of Respondents by Marital Status

Marital Status  
Science Mathematics All  

Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent 

Single  48 29.4 44 27.2 92 28.3 

Married  405 64.4 114 70.4 219 67.4 

Divorced/Annulled  0 0.0 1 0.6 1 0.3 

Separated 2 1.2 1 0.6 3 0.9 

Widowed  8 4.9 2 1.2 10 3.1 

TOTAL  163 100.0 162 100.0 325 100.0 

 
The age distribution of the respondents as shown in Table 6 indicates that the respondents were 

relatively young. About one-third (31.5% or 102) belong in the 31-40 age group, while more than one-third 
(34.9% or 113) were 41-50 years of age. The median age of 40 years old implied that half of the respondents 
were younger than this age and half were older. Some (14.2% or 46) were 51 & above years old.

Table 6. Distribution of Respondents by Age Group 

Age Group  
Science Mathematics All  

Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent 
30 & below  32 19.6 31 19.1 63 19.4 
31-40 54 33.1 48 29.6 102 31.5 
41-50 54 33.1 59 36.4 113 34.9 
51 & above  23 14.1 23 14.2 46 14.2 
No information    1 0.6 1 0.3 
TOTAL  163 100.0 162 100.0 325 100.0 
Minimum  22 22 22 
Maximum  63 63 63 
Median  40.00 41.00 40.00 
Mean 40.06 39.88 39.97 
Std. Deviation  9.77 9.63 9.68 
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Table 7 shows that majority (53.8% or 175) of the teacher-respondents had units only in master’s 
degree, while less than 20% were able to complete their master’s degree (18.5% or 60) and bachelor’s degrees 
(19.1% or 62). By type of teacher, there were more mathematics teachers who completed their master’s 
degree (19.1% or 31) or with units only (56.8% or 92), as compared to the science teachers with MS degree 
completed (17.8% or 29), and with units only (50.9%). However, there were more science teachers with 
doctorate degree (2.5% or 4) or with units only (7.4% or 12), as compared to mathematics teachers with 1.9% 
or 3 doctorate degree completed, and 4.9% or 8 with units only.

Table 7. Distribution of Respondents by Highest Level of Education

Highest Level of  
Education  

Science Mathematics All  

Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent 

Bachelor’s degree  35 21.5 27 16.7 62 19.1 

Master’s degree 
(Units only)  

83 50.9 92 56.8 175 53.8 

Master’s degree 
earned 

29 17.8 31 19.1 60 18.5 

Doctorate degree 
earned 

4 2.5 3 1.9 7 2.2 

Doctorate degree 
(Units only)  

12 7.4 8 4.9 20 6.2 

No information  -  -  1 0.6 1 0.2 

TOTAL  163 100.0 162 100. 325 100.0 

 
Table 8 shows that among the teacher-respondents, less than fifty percent were BS Science (41.8% or 

136) and BS Mathematics (40.6% or 132) graduates. Eleven respondents (3.4%) had both BS Science and 
Mathematics degrees. Notably, about 10% or 32 teacher-respondents did not have either BS Science or BS 
Mathematics degrees. 

Table 8. Distribution of Respondents by Whether or Not they have a Bachelor’s degree in
Science and/or Mathematics

Response 
Science Mathematics All  

Freq.  Percent Freq. Percent Freq.  Percent 
No BS Degree in 
Science or Math 

13 8.0 19 11.7 32 9.8 

Yes, degree in 
Science only  

133 81.6 3 1.9 136 41.8 

Yes, degree in 
Mathematics only  

4 2.5 128 79.0 132 40.6 

Yes, degree in both 
Science and 
Mathematics 

9 5.5 2 1.2 11 3.4 

No information  4 2.5 10 6.2 14 4.3 
TOTAL  163 100.0 162 100.0 325 100.0 
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Tables 9 and 9.1 show that almost all respondents (99.1% or 322) had Professional Licenses or 
Eligibility Certificates, while only 0.6% or 2 were noted among the mathematics teachers without licenses. 
Majority (55.7% or 181) had Professional Regulation Commission – Licensure Examination for Teachers 
(PRC-LET) licenses, while 132 (40.6%) held Professional Board Examination for Teachers (PBET) licenses. 
Very few (1.5% or 5) had Civil Service Commission (CSC) Eligibility Certificates.

Table 9. Distribution of Respondents by Whether or Not they have Professional License or 
Eligibility Certificate

Table 9.1. Distribution of Respondents by Type of License

Type of License  
Science Mathematics All  

Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent 

PRC -LET  95 58.3 86 53.1 181 55.7 

PBET  63 38.7 69 42.6 132 40.6 

CSC  2 1.2 3 1.9 5 1.5 

No information  3 1.8 4 2.5 7 2.2 

TOTAL  163 100.0 162 100.0 325 100.0 

 
A large proportion of respondents had teaching experience of over five years, while 14.5% had five 

years and below, and 12.0% had 26 years and above. By type of teacher, the number of years of teaching 
between the S&M teachers did not differ significantly. Overall, the study tallied a Mean of 14.9 and a Median 
of 15.0 years of teaching (Table 10).

Table 10. Distribution of Respondents by Years of Teaching Eligibility Certificate

Years of Teaching  
Science Mathematics All  

Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent Freq.  Percent 

1-5 23 14.1 24 14.8 47 14.5 
6-10 34 20.9 33 20.4 67 20.6 
11-15 31 19.0 26 16.0 57 17.5 
16-20 31 19.0 35 21.6 66 20.3 
21-25 20 12.3 20 12.3 40 12.3 
26 and above 21 12.9 18 11.1 39 12.0 
No information  3 1.8 6 3.7 9 2.8 
TOTAL  160 100.0 162 100.0 325 100.0 
Minimum  2 1 1 
Maximum  40 38 40 
Median  14.5 15.0 15.0 
Mean 15.0 14.8 14.9 
Std. Deviation  8.2 8.2 8.2 

 

Response 
Science Mathematics All  

Freq. Percent Freq. Percent Freq. Percent 
Yes (With Prof. 
License/Eligibility) 

162 99.4 160 98.8 322 99.1 

No Prof. 
License/Eligibility 

0 0.0 2 1.2 2 0.6 

No information 1 0.6 0 0.0 1 0.3 
TOTAL 163 100.0 162 100.0 325 100.0 
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2.1.2 Availability, Accessibility and Usage of ICT Resource and Facilities 
Table 11 shows the responses of teachers regarding the availability, accessibility, and usage of ICT 

resources in their schools. It can be noted that the least available ICT equipment is the school intranet. On the 
other hand, majority of the respondents identified the following ICT resources as available in the schools 
surveyed:  desktop/laptop computer for teacher use; laptops/computers for student use; Internet; printer; 
digital projectors for student/teacher use in classroom; and desktop computers for student/teacher use 
elsewhere at school (e.g., computer laboratory). Majority also claimed that they use these ICT resources and 
indicated that these are easily accessible. 

Table 11. Distribution of Respondents by Availability and Accessibility of ICT Resources
 

ICT Resource  
Science Mathematics All  

Available  R 
Used 

Accessible  Available  R Used  Accessible  Available  R 
Used 

Accessible  

e1. Desktop/  
laptop 
computer for 
teacher use 

81.6 
(n=163)  

83.5 
(n=133)  

 

72.2 
(n=133)  

82.7 
(n=162)  

89.6 
(n=134)  

76.1 
(n=134 ) 

82.2 
(n=325)  

86.5 
(n=267)  

74.2 
(n=267)  

2. Laptops/ 
computers for 
student use 

59.5 
(n=163)  

70.1 
(n=97)  

61.9 
(n=97)  

47.5 
(n=162 ) 

49.4 
(n=77)  

40.3 
(n=77)  

53.5 
(n=325)  

60.9 
(n=174)  

52.3 
(n=174)  

3. School 
intranet 

23.9 
(n=163)  

48.7 
(n=39)  

33.3 
(n=39)  

30.9 
(n=162)  

42.0 
(n=50)  

34.0 
(n=50)  

27.4 
(n=325)  

44.9 
(n=89)  

33.7 
(n=89)  

4. Internet  73.0 
(n=163)  

73.1 
(n=119)  

50.4 
(n=119)  

69.8 
(n=162)  

69.9 
(n=113)  

54.0 
(n=113)  

71.4 
(n=325)  

71.6 
(n=232)  

52.2 
(n=232)  

5. Printer  82.2 
(n=163)  

75.4 
(n=134)  

62.7 
(n=134)  

77.2 
(n=162)  

76.0 
(n=125)  

69.6 
(n=125)  

79.7 
(n=325) 

75.7 
(n=259)  

66.0 
(n=259)  

6. Digital 
cameras 

42.9 
(n=163)  

58.6 
(n=70)  

54.3 
(n=70)  

45.1 
(n=162) 

52.1 
(n=73)  

50.7 
(n=73)  

44.0 
(n=325)  

55.2 
(n=143)  

52.4 
(n=143)  

7. Digital 
projectors for 
student/teacher 
use in 
classroom 

71.8 
(n=163)  

82.1 
(n=117)  

62.4 
(n=117)  

69.8 
(n=162)  

79.6 
(n=113)  

58.4 
(n=113)  

70.8 
(n=325)  

80.9 
(n=230)  

60.4 
(n=230)  

8. Desktop 
computers for 
student/teacher 
use elsewhere 
at school (e.g. 
computer 
laboratory)  

84.0 
(n=173)  

70.5 
(n=112)  

59.8 
(n=112)  

77.2 
(n=162)  

63.0 
(n=108)  

50.0 
(n=108)  

80.6 
(n=325)  

66.8 
(n=220)  

55.0 
(n=220)  

 
Table 12 shows that majority of the respondents personally owned the following ICT resources and 

used them in teaching science and mathematics: Desktop/laptop computer (93.2%); Personal email account 
(71.1%); Internet at home (70.5%); Printer (68%); and Digital Cameras (53.5%). Using the chi-square test, high 
significant associations were noted between the available Internet at home and having a personal email 
account by type of teacher. 
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Table 12. Distribution of Respondents by ICT Resource owned personally and have used in 
   teaching Science or Mathematics

ICT Resources  Science Mathematics All  

Desktop/laptop computer 95.1 91.4 93.2 

Personal email 
account**  

79.8 62.3 71.1 

Internet at home**  78.5 62.3 70.5 

Printer  72.4 63.6 68.0 

Digital Cameras *  61.3 45.7 53.5 

Digital Projectors *  28.2 17.9 23.1 

Others 3.1 3.1 3.1 

N of cases 163 162 325 

 Note: Chi-square test of association between ICT resources owned personally 
and have used in teaching Science/Mathematics and Type of Teacher:
*significant at P ≤ 0.05 
**significant at P ≤ 0.01 
***significant at P ≤ 0.001

2.1.3 ICT Knowledge and Skills of S&M Teachers 

Table 13 shows the distribution of respondents by usage of various ICT applications.  Majority of the 
respondents used the ICT applications as listed in the table, particularly File Navigation (94.2%) and Word 
Processing (94.2%). The least ICT application was the databases (46.5%). Among these applications, 
significant association was noted only between the use of Email and type of teacher.

Table 13. Distribution of Respondents by Usage of ICT applications

ICT Application  Science Mathematics All  

File Navigation  94.5 93.8 94.2 

Email*  91.4 82.1 86.8 

Internet 90.8 84.0 87.4 

Word processing  95.7 92.6 94.2 

Presentation packages 91.4 84.6 88.0 

Spreadsheets 90.2 85.2 87.7 

Databases 50.9 42.0 46.5 

N of cases 163 162 325 

 

Table 13.1 shows the various operations relating to Computer File Navigation (e.g., Windows 
Explorer). Results show that most of the respondents had knowledge and skills on the following operations: 
save files in a selected folder (93.8%); create and name new folders (91.4%); navigate between existing 
folders (80.9%); copy, delete and rename files (88.6%); select and navigate between Drives and Directories 
(63.1%); navigate into a network (64.6%); use appropriate help files (60.0%); install software (56%); (56%); 
recognize different file types (61.2%); and back up files (53.8%). Less than 50% were able to zip and unzip files 
(43.4%) and do complex searches for files (46.2%). Notably, there were 5.8% among the respondents— 
mostly among the mathematics teachers—who have not used any of the abovementioned operations. 

Note: Chi-square test of association between Usage of ICT application and 
Type of Teacher
*significant at P ≤ 0.05 
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Table 13.1. Distribution of Respondents by ICT Knowledge and Skills in Computer File Navigation Use

With Computer File Navigation R 
can: 

Science Mathematics All  

Save files in a selected folder  95.1 92.6 93.8 

Create and name new folders 91.4 91.4 91.4 

Navigate between existing folders  87.1 74.7 80.9 

Copy, delete and rename files 89.0 88.3 88.6 

Select and navigate between Drives 
and Directories  

67.5 58.6 63.1 

Navigate into a network  69.9 59.3 64.6 

Use appropriate Help files  65.0 54.9 60.0 

Install software  60.1 51.9 56.0 

Recognize different file types  66.9 55.6 61.2 

Zip and unzip files  46.0 40.7 43.4 

Do complex searches for files  52.8 39.5 46.2 

Back up files  61.3 46.3 53.8 

I have never used  4.3 6.2 5.8 

N of cases 163 162 325 

 
With regard to the various email operations, as listed in Table 13.2, majority of respondents indicated 

that they already had the skills in most of the identified operations. On the other hand, 13.8% mentioned that 
they had never used email, mostly observed among the mathematics teachers.

Table 13.2. Distribution of Respondents by ICT Knowledge and Skills in Email Use

With Email R can: Science Mathematics All  

Access emails 86.5 76.5 81.5 
Create and send emails 88.3 77.2 82.8 
Access and use Address book entries 60.1 48.8 54.5 
Add to Address book entries 59.5 48.8 54.2 
Locate Sent and Deleted messages 80.4 70.4 75.4 
Store messages in folders 74.8 69.1 72.0 
Add attachments to emails 72.4 69.8 71.1 
Add a signature to emails 36.8 25.9 31.4 
Create a mailing list 46.0 32.1 39.1 
Set up a discussion list 24.5 19.1 21.8 
I have never used 8.6 17.8 13.8 
N of cases 163 162 325 
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Majority had the knowledge and skills in using the World Wide Web/Internet, specifically in the 
following operations: navigate to known websites (74.8%); do basic searches (81.8%); save images and text 
(80%); download and install software and plug-ins (60.3%); and use different browsers (58.5%). By type, there 
were more science teachers who were knowledgeable and had skills in various Internet operations 
compared to mathematics teachers. Notably, there were more mathematics teachers who did not use 
Internet (16%), as compared to the science teachers (9.2%) (Table13.3). 



Table 13.3. Distribution of Respondents by ICT Knowledge and Skills in Internet Use

With World Wide Web/Internet 
R can:  

Science  Mathematics  All  

Navigate to known websites  81.0  68.5  74.8  

Create Favourites or Bookmarks  52.1  45.7  48.9  

Do basic searches  85.9  77.8  81.8  

Use advanced search tools  48.5  37.0  42.8  

Organize Favourites or  
Bookmarks  

39.3  32.7  36.0  

Alter browser pre ferences  40.5  32.1  36.3  

Save images and text  84.7  75.3  80.0  

Conduct complex searches  41.7  27.8  34.8  

Download and install software 
and plug -ins  

66.3  54.3  60.3  

Use different browsers  62.6  54.3  58.5  

I have never used  9.2  16.0  13.8  

N of cases  163  162  325  

 
As shown in Table 13. 4, about nine out of 10 respondents indicated that they can perform the various 

operations using the Word Processor (e.g., Microsoft Word, Microsoft Publisher), particularly opening an 
existing document (92.6%); creating a new document (91.7%); and changing fonts (90.5%). It is noted that 
less than five percent (4.3%) among the science teachers, and less than ten percent among the mathematics 
teachers (7.4%) never used Word Processor.

Table 13.4. Distribution of Respondents by ICT Knowledge and Skills in Using Word Processor
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With a Word Processor (e.g., 
Microsoft Word, Microsoft 
Publisher) R can:  

Science Mathematics All  

Create a new document 93.3 90.1 91.7 

Open an existing document  93.9 91.4 92.6 

Format a document 84.0 83.3 83.7 

Change fonts 91.4 89.5 90.5 

Spell check  90.8 84.0 87.4 

Insert text 88.3 87.0 87.7 

Insert page numbers 80.4 77.2 78.8 

Add headers and/or footers 75.5 73.5 74.5 

Print  87.1 86.4 86.8 

Insert images 86.5 82.1 84.3 

Create tables 85.3 85.8 85.5 

Change page set up 86.5 82.1 84.3 

Change margins 86.5 85.2 85.8 

Use columns and sections 85.9 84.0 84.9 



With the Presentation Package, majority of the respondents indicated that they are able to operate the 
software. Still, less than 50% of the teacher-respondents can create an original master (39.7%); use master 
slide functions (41.5%); and add navigation buttons (41.2%). By type, less than 10 percent (8.6%) of the 
science teachers and 15.4% of the mathematics teachers never used this software (Table 13.5).

Table 13.5. Distribution of Respondents by ICT Knowledge and Skills in Using Presentation Package 

With a Presentation  (e.g., 
Microsoft PowerPoint ) R can:  

Science  Mathematics  All  

Create a new s lide show  85.9  80.2  83.1  

Edit an existing slide show  84.7  80.9  82.8  

Insert images  81.0  75.3  78.2  

Change font and layout  83.4  80.9  82.2  

Can navigate back and forth 
during a presentation  

78.5  67.9  73.2  

Add animation and transitions  76.1  69.1  72.6  

Insert hyperlinks  58.3  46.3  52.3  

Create an original master  44.8  34.6  39.7  

Can use master slide functions  45.4  37.7  41.5  

Include sound  72.4  54.9  63.7  

Print handouts  76.7  67.3  72.0  

Add navigation buttons  41.7  40.7  41.2  

I have never used  8.6  15.4  13.2  

N of cases  163  162  325  
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Table 13.4. Distribution of Respondents by ICT Knowledge and Skills in Using Word Processor
     (continued)

With a Word Processor (e.g., 
Microsoft Word, Microsoft 
Publisher) R can:  

Science Mathematics All  

Set up styles 78.5 73.5 76.0 

Use mail merge  55.8 56.8 56.3 

I have never used  4.3 7.4 6.8 

N of cases 163 162 325 

Table 13.6 shows that 12.3% of the respondents had never used Spreadsheets, mostly observed 
among the mathematics teachers (14.8%) as compared to science teachers (9.8%). On the other hand, most 
of the respondents can perform the following operations: enter data into an existing spreadsheet (83.4%); 
create a new spreadsheet (81.8%); insert and delete rows and columns (81.5%); and format cells (80.6%). 



Table 13.6. Distribution of Respondents by ICT Knowledge and Skills in Using Spreadsheets

With a Spreadsheets (e.g. 
Microsoft Excel) R can:  

Science  Mathematics  All  

Create a new spreadsheet (enter 
data)  

84.7  79.0  81.8  

Enter data into an existing 
spreadsheet  

86.5  80.2  83.4  

Insert some calculati ons 78.5  75.9  77.2  

Format cells  82.8  78.4  80.6  

Sort cells  79.1  77.2  78.2  

Insert and delete rows and 
columns  

84.0  79.0  81.5  

Create a new chart (graph)  73.6  67.9  70.8  

Modify existing chart (graph)  64.4  61.1  62.8  

Apply complex formulae  46.6  42.6  44.6  

U se absolute and relative cell 
references  

39.9  33.3  36.6  

Refer to multiple worksheets  46.0  37.7  41.8  

Use filtering  35.0  29.6  32.3  

Use conditional formatting  41.7  42.0  41.8  

Import and/or export data  41.1  33.3  37.2  

I have never used  9.8  14.8  12.3  

N of cases  163  162  325  

 
Majority (54.2%) of the respondents had never tried using databases, which is mostly observed 

among the mathematics teachers (58.0%) as compared to science teachers (49.1%). Creating simple tables 
was a relatively common skill (42.5 %%), while less than 20% can perform other database operations. There 
were more science teachers who indicated the skills in using databases versus mathematics teachers, as 
evident in Table 13.7. 
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Table 13.7. Distribution of Respondents by ICT Knowledge and Skills in Using Databases
With Databases (e.g. Microsoft 
Access) R can:  

Science  Mathematics  All  

Create simple tables  46.0  38.9  42.5  

Use simple queries to retrieve 
data 

23.9  14.8  19.4  

Use wizards to create reports and 
forms  

18.4  6.2  12.3  

Retrieve and enter data in an 
existing database  

20.2  11.1  15.7  

Use relational databases  11.0  3.1  7.1  

Use wizards to create forms, 
sub-forms or portals  

9.8  3.7  6.8  

 



2.1.4 Access to ICT-Related Trainings
The respondents were asked of the ICT-related trainings they have undertaken. Majority indicated that 

they had ICT trainings on the following: (1) Training in the use of computers/basic computer (68.3%); (2) 
Word processing e.g. MS Word (56.9%); (3) Spreadsheets e.g. MS Excel (54.5%); and (4) Presentation 
software e.g., MS PowerPoint (53.8%). By type, there are more science teachers who had ICT-related 
trainings than the mathematics teachers. Further, significant associations between ICT-related trainings 
undertaken and type of teacher are noted, except for the Word processing, e.g. MS Word; Spreadsheets, e.g., 
MS Excel; and Databases e.g., Access (Table 14).

Table 14. Distribution of Respondents by ICT-Related Training Undertaken
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Table 13.7. Distribution of Respondents by ICT Knowledge and Skills in Using Databases (continued)

With Databases (e.g. Microsoft 
Access) R can:  

Science  Mathematics  All  

Use more complex form design 
tools, e.g., combo boxes  

11.7  3.1  7.4  

Create and use parameter queries  9.2  2.5  5.8  

Create  summary reports  12.9  3.7  8.3  

Use complex functions in 
queries  

8.6  2.5  5.5  

I have never used  49.1  58.0  54.2  

N of cases  163  162  325  

 

ICT -Related Training  Science  Mathematics  All  

Training in the use of computers/basic 
computer **  

73.6  63.0  68.3  

Word processing (e.g. MS Word)  62.0  51.9  56.9  
Spreadsheets (e.g. Excel)  59.5  49.4  54.5  
Presentation software (e.g., PowerPoint) **  61.3  46.3  53.8  
Databases (e.g. Access)  11.0  9.3  10.2  
Training on how to integrate technology with the 
curriculum **  

44.8  33.3  39.1  

Internet use and general applications **  50.9  32.1  41.5  
Technical course for operating and maintaining 
computer systems *  

13.5  5.6  9.5  

Advanced course for applications/standard tools *  6.7  1.9  4.3  
Advanced course for Internet use ***  14.1  2.5  8.3  
Integrating ICT in teaching and learning *  53.4  41.4  47.4  
Subject -specific training with learning software 
for specific content goals ***  

20.9  6.2  13.5  

 Note: Chi-square test of association between ICT-Related Training Undertaken and Type of Teacher:
*significant at P ≤ 0.05 
**significant at P ≤ 0.01 
***significant at P ≤ 0.001



Note: Chi-square test of association between ICT-Related Training Undertaken and Type of Teacher:
*significant at P ≤ 0.05 
**significant at P ≤ 0.01 
***significant at P ≤ 0.001

Table 15 shows that majority of the ICT-related trainings attended by the respondents were arranged 
by their schools, and were also applied in teaching practice. Almost all said the trainings were effective. The 
same observations were also noted by type of teacher. The top three (3) ICT-related trainings mostly 
attended by the respondents and arranged by the schools were: (1) training in the use of computers/basic 
computer (77.9%); (2) training on how to integrate technology with the curriculum (75.6%); and (3) 
Integrating ICT in teaching and learning (72.7%).

Table 15. Distribution of Respondents by Whether or Not the Training was arranged by school, 
    Whether it was Applied and Effective
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Table 14. Distribution of Respondents by ICT-Related Training Undertaken (continued)
ICT -Related Training  Science  Mathematics  All  

Course on multimedia operations ***  16.0  1.9  8.9  
Training on microprocessors and applications **  6.1  0.6  3.4  
Others  1.2  0.0  0.6  
N of cases  163  162  325  

 

 
ICT-Related Training 

Science Mathematics All  

Arranged 
through R 

school 

Applied Effective Arranged 
through R 

school 

Applied Effective Arranged 
through R 

school 

Applied Effective 

Training in the use of 
computers/basic computer 

80.0 
(n=120) 

90.8 
(n=120) 

99.1 
(n=109) 

75.5 
(n=120) 

85.3 
(n=102) 

95.4 
(n=87) 

77.9 
(n=140) 

88.3 
(n=140) 

91.9 
(n=196) 

Word processing (e.g. MS 
Word) 

64.4 
(n=101) 

94.1 
(n=101) 

97.9 
(n=96) 

65.5 
(n=84) 

83.3 
(n=84) 

98.6 
(n=70) 

64.9 
(n=185) 

89.2 
(n=185) 

98.2 
(n=165) 

Spreadsheets (e.g. Excel) 66.0 
(n=97) 

92.8 
(n=97) 

98.9 
(n=90) 

62.5 
(n=80) 

85.0 
(n=80) 

98.5 
(n=68) 

64.4 
(n=177) 

89.3 
(n=177) 

98.7 
(n=158) 

Presentation software (e.g., 
PowerPoint) 

63.0 
(n=100) 

89.0 
(n=100) 

100.0 
(n=89) 

66.7 
(n=75) 

85.3 
(n=75) 

98.4 
(n=64) 

64.6 
(n=175) 

87.4 
(n=175) 

99.3 
(n=153) 

Databases (e.g. Access) 72.2 
(n=18) 

88.9 
(n=18) 

93.8 
(n=16) 

60.0 
(n=15) 

80.0 
(n=15) 

85.7 
(n=14) 

66.7 
(n=33) 

84.8 
(n=33) 

90.0 
(n=30) 

Training on how to integrate 
technology with the 
curriculum 

71.2 
(n=73) 

87.7 
(n=73) 

98.4 
(n=64) 

81.5 
(n=54) 

81.5 
(n=54) 

97.7 
(n=44) 

75.6 
(n=127) 

85.0 
(n=127) 

98.1 
(n=108) 

Internet use and general 
applications 

60.2 
(n=83) 

88.0 
(n=83) 

97.3 
(n=74) 

53.8 
(n=52) 

76.9 
(n=52) 

87.5 
(n=40) 

57.5 
(n=135) 

83.7 
(n=135) 

93.9 
(n=114) 

Technical course for 
operating and maintaining 
computer systems 

63.6 
(n=22) 

 

86.4 
(n=22) 

94.7 
(n=19) 

2/9 
 

5/9 5/5 51.6 
(n=31) 

77.4 
(n=31) 

95.8 
(n=24) 

Advanced course for 
applications/standard tools 

4/11 8/11 9/9 0/3 2/3 2/2 4/14 10/14 10/10 

Advanced course for Internet 
use 

47.8 
(n=23) 

60.9 
(n=23) 

100.0 
(n=14) 

0/4 3/4 3/3 40.7 
(n=27) 

63.0 
(n=27) 

100.0 
(n=17) 

Integrating ICT in teaching 
and learning 

73.6 
(n=87) 

89.7 
(n=87) 

100.0 
(n=78) 

71.6 
(n=67) 

80.6 
(n=67) 

98.2 
(n=55) 

72.7 
(n=154) 

85.7 
(n=154) 

99.2 
(n=133) 

Subject-specific training with 
learning software for specific 
content goals 

64.7 
(n=34) 

85.3 
(n=34) 

96.6 
(n=29) 

6/10 7/10 7/7 63.6 
(n=44) 

81.8 
(n=44) 

97.2 
(n=36) 

Course on multimedia 
operations 

50.0 
(n=26) 

88.5 
(n=26) 

95.7 
(n=23) 

1/3 1/3 1/1 48.3 
(n=29) 

82.8 
(n=29) 

95.8 
(n=24) 

Training on microprocessors 
and applications 

7/10 5/10 5/5 0/1 0/1 0 7/11 5/11 5/5 

 



 2.1.5 Attitude toward ICT
This study measured the respondents’ attitudes toward ICT by asking them how much they agree or 

disagree with the statements about ICT, as enumerated in Table 16. Majority of the respondents “Strongly 
Agree” on the following ICT statements: (1) ICT provides valuable resources and tools to support student 
learning (58.6%); (2) ICT is a big help in my preparation of lessons (57.7%); (3) I enjoy doing research using 
Internet (57.1%); (4) ICT provides students with efficient presentation and communication tool (55.2%), and 
(5) ICT facilitates teaching and learning processes (54.9%). 

By type of teacher, majority of the science teachers “Strongly Agree” in most of the ICT-related 
statements. Using the same ICT statements, majority rated “Agree” among the mathematics teachers. 
Moreover, 46.5% and 61.1% among the mathematics and science teachers, respectively, “Strongly Agree” 
that “Evaluation of students becomes easier with the help of ICT”.  

It is also important to note that there are still a few mathematics teachers (4.6%) and science 
teachers (9.4%) who “Strongly Agree” that “ICT has limited capacity to provide benefits in the classroom.”

Table 16. Distribution of Respondents by Attitudes toward ICT
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Statement about ICT  

Science  Mathematics  All  

SA  A  D  SD  SA  A  D  SD  SA  A  D  SD  

1. Student use of ICT has the 
capacity to strongly support 
student-centered, inquiry -based 
learning.  

59.9  39.5  0.0  0.6  40.8  58.0  0.6  0.6  50.5  48.6  0.3  0.6  

2. ICT provides valuable 
resources and tools to support 
student learning.  

72.2  27.2  0.0  0.6  44.6  54.1  0.6  0.6  58.6  40.4  0.3  0.6  

3. ICT provides students with 
efficient presentation and 
communication tools.  

65.2  32.3  1.9  0.6  44.9  50.6  3.8  0.6  55.2  41.3  2.8  0.6  

4. ICT has limited  capacity to 
provide benefits in the classroom.  

9.4  28.1  44.4  18.1  4.5  42.9  41.0  11.5  7.0  35.4  42.7  14.9  

5. I like the challenge of exploring 
technology and new software and 
its possibilities.  

64.8  34.0  1.2  0.0  43.9  54.1  1.3  0.6  54.5  43.9  1.3  0.3  

6. ICT is a big help in my 
preparation of lessons.  

69.1  30.2  0.6  0.0  45.9  50.3  3.2  0.6  57.7  40.1  1.9  0.3  

7. Evaluation of students becomes 
easier with the help  of ICT.  

61.1  35.2  3.7  0.0  46.5  49.0  3.2  1.3  53.9  42.0  3.4  0.6  

8. ICT facilitates  teaching and 
learning processes.  

64.8  33.3  1.9  0.0  44.6  52.9  1.9  0.6  54.9  42.9  1.9  0.3  

9. I enjoy doing research using 
Internet.  

69.4  29.4  1.3  0.0  44.6  53.5  1.3  0.6  57.1  41.3  1.3  0.3  

10. I can communicate easily with 
students and parents through ICT.  

38.1  52.5  8.8  0.6  20.1  63.6  13.0  3.2  29.3  58.0  10.8  1.9  

11. My teaching skills has 
improved as I have been using 
ICT resources in classroom 
instruction.  

48.1  46.9  4.9  0.0  21.7  70.7  5.1  2.5  35.1  58.6  5.0  1.3  

 



Table 17 revealed significant differences between S&M teachers in almost all statements relating to 
attitudes toward ICT. The only statement which showed no significant difference was “ICT has limited 
capacity to provide benefits in the classroom.” Science teachers have a more favorable attitude toward ICT 
as compared to mathematics teachers. The low standard deviations indicated that the responses are close 
to the average scores of each statement relating to attitudes toward ICT. 

Table 17. Corresponding Average Scores of Attitudes toward ICT for Each Statement by Type of Teacher

Note: Significant differences between Science and Mathematics Teachers using t-test:
 * = p ≤ 0.05; **= p ≤ 0.01; ***= p ≤ 0.001
Standard deviations appear in parenthesis below means
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Statement about ICT  Science Mathematics All  

1. Student use of ICT has the capacity to strongly support student -centered, 
inquiry based learning. ***  

3.59 
(0.53)  

3.39 
(0.54)  

3.49 
(0.54)  

2. ICT provides valuable resources and tools to support student learning.  
***  

3.71 
(0.49)  

3.43 
(0.55)  

3.57 
(0.54)  

3. ICT provides students with efficient presentation and ***  communication 
tools. 

3.62 
(0.56)  

3.40 
(0.60)  

3.51 
(0.59)  

4. ICT has limited  capacity to provide benefits in the classroom.  2.29 
(0.87)  

2.40 
(0.75)  

2.34 
(0.82) 

5. I like the challenge of exploring technology and new software and its 
possibilities. ***  

3.64 
(0.51)  

3.41 
(0.56)  

3.53 
(0.54)  

6. ICT is a big help in my preparation of lessons.***  3.69 
(0.48)  

3.41 
(0.59)  

3.55 
(0.55)  

7. Evaluation of students becomes easier with the help of ICT. **  3.57 
(0.57)  

3.41 
(0.62)  

3.49 
(0.60)  

8. ICT facilitates teaching and learning processes. ***  3.63 
(0.52)  

3.41 
(0.57)  

3.52 
(0.55)  

9. I enjoy doing research using Internet. ***  3.68 
(0.49)  

3.42 
(0.56)  

3.55 
(0.54)  

10. I can communicate easily with students and parents through ICT. ***  3.28 
(0.65)  

3.01 
(0.68)  

3.15 
(0.68)  

11. My teaching skills has improved as I have been using ICT resources in 
classroom instruction.***   

3.43 
(0.59)  

3.11 
(0.60)  

3.28 
(0.61)  

 

2.1.6 Personal and Professional Use of ICT
The respondents were asked to estimate how often they use ICT to achieve their 

personal/professional objectives. Results indicated that many of the respondents use ICT Weekly, 
specifically for the following objectives: (1) creating materials for students use e.g., handouts, tests (62.9%); 
(2) accessing research and best practices for teaching (45.6%); and (3) communicating with 
colleagues/other professionals (35.6%). Similar observations were also noted per teacher type. It is worth 
noting that 47.9% and 76.9% of the respondents “Never” posted information to a website to assist their 
students, and used online professional learning, respectively (Table 18).



Table 18. Distribution of Respondents by Personal and Professional Use of ICT

Table 18.1 shows three (3) ICT statements indicating highly significant differences among teacher 
types on the frequency of ICT use for personal/professional reasons, summarized as follows: (1) create 
materials for students use (e.g., handouts, tests); (2) access research and best practices for teaching; and 
(3) post information to a website to assist students in their work. 

Table 18.1. Corresponding Average Scores of Frequency of Personal and Professional Use of ICT 
       for Each Statement by Type of Teacher

Statement about ICT  Science Mathematics All  

1. Create materials for students use (e.g., handouts, tests) ***  3.06 
(0.59)  

2.76 
(0.74)  

2.92 
(0.69)  

2. Access research and best practices for teaching ***  2.86 
(0.75)  

2.52 
(0.88)  

2.69 
(0.84)  

3. Curriculum administration (e.g. planning, monitoring, evaluating and 
reporting)  

2.27 
(0.82)  

2.12 
(0.91)  

2.19 
(0.87)  

4. Communicate with colleagues/other p rofessionals 2.76 
(0.90)  

2.72 
(1.03)  

2.74 
(0.96)  

5. Communicate with students(s) and/or students’ parent(s)  2.43 
(0.94)  

2.27 
(1.08)  

2.35 
(1.01)  

6. Post information to a website to assist your students in their work **  1.99 
(0.91)  

1.68 
(0.97)  

1.84 
(0.95)  

7. Online professional learning  1.41 
(0.80)  

1.34 
(0.73)  

1.37 
(0.76)  

 Note: Significant differences between Science and Mathematics Teachers using t-test:
 * = p ≤ 0.05; **= p ≤ 0.01; ***= p ≤ 0.001
Standard deviations appear in parenthesis below means.
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Personal/Professional 

Objective  

Science Mathematics All  
Daily Weekly At least 

1/term 
Never Daily Weekly At least 

1/term 
Never Daily Weekly At least 

1/term 
Never 

1. Create materials for 
students use (e.g., 
handouts, tests) 

19.9 67.1 12.4 0.6 12.1 58.6 22.9 6.4 16.0 62.9 17.6 3.5 

2. Access research and 
best practices for 
teaching 

19.3 50.9 26.7 3.1 12.7 40.1 33.8 13.4 16.0 45.6 30.2 8.2 

3. Curriculum 
administration (e.g. 
planning, monitoring, 
evaluating and reporting) 

6.3 31.0 45.6 17.1 9.2 20.4 43.4 27.0 7.7 25.8 44.5 21.9 

4. Communicate with 
colleagues/other 
professionals 

22.2 40.1 29.0 8.6 27.7 31.0 26.5 14.8 24.9 35.6 27.8 11.7 

5. Communicate with 
students(s) and/or 
students’ parent(s) 

14.9 29.8 38.5 16.8 17.9 21.2 30.8 30.1 16.4 25.6 34.7 23.3 

6. Post information to a 
website to assist your 
students in their work  

5.0 25.6 33.1 36.3 7.1 14.2 18.7 60.0 6.0 20.0 26.0 47.9 

7. Online professional 
learning  

3.8 8.1 13.1 75.0 2.6 7.7 10.9 78.8 3.2 7.9 12.0 76.9 

 



The statements presented in Table 19 characterize ICT application in the classroom.  The first three 
statements cited by the respondents about were as follows: A useful resource impacting on some areas of 
the curriculum (48.9%); Improving student skills in the use of ICT (29.5%); and Having an extensive impact on 
what students learn and how they learn (27.4%). The first two statements were significantly associated with 
the type of teacher.
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Table 19. Distribution of Respondents by Description on the Application of ICT in the Classroom

ICT is:  Science  Mathematics  All  
1. Having an extensive  impact on what students 
learn and how they learn***  

36.8  17.9  27.4  

2. A useful resource impacting on some areas of 
the curriculum**  

56.4  41.4  48.9  

3. Improving student skills in the use of ICT  30.1  29.0  29.5  

4. Having little impact on student learning  4.9  7.4  6.2  

5. Not applicable to my role  4.3  8.0  6.2  

 Note: Chi-square test of association between Description on Application of ICT in the 
Classroom and Type of Teacher:
*significant at P ≤ 0.05   **significant at P ≤ 0.01  ***significant at P ≤ 0.001

2.1.7 Application of ICT in the Classroom
Table 20 summarizes how often the teachers incorporate student use of ICT to meet student learning 

outcomes.  About 25% of the respondents indicated that they use ICT “Daily” for the following learning 
outcomes: (1) Finding out about ideas and information (24.8%); and (2) Communicating with other people 
(24.3%). The “Weekly” use of ICT was exhibited by more than 30% of the respondents to achieve the following 
learning outcomes (1) Mastering skills just taught (35.3%; (2) Remediation of skills not learned well (32.8%); 
(3) Finding out about ideas and information (32.2%); and (4) Improving computer skills (30.3%). The same 
observations were also noted per teacher type.

Table 20. Distribution of Respondents by Frequency of Incorporating Student Use of ICT to 
   Achieve Learning Outcomes

 
Learning Outcome 

Science Mathematics All  

Daily 
(4) 

Weekly 
(3) 

At 
least 
once 
per 

term 
(2) 

Never 
(1) 

Daily 
(4) 

Weekly 
(3) 

At 
least 
once 
per 

term 
(2) 

Never 
(1) 

Daily 
(4) 

Weekly 
(3) 

At 
least 
once 
per 

term 
(2) 

Never 
(1) 

1. Mastering skills 
just taught 

14.6 48.1 28.5 8.9 10.4 22.1 35.1 32.5 12.5 35.3 31.7 20.5 

2. Remediation of 
skills not learned 
well 

5.1 43.9 39.5 11.5 4.5 21.4 37.0 37.0 4.8 32.8 38.3 24.1 

3. Expressing 
themselves clearly 

13.6 35.1 35.1 16.2 9.2 18.4 30.9 41.4 11.4 26.8 33.0 28.8 

4. Communicating 
with other people 

27.0 31.4 25.2 16.4 21.3 17.3 26.7 34.7 24.3 24.6 25.9 25.2 

5. Finding out 
about ideas and 
information 

32.3 40.5 17.7 9.5 17.0 23.5 29.4 30.1 24.8 32.2 23.5 19.6 

6. Analyzing 
information 

21.0 38.2 26.8 14.0 13.2 19.1 27.6 40.1 17.2 28.8 27.2 26.9 

7. Presenting 
information to an 
audience 

10.8 37.3 32.3 19.6 4.6 18.5 33.1 43.7 7.8 28.2 32.7 31.4 

 



Table 20. Distribution of Respondents by Frequency of Incorporating Student Use of ICT to 
   Achieve Learning Outcomes (continued)

Table 20.1 shows significant differences between teacher types in all statements relating to the 
frequency of incorporating student use of ICT to achieve learning outcomes. The science teachers, however, 
had higher frequencies as compared to the mathematics teachers. 

Table 20.1. Corresponding Average Scores of Frequency of Incorporating Student Use of ICT to 
       Achieve Learning Outcomes for Each Statement by Type of Teacher

Note: Significant differences between Science and Mathematics Teachers using t-test:
 * = p ≤ 0.05; **= p ≤ 0.01; ***= p ≤ 0.001
Standard deviations appear in parenthesis below means.

ICT tools such as (1) General Office Suite e.g., Word Processing, Database, Spreadsheet, and 
Presentation Software (22.9%); (2) Social Media/Networking Site (19.1%); and (3) Digital Learning 
Resources/Online, Offline (13.7%) top the list of applications that respondents “Nearly always” incorporated 
in teaching science and mathematics. The same observations were also noted per type of teacher. On the 
other hand, Data–logging tools (86.8%); Cloud Computing (67.7%); and Other software applications (58.1%) 
were unpopular among the respondents. The detailed information is shown in Table 21.
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Learning Outcome 

Science Mathematics All  

Daily 
(4) 

Weekly 
(3) 

At 
least 
once 
per 

term 
(2) 

Never 
(1) 

Daily 
(4) 

Weekly 
(3) 

At 
least 
once 
per 

term 
(2) 

Never 
(1) 

Daily 
(4) 

Weekly 
(3) 

At 
least 
once 
per 

term 
(2) 

Never 
(1) 

8. Improving 
computer skills 

15.7 40.9 28.3 15.1 13.2 19.2 27.8 39.7 14.5 30.3 28.1 27.1 

9. Learning to work 
collaboratively 

16.3 36.3 30.6 16.9 7.2 21.7 34.2 36.8 11.9 29.2 32.4 26.6 

 

Statements Science Mathematics All  

1. Mastering skills just taught *** 2.68 
(0.83) 

2.10 
(0.98) 

2.40 
(0.95) 

2. Remediation of skill not learned well *** 2.43 
(0.76) 

1.94 
(0.88) 

2.18 
(0.86) 

3. Expressing themselves clearly *** 2.46 
(0.92) 

1.95 
(0.99) 

2.21 
(0.99) 

4. Communicating with other people *** 2.69 
(1.04) 

2.25 
(1.15) 

2.48 
(1.12) 

5. Finding out about ideas and information *** 2.96 
(0.94) 

2.27 
(1.07) 

2.62 
(1.06) 

6. Analyzing information *** 2.66 
(0.96) 

2.05 
(1.06) 

2.36 
(1.06) 

7. Presenting information to an audience *** 2.39 
(0.92) 

1.84 
(0.89) 

2.12 
(0.95) 

8. Improving computer skills *** 2.57 
(0.93) 

2.06 
(1.06) 

2.32 
(1.03) 

9. Learning to work collaboratively *** 2.52 
(0.96) 

1.99 
(0.94) 

2.26 
(0.98) 

 



Table 21. Distribution of Respondents by how often they incorporate ICT-related tools in 
    Teaching of Science/Mathematics 

 
ICT-Related Tool 

Science Mathematics All  
Never 
(1) 

Sometimes 
(2) 

Often 
(3) 

Nearly 
always 

(4) 

Never 
(1) 

Sometimes 
(2) 

Often 
(3) 

Nearly 
always 

(4) 

Never 
(1) 

Sometimes 
(2) 

Often 
(3) 

Nearly 
always 

(4) 

Tutorial/exercise 
software 

34.2 42.6 16.8 6.5 37.6 49.7 9.6 3.2 35.9 46.2 13.1 4.8 

General office 
suite 

12.3 28.6 30.5 28.6 21.2 37.8 23.7 17.3 16.8 33.2 27.1 22.9 

Multimedia 
production tools  

33.5 42.4 14.6 9.5 55.8 36.5 6.4 1.3 44.6 39.5 10.5 5.4 

Data-logging* 
tools 

81.6 12.0 4.4 1.9 92.1 5.9 0.7 1.3 86.8 9.0 2.6 1.6 

Social 
media/networking 
site  

13.9 29.7 31.0 25.3 29.5 32.7 25.0 12.8 21.7 31.2 28.0 19.1 

Digital learning 
resources/Online
Offline 

14.5 35.2 32.1 18.2 26.6 39.6 24.7 9.1 20.4 37.4 28.4 13.7 

Other software 
applications  

48.1 37.8 11.5 2.6 68.2 24.7 5.2 1.9 58.1 31.3 8.4 2.3 

Cloud computing  60.0 27.1 8.4 4.5 75.5 14.8 6.5 3.2 67.7 21.0 7.4 3.9 

 
Table 21.1 revealed significant differences between the S&M teachers in terms of how often they 

incorporate ICT-related tools in teaching, except for tutorial/exercise software. These findings suggest that 
there is a higher frequency of use among the science teachers than mathematics teachers.  

Table 21.1. Corresponding Average Scores of Frequency of Incorporating ICT-related tools in 
       Teaching of Science/Mathematics by Type of Teacher

ICT -Related Tool  Science Mathematics All  

Tutorial/exercise software  1.95 
(0.88)  

1.78 
(0.75)  

1.87 
(0.82)  

General office suite***  2.75 
(1.01)  

2.37 
(1.01)  

2.56 
(1.02)  

M ultimedia production tools***  2.00 
(0.93)  

1.53 
(0.68)  

1.77 
(0.85)  

Data-logging tools**  1.27 
(0.63)  

1.11 
(0.44)  

1.19 
(0.55)  

Social media/networking site***  2.68 
(1.01)  

2.21 
(1.01)  

2.45 
(1.03)  

Digital learning resources/Online, Offline***  2.54 
(0.95)  

2.16 
(0.93)  

2.35 
(0.96)  

Other software applications***  1.69 
(0.78)  

1.41 
(0.68)  

1.55 
(0.74)  

Cloud computing*  1.57 
(0.83)  

1.37 
(0.75)  

1.47 
(0.80)  

 Note: Significant differences between Science and Mathematics Teachers using t-test:
 * = p ≤ 0.05; **= p ≤ 0.01; ***= p ≤ 0.001
Standard deviations appear in parenthesis below means
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2.1.8 Assessing Student Outcomes using ICT
Table 22 details the frequency by which teachers use ICT activities in evaluating student outcomes. 

Results show that less than ten percent (2.2% to 6.7%) of the respondents use the said ICT activities “Daily” 
to assess student outcome. Only a few (13.9% to 33.4%) use it “Weekly”, while 24.6% to 47.8% “Never” used 
the ICT activities to assess student outcomes. 

Comparing teacher types revealed that 44.7% of the science teachers used ICT “Weekly” in “student 
assignments that incorporate a learning experience involving use of an ICT application, while 40.4% of 
mathematics teachers used ICT “At least once per term”. More than one-third (35.1%) of the mathematics 
teachers used “ICT programs, materials and applications that enable assessment to be customized toward 
specific learning needs” on a “Weekly” basis, while 39.9% among the science teachers used it “At least once 
per term.” On the other hand, majority (58.7%) of the mathematics teachers, and 37.3% among science 
teachers “Never” used “Digital portfolio from student assignments as evidence toward student achievement.” 

Table 22. Distribution of Respondents by Frequency of Use of ICT Activities to Assess Student Outcomes 

Looking at the responses of the abovementioned ICT activities by type of teacher, Table 22.1 shows 
significant differences in the following ICT statements:  (1) Student assignments that incorporate a learning 
experience involving use of an ICT application; (2) Digital portfolio from student assignments as evidence 
toward student achievement; and (3) ICT programs, materials and applications that enable assessment to be 
customized toward specific learning needs. These findings denote that incorporating student use of ICT to 
meet learning targets is more prevalent among the science teachers. 
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Statement about 

ICT 

Science Mathematics All  

Daily 
(4) 

Weekly 
(3) 

At 
least 
once 
per 

term 
(2) 

Never 
(1) 

Daily 
(4) 

Weekly 
(3) 

At 
least 
once 
per 

term 
(2) 

Never 
(1) 

Daily 
(4) 

Weekly 
(3) 

At 
least 
once 
per 

term 
(2) 

Never 
(1) 

1. Student 
assignments that 
incorporate a 
learning experience 
involving use of an 
ICT application 

8.7 44.7 31.1 15.5 3.8 21.8 40.4 34.0 6.3 33.4 35.6 24.6 

2. Digital portfolio 
from student 
assignments as 
evidence toward 
student 
achievement 

3.1 16.8 42.9 37.3 1.3 11.0 29.0 58.7 2.2 13.9 36.1 47.8 

3. ICT programs, 
materials and 
applications that 
enable assessment 
to be customized 
toward specific 
learning needs 

4.4 23.4 39.9 32.3 14.3 35.1 0.0 50.6 2.2 18.9 37.5 41.3 

4. ICT applications 
to monitor, evaluate 
and report on 
student 
achievement 

6.3 27.0 42.8 23.9 7.1 18.1 39.4 35.5 6.7 22.6 41.1 29.6 

 



Table 22.1. Corresponding Average Scores of Frequency in Incorporating Student Use of ICT to 
       Achieve Learning Outcomes by Type of Teacher

Statement about ICT  Science  Mathematics  All  

1. Student assignments that incorporate a 
learning experience involving use of an ICT 
application ***  

2.47  

(0.86)  

1.96  

(0.85)  

2.21  

(0.89)  

2. Digital po rtfolio from student assignments 
as evidence toward  student achievement ***  

1.86  

(0.81)  

1.55  

(0.74)  

1.71  

(0.79)  

3. ICT programs, materials and applications 
that enable assessment to be customized 
toward  specific learning needs ***  

2.00  

(0.86)  

1.64  

(0.72)  

1. 82  

(0.81)  

4. ICT applications to monitor, evaluate and 
report on student achievement  

2.16  

(0.86)  

1.97  

(0.91)  

2.06  

(0.89)  

 Note: Significant differences between Science and Mathematics Teachers:
 * = p ≤ 0.05; **= p ≤ 0.01; ***= p ≤ 0.001
Standard deviations appear in parenthesis below means.

2.1.9 Obstacles in using ICT
The study looked into hindrances in using ICT and are summarized in Table 23. Majority (56.9%) of the 

respondents pointed to their schools’ lack of ICT resources as the main obstacle. Likewise,  more than 20% 
of the respondents cited the following as barriers to ICT use: My students do not possess ICT tools outside 
of the school premises (43.1%); I do not have access to ICT outside of the school (28.6%); ICT is not being 
prioritized in my school (26.2%);I do not have the necessary ICT-related pedagogical skills like using 
PowerPoint and audio-visual presentations during classroom instruction” (23.7%); I do not have sufficient 
confidence to try new approaches alone (23.4%), and I do not know how to develop and implement 
ICT-integrated classroom activities (20.3%).  

The schools’ lack of ICT resources also prevailed among 58.9% of the science teachers, while 40.1% 
of their mathematics counterparts said their students’ “do not possess ICT tools outside school.” 

The Chi-square test showed significant associations by type of teacher in four (4) statements, namely: 
I do not have the necessary ICT-related pedagogical skills like using PowerPoint and audio-visual 
presentations during classroom instruction; I do not have sufficient confidence to try new approaches alone; 
I do not know how to develop and implement ICT-integrated classroom activities; and I do not know how to 
identify which ICT tools will be useful.”

Table 23. Distribution of Respondents by Obstacles in Using ICT as experienced by Respondents
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Obstacle Science Mathematics All  

1. ICT is not being prioritized in my school.  28.2 24.1 26.2 

2. My school lacks ICT resources.  58.9 24.9 56.9 

3. I do not have  the necessary ICT -related pedagogical skills like 
using PowerPoint and audio -visual presentations during classroom 
instruction .**  

16.0 31.5 23.7 

4. I do not have sufficient confidence to try new approaches 
alone.**  

16.6 30.2 23.4 

 Note: Chi-square test of association between Obstacles in Using ICT as experienced by Respondents and 
Type of Teacher:
*significant at P ≤ 0.05   **significant at P ≤ 0.01   ***significant at P ≤ 0.001



2.2      School Principals
This section presents the ICT environment in the schools surveyed as described by the principals, 

which includes the following: school planning and leadership; principals by technology applications; and 
principals by level of priority given to resource allocation in the school. Also, the principals’ attitudes toward 
ICT, and obstacles that hinders school’s capacity to realize its pedagogical goals are discussed in this 
section. 

 2.2.1  Profile of School Principals
Table 24 shows that majority of the principals in the schools surveyed were male (56.3%); married 

(81.3%), and below 60 years of age. More than one-third (37.5%) were between 51-59 years old while a little 
less than one-third (31.2%) were less than 50 years of age. Only one-fourth (25%) belong to the 60 and above 
age group. The Mean (54.13) and Median age (54.00) indicated that the distribution of respondents by age 
is almost symmetrical. Majority (75% or 12) of the principals were Doctorate degree holders, while two 
(12.5%) and one (6.2%) were Master’s and Bachelor’s degree graduates, respectively.  

In terms of length of service as principal, seven had been in their school for more than three years. 
Nearly one-third (31.2% or 5) had been in their school for five (5) years while four (25%) had been serving for 
four years.   

Table 24. Distribution of Principals by Background Characteristics
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Table 23. Distribution of Respondents by Obstacles in Using ICT as experienced by Respondents
    (continued)

Note: Chi-square test of association between Obstacles in Using ICT as experienced by Respondents and 
Type of Teacher:
*significant at P ≤ 0.05   **significant at P ≤ 0.01   ***significant at P ≤ 0.001

Obstacle Science Mathematics All  

5. My students do not possess ICT tools outside of the school 
premises. 

46.0 40.1 43.1 

6. I do not know how to develop and implement ICT-integrated
classroom activities. **  

13.5 27.2 20.3 

7. I do not know how to identify which ICT tools will be useful. *  11.7 22.2 16.9 

8. My school lacks digital learning resources.  13.5 18.5 16.0 

9. I do not have the flexibility to make my own decisions when 
planning lessons with ICT.  

17.8 16.0 16.9 

10. I do not have access to ICT outside of the school.  27.6 29.6 28.6 

 

Background Characteristics  Freq. (%)  
Sex  
      Male 9 (56.3%)  
      Female 7 (43.7%)  
Marital Status   
      Married  13 (81.3%)  
      Single  2 (12.5%)  
      Widowed  1(6.2%)  
Age   
      Less than 50  5 (31.2%)  
     51 to 59 6 (37.5%)  
     60 and above 4 (25%)  
     No information  1 (6.3%)  



2.2.2  School Planning and Leadership
This study inquired the extent to which the principals agree or disagree with the statements relating to 

the use of ICT in school. Results show that majority of the principals “Strongly Agree” with the following 
statements concerning the use of ICT in school, namely:  (1) My school has a clear sense of direction in how 
to use ICT to enhance the learning of students; (2) My school encourages the use of ICT by all teachers and puts 
support strategies in place for everyone; (3) The use of ICT is encouraged in the teaching and learning of 
students at my school and appropriate access and support is provided; and (4) Teachers at my school are 
encouraged and supported in participating in professional learning opportunities. Notably, there were four who 
disagree that there are sufficient ICT resources available to meet teachers and students’ requirements (Table 
25).
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Table 24. Distribution of Principals by Background Characteristics (continued)
Background Characteristics  Freq. (%)  
Age   
     Mean 54.13 
     Median  54.00 
     SD  7.434 
     Minimum  38 
     Maximum  64 
Highest Educational 
Attainment  

 

     Bachelor’s degree  2 (12.5%)  
     Master’s degree  
     Doctorate degree 12 (75%)  
     No information  1 (6.2%)  
Years in the School as 
Princip al 

 

     0 5 (31.2%)  
     1-3 4 (25%)  
     3+ 7(43.8%)  
     Mean 4.38 
     Median  2.50 
     SD  4.319 
     Minimum  0 
Total 16 (100%)  

Table 25. Distribution of Principals by School Planning and Leadership (Q5)

Use of ICT at School  SA  A  D  SD  

1. My school has a clear sense of direction in how to use ICT to enhance the learning 
of students. 

9 7 -  -  

2. My scho ol encourages the use of ICT by all teachers and puts support strategies in 
place for everyone.  

12 4 -  -  

3. The use of ICT is encouraged in the teaching and learning of students at my school 
and appropriate access and support is provided. 

9 7 -  -  

4. Teachers at my school are encouraged and supported in participating in 
professional learning opportunities.  

12 4 -  -  

 



Table 25. Distribution of Principals by School Planning and Leadership (Q5) (continued)

The principals were also asked of the availability and necessity for use of certain technology 
applications listed in Table 26.  Of the 16 principals, 10 identified E-mail accounts for teachers/students; and 
11 noted General office suite (e.g., word-processing, database, spreadsheet, presentation software)/ Mobile 
devices (e.g. Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), cellphone) as available in their schools. 

Majority of the principals also identified the following technology applications as “Needed but not 
available”, namely: (1) Tutorial/exercise software; (2) Data-logging tools; (3) Smart board/interactive 
whiteboard); (4) Multimedia production tools e.g., media capture and editing equipment, drawing programs, 
webpage/multimedia production tools; and (5) Simulations/modeling software/digital learning game.  

Table 26. Distribution of Principals by Technology Applications
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Use of ICT at School  SA  A  D  SD  

5. ICT is used to monitor, evaluate and report on student achievement at my school.  4 12 -  -  

6. Sufficient ICT resources are available to mee t the ICT requirements of teachers and 
students. 

3 9 4 -  

 

Technology Application  Available  Needed 
but not 

available  

Not needed 
and not 

available  

No 
information  

1. Equipment and hands -on materials (e.g., 
laboratory equipment, musical instruments, 
art materials, overhead projectors, slide 
projectors, electronic calculators)  

8 6 -  2 

2. Tutorial/exercise software  2 14 -   

3. General office suit e (e.g., word -
processing, database, spreadsheet, 
presentation software) 

11 4 -  1 

4. Multimedia production tools (e.g., media 
capture and editing equipment, drawing 
programs, webpage/multimedia production 
tools) 

3 12 -  1 

5. Data -logging tools  2 13 -  1 

6. Simulations/modeling software/digital 
learning games 

4 10 -  2 

7. Communication software (e.g. e -mail, 
chat, discussion forum) 

8 3 -  5 

8. Digital resources (e.g. portal, 
dictionaries, encyclopedia)  

6 9 -  1 

9. Mobile devices (e.g. Personal Digital 
Assistant (PDA), cellphone)  

11 4 -  1 

10. Smart board/interactive whiteboard  3 12 -  1 

11. Learning management system (e.g., 
web-based learning environments)  

6 9 -  1 

12. E -mail accounts for teachers/students 10 5 -  1 

 



The principals were also asked about their level of priority given to resource allocation to enhance the 
use of ICT in teaching and learning in their school. As shown in Table 27, the number one “High Priority” 
concern identified by the principals was to improve the technical skills of teachers. The next top priorities for 
resource allocation were: (1) To improve teachers’ pedagogical competence to engage in new methods of 
teaching and learning; and (2) To increase the number of teachers using ICT for teaching/learning purposes; 
and (3) To increase the range of digital learning resources related to the school curriculum.

Table 27. Distribution of Principals by Level of Priority Given to Resource Allocation in the School 

2.2.3 Attitude of Principals toward ICT

Using five statements, the study examined the principals’ attitudes toward ICT, summarized in Table 
28.  Results revealed that almost all principals “Strongly Agree” and “Agree” that ICT supports learning, 
provides useful applications, and that they welcome exploring its potential for teaching. Fourteen principals 
also “Disagree” as well as “Strongly Disagree” that “ICT has limited capacity to provide benefits in the 
classroom.” Interestingly, two principals “Strongly Agree” on the same statement.    
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Resource Allocation  Not a 
priority  

Low 
priority  

Medium 
Priority  

High 
Priority  

Not 
applicable 

1. To decrease the number of students 
per computer 

 1 3 12  

2. To increase the number of computers 
connected to the Internet 

  4 12  

3. To increase the bandwidth for 
Internet access of the computers 
connected to the Internet 

  3 13  

4. To increase the range of digital 
learning resources related to the school 
curriculum  

  2 14  

5. To establish/enhance an online 
learning support platform and its 
management so that teaching and 
learning can take place anytime, 
anywhere 

  5 11  

6. To improve the technical skills of 
teachers 

  1 15  

7. To improve the ability  of teachers to 
make good pedagogical use of ICT  

  2 13 1 

8. To improve teachers’ pedagogical 
competence to engage in new methods 
of teaching and learning  

  2 14  

9. To improve students’ ICT skills    3 13  

10. To provide teachers with incentives 
(includ ing salary adjustment, promotion, 
etc.) to integrate ICT use in their 
teaching 

 1 5 8 2 

11. To increase the number of teachers 
using ICT for teaching/learning 
purposes 

  2 14  

 



Table 28. Distribution of Principals by Attitudes toward ICT

Statement SA  A  D  SD  

1. Student use of ICT has the capacity to strongly support student-centered, 
inquiry -based learning 

12 4   

2. ICT provides valuable resources and tools to support student learning  14 2   

3. ICT provides students w ith efficient presentation and communication tools  15 1   

4. ICT has limited capacity to provide benefits in the classroom  2  11 3 

5. I like the challenge of exploring technology and new software and its 
possibilities  

12 4   

 
2.2.4 ICT-related Obstacles to Pedagogical Goals

Table 29 shows the list of ICT-related obstacles to pedagogical goals. The top five (5) obstacles 
identified by the principals that hindered “A Lot” the realization of its pedagogical goals are the following: (1) 
Insufficient Internet bandwidth or speed; (2) Insufficient number of computers connected to the Internet; (3) 
Lack of ICT tools for science laboratory work; (4) Not enough digital educational resources for instruction; 
and (5) Lack of special ICT equipment for students with disability. 

 Table 29. Distribution of Principals by Q9: “To what extent is your school’s capacity to realize its 
     pedagogical goals hindered by each of the following obstacles?”
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Statement Not at 
all  

A 
little  

Somewhat A 
lot 

Not 
applicable 

1. Insuffici ent qualified technical personnel to 
support the use of ICT  

 4 5 7  

2. Insufficient number of computers connected 
to the Internet 

1 2 1 12  

3. Insufficient Internet bandwidth or speed   1 1 14  

4. Lack of special ICT equipment for students 
with disabilit y 

1 2 3 10  

5. Insufficient ICT equipment for instruction   3 4 9  

6. Computers are out of date 1 3 5 7  

7. Not enough digital educational resources for 
instruction 

 4 1 11  

8. Lack of ICT tools for science laboratory work   5  11  

9. Teachers’ lack of ICT skills  1 6 4 8  

10. Insufficient time for teachers to use ICT  1 3 4 8  

11. Pressure to score highly on standardized tests 
(e.g. NAT)  

1  6 9  

12. Prescribed curricula are too strict  2  7 5 2 

13. Insufficient or inappropriate space to 
accommodate the school’s pedagogical 
approaches 

1 3 7 5  

14. Insufficient budget for non ICT-supplies 
(e.g., paper, pencils)  

1 7 4 4  

15. Using ICT for teaching and/or learning is not 
a goal of our school  

8 2 2  4 
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2.3      Computer Coordinators
This section presents the profile of the computer coordinators, as well as the ICT resources and 

facilities of the school surveyed, as accounted for and perceived by the computer coordinators.

2.3.1  Profile of Computer Coordinators
Table 30 shows the background characteristics of the computer coordinators. Most of the 

coordinators were female (75%) and married (75%). Also, majority of them were below 50 years of age, while 
only one-fourth of the coordinators were 50 years old and above. Notably, half (50% or 8) of them were 
Master’s degree holders, six with Bachelor’s degree, and one with a Doctorate degree. Moreover, majority 
(56.3%) of the computer coordinators were in their school for more than three years already.

Table 30. Distribution of Coordinators by Background Characteristics
Background Characteristics  Freq. (%)  

Sex  

     Male  4 (25%)  

     Female 12 (75%)  

Marital Status   

     Married  12 (75%)  

     Single       2 (12.5%)  

     Separated     1 (6.25%)  

     No information       1 (6.25%)  

Highest Educational Attainmen t  

     Bachelor’s degree  6 (37.5%)  

     Master’s degree 8 (50%)  

     Doctorate degree 1(6.3%)  

     No information  1 (6.3%)  

Years in the School as a Computer 
Coordinator  

 

     1-3 6 (37.5%)  
     3+ 9(56.3%)  
     No information  1 (6.3%)  
     Mean 5.27 
     Median  3.00 
     SD  4.317 
     Minimum  1 
     Maximum  14 

2.3.2 ICT Resources and Facilities
The computer coordinators were asked about the total number of computers (including laptops) in 

their respective schools. Table 31 shows that the estimated number of units available in their schools was 
1,513. More than half (70.4%) were accessible to students, while 22.5% and 9.8% were available for use by 
teachers and support staff, respectively. 

With regard to the availability of laptops, the sampled schools located in Regions 2 and 5 were 
reported to have no units at all in their schools. The availability of laptops was noted mostly in the 
participating schools from NCR (47), Region 6 (16), and Region 11 (11).



Table 31. Number of Computers/Laptops, including connectivity to Internet/LAN in the Schools by Region 

Table 32 shows the percentage of students who brought ICT equipment to schools, spread by region. 
Computer coordinators from two participating schools in NCR, and one in each of Regions 6 and 11, reported 
that more than 75% of their students brought PDAs/Tablets/Smartphones in schools. This is a stark contrast 
against the most sampled schools where less than 10% of students brought ICT equipment with them in 
schools. In general, computer coordinators reported that only a few students bring their own ICT equipment 
for school use. 

Table 32. Percentage of Students who brought ICT Equipment to the schools as perceived by the 
                Computer Coordinators by Region 
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 As a whole, less than half (43.4%) of the available computers were connected to the Internet. 
However, high Internet connectivity was noted in schools in Region 6 at 78.7%. On the other hand, except for 
the sampled schools in Regions 2 and 5, all the other schools surveyed have 50 or more units of multimedia 
computers equipped with CDROM/DVD.

Particular/Region  NCR  
 

Region 2  Region 5  Region 6  Region 11  
 

Total 

Available in the school 
altogether (computer/laptop) 

374 
 

250 253 328 308 1,513 

 Available to students 299 
(79.9) 

175 
(70.0) 

112 
(44.3) 

270 
(82.3) 

210 
(68.1) 

1,066 
(70.4) 

 Available only to teachers 92 
(24.6) 

64 
(25.6) 

23 
(9.1) 

100 
(30.5) 

61 
(19.8) 

340 
(22.5) 

 Available only to administrative 
 Staff 

37 
(9.9) 

15 
(6.0) 

11 
(4.3) 

50 
(15.2) 

35 
(11.4) 

148 
(9.8) 

Connected to the Internet/World 
Wide Web 

186 
(49.7) 

88 
(35.2) 

125 
(49.4) 

258 
(78.7) 

0 
(0) 

657 
(43.4) 

Connected to a local area 
network (LAN) 

206 
(55.1) 

75 
(30.0) 

113 
(44.7) 

288 
(87.8) 

218 
(70.8) 

900 
(59.5) 

Laptops only 47 
(12.6) 

0 
(0) 

0 
(0) 

16 
(4.9) 

11 
(3.6) 

74 
(4.8) 

Multimedia computers 
(equipped with CD-ROM 
and/or DVD) 

272 
(83.2) 

 

25 
(10) 

16 
(6.3) 

246 
(78.8) 

220 
(74.1) 

779 
(54.1) 

 

ICT Equipment  Percentage of Students (No. of Schools)  
Less than10% 10%-24% 25%-49% 50%-75% More than 75% 

PDAs and 
Smartphones 
 
Total  

Region 2 (2) 
Region 5 (2) 
Region 11 (2) 
                  (6) 

Region 2 (1) 
Region 5 (1) 
Region 6 (1) 
                 (3) 

NCR (2) 
 
 
                  (2) 

Region 6 (1) 
 
 
                (1) 

NCR (2) 
Region 6 (1) 
Region 11 (1) 
                      (4) 

Graphic 
Calculators 
 
 
 
Total 

NCR (4) 
Region 2 (3) 
Region 5 (3) 
Region 6 (2) 
Region 11 (2) 
                 (14)  

Region 11 (1) 
 
 
 
 
                  (1) 

Region 6 (1) 
  
 
 
 
                 (1) 

  

Laptops 
 
 
 
 
Total 

NCR (4) 
Region 2 (1) 
Region 5 (2) 
Region 6 (1) 
Region 11 (2) 
               (10) 

Region 2 (2) 
Region 5 (1) 
Region 6 (2) 
 
 
                  (5) 

 Region 11 (1) 
 
 
 
 
                 (1) 

 

 



Table 33 gives us the details of other ICT equipment available in and owned by the schools surveyed 
as perceived by the computer coordinators. It can be noted that all ICT equipment listed were available in the 
sampled schools in NCR, and in Region 2, except for the Smart boards and projectors, which were available 
in all schools surveyed. 

It is important to mention that the computer coordinators in the sampled schools were not fully 
aware of the complete inventory of the schools’ ICT equipment, thus the information may not reflect the 
actual number.   

Table 33. Number of other ICT Equipment available in and owned by the Schools and Teachers
                by  Region
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ICT Equipment  

Schools Per Region  

NCR  
(4) 

Region 2  
(3) 

Region 5  
(3) 

Region 6  
(3) 

Region 11  
(3) 

Total 
(16) 

PDAs and Smartphones  125 10 0 0 0 125 

Graphic Calculators  60 15 0 0 87 162 

Smart boards (interactive 
whiteboard)  

2 0 1 0 0 3 

Projectors  24 14 11 26 14 89 

 
Moreover, computer coordinators observed that many of the S&M teachers used their own personal 

laptops for teaching (Table 34). The highest ownership of laptops by teachers was observed in the sampled 
schools in Region 11 (165) and Region 6 (80), while the least was noted in Region 5 (25). 

Table 34. Number of Laptops owned by the Teachers and used for teaching by Region

 
 

Particular/Region  

No. of Laptops Per Region  

NCR  
(4) 

 

Region 2  
(3) 

Region 5  
(3) 

Region 6  
(3) 

Region 11  
(3) 

 

Total 
(16) 

Laptops 59 55 25 80 165  

 
When the computer coordinators were asked about the locations of computers for teaching and 

learning, all of them reported that the computers were located in the computer laboratories, while 43.8% and 
37.5% mentioned that the computers were also located in the libraries and in some classrooms, respectively 
(Table 35). 

Table 35. Location of Computers for Teaching and Learning
 Number of Coordinators  

Most classrooms 1 (6.2%)   

Some classrooms 6 (37.5%)  

Computer Laboratories  16 (100%)  

Libraries  7 (43.75%)  



Table 36.  Major themes and sub-themes from the FGDs

Ways of ICT Use  in 
Teaching 

Advantages/Benefits  Disadvantages/ 
Difficulties  
 

ICT Resources  

A.  Visualization  
B.  Preparation  of Lessons 
C.  Hand-on Application  
D.  Assessment/Evaluation 
E.  Communication thru  

Social Media and 
Learning Management 
System (LMS) 

A.  Facilitates 
teaching and 
learning  

B.  Facilitates 
assessment 

C.  Facilitates 
communication 

A.  Lack of ICT 
resources 

B.  Lack of 
trainings/skills  

C.  Time-
consuming in 
the 
preparation/set-
up 

D.  Copy & Paste 
practice and 
other related 
behaviors of 
students 

E.  Erroneous 
information 
from some 
websites 

 

A.  Existing  
B.  Lackin g/Needed  

  
 

 

 

B.       AN ANALYSIS OF FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION DATA 

Aside from the survey questionnaire, this study also employed a qualitative approach through the 
conduct of focus group discussions (FGDs) among the selected science and mathematics teachers in the 
sampled schools in the four identified regions, including NCR. The main objective of these FGDs is to enrich 
the data gathered from the survey questionnaire by obtaining in-depth information on how the teachers used 
ICT in teaching science and mathematics. 

Two (2) FGDs were conducted for each selected region, one FGD among selected science teachers 
and another one among selected mathematics teachers. In order to obtain a certain level of homogeneity 
among the FGD participants, the S&M teachers who have at least an intermediate level of skills in ICT, based 
on their answers in the survey questionnaire were invited as participants.

2.4 Major Themes and Sub-Themes from the FGDs
The results of the FGDs identified four (4) major themes with 15 sub-themes, as presented in Table 36. 

The four major themes include: “ways of ICT use in teaching”, “advantages or benefits”, 
“disadvantages/difficulties” and “ICT resources”. Some excerpts from the FGDs relating to the major themes 
and sub-themes are shown in ANNEX A.  
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2.4.1     Ways of ICT Use in Teaching
There were five sub-themes that emerged from the FGDs relating to the Ways of using ICT in 

Teaching, namely: 1) visualization; 2) preparation of lessons; 3) assessment/evaluation; 4) hands-on 
application; and 5) communication thru social media.

2.4.1A Visualization

Most of the FGD participants described the use of ICT in teaching through visualization (e.g., 
PowerPoint presentations, video clips, interactive simulation or animation, and even engaging games or 
contests). Majority of them mentioned that visualization through ICT allows them to get the attention of 
students, and explain abstract concepts in a more concrete and specific manner. 

Though all FGD participants attested to using ICT in presenting lessons, the science teachers’ groups 
gave more specific description on how they use ICT in teaching (e.g, by giving examples of topics to illustrate 
how they use ICT in teaching abstract concepts through presentation, visualization, and simulation). The 
mathematics groups, on the other hand, simply described their ICT use in teaching in a more general way 
(e.g., for smooth presentation of topics). 

2.4.1B Preparation of Lessons

Another theme that emerged from the FGDs was the use of ICT in the preparation of their lessons, 
especially in doing research on certain topics for classroom discussions. Basically, teachers reported that 
they prepare their visual presentation using PowerPoint, and ask their students to do web research on the 
assigned topic prior to class discussion.

2.4.1C Hands-on Application

Insights on the respondents’ use of technology for hands-on application in teaching science and 
mathematics emerged from the FGDs. Teachers ask students for outputs such as documentary videos, 
commercials, and infographics that require use of ICT equipment. This manner of integrating ICT suggests 
that the teachers are already in the level of Understanding how and when to use ICT tools (UNESCO, 2002), 
the third stage in the model of teaching and learning with and through ICT. Teachers in this stage go beyond 
learning how to use ICT tools. They are able to recognize situations where ICT will be useful, choosing the 
most appropriate tools for a particular task, and creating hands-on application to solve real problems. 

2.4.1D Assessment and Evaluation

The sampled S&M teachers also use ICT in assessing and evaluating students’ performance. 
According to most of the FGD participants, they use the Excel program in computing grades as well as the 
learning management system (LMS) available on-line (e.g., Edmodo) in giving assignments and quizzes to 
students. 

2.4.1E Communication using Social Media and Learning Management 
                 System (LMS)

Teachers also recounted that they use popular social media sites and the LMS to communicate with 
their students about assignments, take-home long tests, consultations, and other announcements. This 
manner of using ICT in teaching supports the idea of m-learning or mobile learning that provides continuous 
access to learning processes with the aid of portable devices such as mobile phones, laptop, or tablet using 
communication applications and platforms. 
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2.4.2     Advantages/Benefits 
The second main theme that emerged from the FGDs was about the “advantages or benefits, and 

disadvantages or difficulties” relative to ICT use in teaching. It may be observed that advantages or benefits 
of using ICT in teaching are quite related to the ways of ICT use in teaching. According to the teachers who 
participated in the FGDs, the use of ICT “facilitates teaching and learning, assessment of students, and 
communication” hence, are considered as advantages/benefits. On the other hand, among the 
disadvantages or difficulties mentioned were “lack of ICT resources; lack of relevant trainings/skills; the 
time-consuming nature in preparation/set-up; the prevalence of copy-&-paste practice and other related 
behaviors of students; and cases of erroneous information from some websites.”

2.4.2A Facilitates teaching and learning

All participants of the FGDs believed that the use of technology facilitates teaching and learning. Most 
of them admitted that using ICT in teaching is crucial to meet the new learning needs and styles of students 
in the 21st century. With the aid of ICT tools, preparing and discussing lessons become easier. It also helps 
to capture and retain the attention and interests of students, which make the learning process more 
engaging.

2.4.2B Facilitates assessment

Aside from instruction, the use of ICT programs and LMS platforms also makes grading and other 
forms of assessment the use of easier for teachers. According to the FGD participants, they no longer use 
manual computation to assess student performance, instead, they now use spreadsheet applications like 
MS-Excel, and other online assessment tools in computing for grades. Some teachers mentioned other 
alternative ways of evaluating students through LMS with built-in assessment tools.

2.4.2C Facilitates communication

Using the LMS and social media, teachers can communicate with their students anytime. A few 
teachers said that they used Edmodo and social media such as, Facebook, in giving instructions and 
announcements to their students. They find this more economical because of the free data usage offered by 
service providers as part of their promotions. 

2.4.3     Disadvantages/Difficulties 

2.4.3A Lack of ICT resources

Based on the discussions, one major difficulty the FGD participants have was the lack of ICT 
resources in their schools. In particular, they lacked projectors and computers, which they considered vital in 
the integration of ICT. Teachers had to take turns in using them as a compromise. When asked how they 
coped with this difficulty, some teachers mentioned that a few of them bought projectors and laptops from 
personal loans, and through the efforts of the Parent-Teacher Association (PTA). Aside from the said 
equipment, Internet connection and computer laboratories were also lacking in some schools, making ICT 
integration and learning outcomes harder to meet.

2.4.3B Lack of training/skills

UNESCO’s (2002) model of teaching and learning with and through ICT identifies the first and second 
stages as discovering ICT tools and learning how to use them, respectively. To move to the next stages, it is 
important that teachers build capacity in ICT to effectively use and integrate it in teaching. However, FGD 
participants revealed that there are still many teachers who lack ICT skills, hence, the need for more relevant 
teacher trainings both for basic and advanced topics.

2.4.3C Copy & Paste practice and other related behaviors of students

Another disadvantage of using ICT that emerged from the FGDs was the attitude and behavior of 
students, particularly in doing assignments and research. Plagiarism was prevalent as students would only 
copy-and-paste materials from web sources. In their own words, teachers said, “Some students lack 
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diligence in doing their take-home assignments and skills in doing research especially when compared to the 
earlier generations”. Some participants attribute these attitudinal and behavioral changes in students to 
heavy dependence on computers. When asked how they handle such practice, some said they usually give 
tests and take-home research assignments to encourage students to read on the assigned topic and 
participate during the actual discussions. 

2.4.3D Erroneous information from some websites 

Another disadvantage pertains to the reliability and validity of information available online.  Some 
teacher-participants mentioned that some students just copy the materials from websites without any 
validation or further research, which they regarded not only as a disadvantage in using ICT but as a detriment 
to the learning process as a whole. 

2.4.3E  Time-consuming in the preparation/set-up

Some teachers also described the use of ICT to be time-consuming especially in the aspects of 
preparation and set-up. According to them, preparing a slideshow presentation using PowerPoint requires 
time, as well as in setting-up of ICT equipment. Moreover, other disadvantages and difficulties are technical 
problems, brown-out, and the hassle of going from one room to another, which is the usual set-up in the 
schools. The teachers are the ones who transfer from one class to another.

2.4.4 ICT Resources
The third main theme that transpired from the FGD centered on ICT resources, both existing and 

lacking/needed. The sub-themes derived in this section also relate to aforementioned themes on ways of 
use, and advantages and disadvantages of ICT in teaching. Teachers should be provided with adequate 
resources in the form of equipment and training opportunities to successfully integrate ICT in teaching. 

2.4.4A Existing ICT Resources

Teachers use laptop or computers to do research for relevant materials in preparing lessons. 
However, most of these units are personally owned and not issued by the schools. Most of the teachers who 
have been using ICT have their own computer units and Internet connection at home. According to them, 
having a computer is a good investment not only for their personal use but also in their practice, as it 
facilitates teaching and learning in the classroom. During the actual delivery of lessons, they use LCD 
projectors—a few were provided by the school, some were purchased through the funds raised by the PTA, 
and some bought by the teachers through personal loans. As discussed earlier, some teachers also use LMS 
applications such as Edmodo and Quipper as platforms for discussion, communication, and assessment.

2.4.4B Lacking/Needed ICT Resources

Apparently, teachers who participated in the FGD seem to agree that they need additional computer 
laboratories, more computers and projectors, and relevant trainings, and faster Internet connection. These 
resources, while present to some extent, remain insufficient across all study sites. Increasing quantity and 
access to these ICT resources are seen to dramatically improve S&M teaching and learning through ICT.
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C.       ANALYSIS OF ICT COMPETENCE AND ICT INTEGRATION IN 
 TEACHING S&M 

2.5 Level of ICT Competence of S&M Teachers
To measure the level of ICT competence of the S&M teachers, an ICT competence index was created 

using the 84 items in the Q10 to Q16 portion of the survey questionnaire. These items were used to determine 
the knowledge and skills of teachers on the different software applications, which include the following: 
computer file navigation, email, Internet, word processor, presentations, spreadsheets, and databases. The 
creation of ICT competence index, and sample corresponding questions used as well as the scale 
measurement is shown in ANNEX B. 

Table 37 presents the basic descriptive statistics and reliability statistics of the ICT competence index. 
On the average, teachers had around 50 ICT competence index score (84 being the perfect the score), with a 
standard deviation (SD) of 22. This large SD indicates a varied level of competence among the teachers. In 
fact, scores ranged from 0 to 84, meaning, there were teachers who knew nothing from the list of skills while 
there were also teachers who knew all the skills listed. The ICT competence index has high internal 
consistency with Cronbach’s alpha (α) of 0.98, indicating that the items are reliable measures of the index. 

Table 37. Basic Descriptive Statistics and Cronbach’s Alpha of ICT Competence Index

 
Variable  

Descriptive Statistics   Cronbach’s  
Alpha (α)  Mean Median  Standard  

Deviation  
Minimum Maximum  

ICT Competence Index 
(PS=84)  

50.36 55.00 22.47 0 84  0.98 

 PS – Perfect Score

2.6 ICT Competence and Selected Teacher Characteristics

Independent samples t-tests were conducted to compare ICT competence scores across sex, marital 
status, and type of teacher. As displayed in Table 38, t-test results reveal significant differences in ICT 
competence scores across selected teacher characteristics. There were  significant differences in scores for 
males (M=57.58, SD=22.09) and females (M=47.88, SD=22.10; t(323)=3.45, p=.001); for single (M=59.58, 
SD=19.58) and otherwise (M=46.72, SD=22.53; t(191)=5.10, p=.000); and for science (M=53.18, SD=22.00) 
and mathematics teachers (M=47.51, SD=22.64; t(323)=2.29, p=.023). Male teachers have higher ICT 
competence index scores than female ones. Compared to married teachers, single teachers tend to have 
higher scores in ICT competence index. Science teachers also appear to have higher skills in ICT than 
mathematics teachers.

Table 38. Results of t-test and Descriptive Statistics for ICT Competence Index by Sex, Marital  
    Ratio-Level Variables ICT Competence Index
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Variables  
 

Descriptive Statistics   t-test Results 

Mean SD  n 
 

t df p Mean 
Di ff.  

95% CI of the 
Mean Difference  

 Lower  Upper  

Sex           
     Male  57.58 22.09 83  3.45 323 .001 9.70 4.17 15.23 

     Female 47.88 22.10 242        

 



Table 39 presents the results of analysis of variance (ANOVA), and post hoc tests and descriptive 
statistics for ICT competence index by age and years of teaching. ANOVA tests were conducted to see 
differences in scores of ICT competence index across age groups and categorized years of teaching. 
Teachers were divided into four groups according to their age (Group 1: 30 and below; Group 2: 31 to 40; 
Group 3: 41 to 50; Group 4: 51 and above). There was a statistically significant difference at the p<.05 level in 
ICT competence scores for the four age groups [F(3, 323)=46.77, p=.00]. Age is inversely related to ICT 
competence. Mean scores in ICT competence of teachers decrease as their age group increases. Post-hoc 
comparisons using the Dunnett T3 indicated statistical significant differences in all age group comparisons. 
The highest mean difference was between Group 1 (M=66.11, SD=12.55) and Group 4 (M=26.54, SD=22.06). 
On the other hand, the lowest mean difference, though still significant, was between Group 1 and Group 2 
(M=57.28, SD=16.06).  

 Years of teaching was grouped by 5-year interval (Group 1: 1 to 5 years; Group 2: 6 to 10 years; Group 
3: 11 to 15 years; Group 4: 16 to 20 years; Group 5: 21 to 25 years; and Group 6: 26 and above years). There 
was a statistically significant difference at the p<.05 level in ICT competence scores for the six groups of 
years of teaching [F(5, 315)=23.31, p=.00]. Teaching years was also found to be inversely related to ICT 
competence. As the number of teaching years increases, ICT competence scores tend to decrease. Post-hoc 
comparisons using Dunnett T3 revealed statistical significant differences in almost all group comparisons. 
As expected, the highest mean difference was comparison between Group 1 (M=65.64, SD=10.12) and Group 
6 (M=28.87, SD=21.18), followed by between Group 1 and Group 5 (M=40.63, SD=23.64). Group 1 did not 
differ significantly from Group 2 (M=59.87, SD=18.44).
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Table 38. Results of t-test and Descriptive Statistics for ICT Competence Index by Sex, Marital  
    Ratio-Level Variables ICT Competence Index (continued)

 
 

Variables  
 

Descriptive Statistics   t-test Results 

Mean SD  n 
 

t df p Mean 
Di ff.  

95% CI of the 
Mean Difference  

 Lower  Upper  

Marital Status            
     Single  59.57 19.58 92  5.10 191 .000 12.84 7.58 18.11 

     Otherwise  46.72 22.53 233        

Type of Teacher            
     Science 53.18 22.00 163  2.29 323 .023 5.67 0.80 10.54 

     Mathematics 47.51 22.64 162        
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Table 39. Results of ANOVA and Post Hoc Tests and Descriptive Statistics for ICT Competence  
    Index by Age and Years of Teaching

***p ≤ 0.001 **p ≤ 0.01 *p ≤ 0.05

 
 

Variables 
 

Descriptive Statistics  A NOVA   Post Hoc Tests (Dunnett T3) 

Mean SD  n 
 

F df p 
 

Mean Diff.  
95% CI of the Mean 

Difference 

  Lower Upper 

Age Group             

     1. 30 & below  66.11 12.55 63  46.77 323 0.000  8.82*** (1 -2) 2.85 14.80 

     2. 31-40 57.28 16.06 102      20.78*** (1 -3) 13.82 27.75 

     3. 41-50 45.33 22.19 113      39.57*** (1 -4) 29.77 49.36 

     4. 51 & above  26.54 22.06 46      11.95*** (2 -3) 4.99 18.92 

         30.74*** (2 -4) 20.94 40.53 

         18.78*** (3 -4) 8.38 29.18 

Years of Teaching            

     1. 1-5 65.64 10.12 47  23.31 315 0.000  5.77 (1-2) -2.28 13.83 

     2. 6-10 59.87 18.44 67      9.13* (1 -3) 0.40 17.86 

     3. 11-15 56.51 18.90 57      22.38***(1 -4) 13.09 31.67 

     4. 16-20 43.26 22.13 66      25.01***(1 -5) 12.71 37.32 

     5. 21-25 40.63 23.64 40      36.77***(1 -6) 25.45 48.08 

     6. 26 & above  28.87 21.18 39      3.36 (2-3) -6.70 13.41 

         16.61*** (2 -4) 6.07 27.15 

         19.24*** (2 -5) 6.02 32.46 

         30.99*** (2 -6) 18.68 43.30 

         13.25** (3 -4) 2.21 24.29 

         15.88** (3 -5) 2.28 29.48 

         27.64*** (3 -6) 14.92 40.36 

         2.63 (4-5) -11.31 16.58 

         14.39* (4-6) 1.29 27.48 

         11.75 (5-6) -3.47 26.98 

 

The relationship between each selected ratio-level variable (age in actual years, years of teaching, 
attitude toward ICT, availability of ICT resources, use of ICT resources, access to ICT resources, and 
professional development training) and ICT competence was investigated using Pearson product-moment 
correlation coefficient (Table 40). Preliminary analyses were performed to ensure no violation of the 
assumptions of normality, linearity, and homoscedasticity. There was a strong, negative correlation between 
age in actual years and ICT competence index (r=-.57, n=325, p<.01), with younger teachers associated with 
high level of ICT competence. This is consistent with the previous ANOVA result when age variable is treated 
as grouped. A strong, negative correlation was also found between actual years of teaching and level of ICT 
competence (r=-.52, n=325, p<.01), indicating a low level of ICT competence among teachers who have been 
teaching for longer years. 

Aside from demographic characteristics, other factors such as teacher attitude toward ICT, availability 
of ICT resources, use of ICT resources, access to ICT resources, and professional development, were also 
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examined to see their relationship with ICT competence. Pearson product-moment correlation results 
revealed significant positive correlation between each factor with level of ICT knowledge and skills of 
teachers, measured by ICT competence index. Moderate level of correlation was found between ICT 
competence of teachers and each of the variables: attitude toward ICT (r=.32, n=325, p<.01); availability of 
ICT resources (r=.31, n=325, p<.01); and use of ICT resources (r=.33, n=325, p<.01). On the other hand, 
Pearson correlation indicated that access to ICT resources (r=.23, n=325, p<.01) and professional 
development training (r=.21, n=325, p<.01) were found to have both low correlation with ICT competence of 
teachers despite being significant. Teachers with better access to ICT resources tend to have higher level of 
competence in ICT than those with low access. Teachers with more professional development training are 
also likely to have higher level of ICT skills.

Table 40. Results of Pearson Product-Moment Correlation between each Ratio-level Variable (i.e., 
    Age, Years of Teaching, Attitude toward ICT, Availability of, Use of, and Access to ICT  
     Resources, School Planning and Leadership, Professional Development Training) and  
     ICT Competence Index

**Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level (2-tailed)

Ratio -Level Variables  ICT Competence 
Index  

Age (in actual years)  -.567**  

Years of Teaching  -.522**  

Attitude toward ICT  .324**  

Availability of ICT Resources  .314**  

Use of ICT Resources .333**  

Access to ICT Resources  .228**  

Professional Development 
Training  

.209**  

2.7 Level of ICT Integration in Teaching
To measure how the S&M teachers integrate ICT in teaching, the ICT integration index was 

constructed using the 35 items from Q9, Q19, Q20, Q21, and Q22 portions of the survey questionnaire for 
teachers. These items are related to the different aspects of ICT integration in teaching S&M, which include 
the following: use of ICT-related tools (software); use of ICT for personal/professional objective; application 
of ICT in the classroom; use of ICT to achieve learning outcome; and use of ICT activities in assessing student 
outcome. ANNEX C shows the created ICT integration index and sample corresponding questions used, as 
well as the scale measurements, and scores. 

Table 41 shows the mean ICT integration index score of 61 with standard deviation of 19, indicating a 
diverse level of integration among S&M teachers. In fact, the lowest score was eight while the highest was 
110. With the perfect score for ICT integration index of 122, the level of ICT integration of S&M teachers is 
only at the moderate level. The ICT integration index has high internal reliability test with Cronbach’s alpha (α) 
of 0.94.

Table 41. Basic Descriptive Statistics and Cronbach’s Alpha of ICT Integration Index

 
Variable  

Descriptive Statistics   Cronbach’s  
Alpha (α)  Mean Median  Standard  

Deviation  
Minimum Maximum  

ICT Integration Index 
(PS=122) 

61.02 61.00 19.08 8 110  0.94 

 PS – Perfect Score
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2.8 ICT Integration and Selected Teacher Characteristics
Table 42 presents the results of difference in ICT integration index scores across sex, marital status, 

and type of teacher. Independent samples t-test revealed significant differences between males (M=65.46, 
SD=19.87) and females (M=59.50, SD=18.60; t(323)=2.47, p=.01); between single (M=67.85, SD=19.89) and 
otherwise (M=58.32, SD=18.09; t(323)=4.15, p=.000); and between science (M=67.07, SD=17.57) and 
mathematics teachers (M=58.32, SD=18.09; t(323)=4.15, p=.000). Male teachers tend to integrate ICT in 
teaching more than their female counterparts. Single teachers have to high ICT integration index compared 
to married ones. More integration of ICT in teaching is observed among science teachers than mathematics 
teachers.

Table 42. Results of t-test and Descriptive Statistics for ICT Integration Index by Sex, Marital  
    Status, Highest Educational Attainment and Type of Teacher

 
 

Variables  
 

Descriptive Statistics   t-test Results 

Mean SD  n 
 

t df p Mean 
Diff.  

95% CI of the 
Mean Difference  

 Lower  Upper  
Sex     2.47 323 0.014 5.96 1.22 10.69 
     Male  65.46 19.87 83        
     Female 59.50 18.60 242        
Marital Status      4.15 323 0.000 9.52 5.01 14.03 
     Single  67.85 19.89 92        
     Otherwise  58.32 18.09 233        
Type of Teacher      6.04 323 0.000 12.14 8.19 16.09 
     Science 67.07 17.57 163        
     Mathematics 54.93 18.64 162        

 
Table 43 presents the results of ANOVA and post hoc tests, and the descriptive statistics for ICT 

integration index by age and years of teaching. ANOVA tests were conducted to see differences in scores 
across age groups and categorized years of teaching. There was a statistically significant difference at the 
p<.05 level in ICT integration scores for the four age groups [F(3, 323)=12.74, p=.00]. Age is inversely related 
to ICT integration. Mean scores in ICT integration of teachers decrease as their age group increases. 
Post-hoc comparisons using the Dunnett T3 indicated statistical significant differences in most of age group 
comparisons. The highest mean difference was between Group 1 (M=68.06, SD=20.68) and Group 4 
(M=50.85, SD=16.15). On the other hand, the lowest mean difference, though still significant, was between 
Group 2 (M=66.14, SD=15.91) and Group 3 (M=56.90, SD=19.04). Comparisons between Groups 1 and 2, and 
between Groups 3 and 4 were found to be not significant.  

 As to the years of teaching grouped by 5-year interval, there was a statistically significant difference 
at the p<.05 level in ICT integration scores for the six groups [F(5, 315)=10.05, p=.00]. Teaching years was 
also found to be inversely related to ICT integration. As the number of teaching years increases, ICT 
integration scores tend to decrease. Post-hoc comparisons using Dunnett T3 revealed statistical significant 
differences in most of group comparisons. As expected, the highest mean difference was seen from the 
comparison between Group 1 (M=68.64, SD=18.89) and Group 6 (M=49.08, SD=16.60), followed by between 
Group 3 (M=67.54, SD=16.18) and Group 6. 



Table 43. Results of ANOVA and Post Hoc Tests and Descriptive Statistics for ICT Integration  
                  Index by Age and Years of Teaching

 

 

Variables  

 

Descriptive Statistics   ANOVA   Post Hoc Tests (Dunnett T3)  

Mean SD  n 

 

F df p 

 

Mean Diff.  

95% CI of the Mean 
Difference  

  Lower  Upper  

Age Group      12.74 323 0.000     

     1. 30 & below  68.06 20.68 63      1.92 (1 -2) -6.23 10.08 

     2. 31-40 66.14 15.91 102      11.16** (1 -3) 2.71 19.61 

     3. 41-50 56.90 19.04 113      17.22*** (1 -4) 7.76 26.67 

     4. 51 & above  50.85 16.15 46      9.23*** (2 -3) 2.90 15.57 

         15.29*** (2 -4) 7.61 22.97 

         6.05 (3 -4) -1.94 14.05 

Years of Teaching      10.05 315 0.000     

     1. 1-5 68.64 18.89 47       2.12 (1 -2) -8.44 12.68 

     2. 6-10 66.52 17.96 67       1.09 (1 -3) -9.38 11.57 

     3. 11-15 67.54 16.18 57      12.49** (1 -4) 1.61 23.36 

     4. 16-20 56.15 19.22 66      14.14** (1 -5) 2.40 25.87 

     5. 21-25 54.50 17.47 40      19.56*** (1 -6) 8.04 31.08 

     6. 26 & above  49.08 16.60 39      -1.02 (2 -3) -10.17 8.13 

         10.37* (2 -4) 0.76 19.99 

         12.02* (2 -5) 1.41 22.64 

         17.44*** (2 -6) 7.08 27.81 

         11.39** (3 -4) 1.87 20.92 

         13.04** (3 -5) 2.51 23.58 

         18.47*** (3 -6) 8.18 28.75 

          1.65 (4 -5) -9.28 12.58 

         7.07 (4 -6) -3.61 17.76 

         5.42(5 -6) -6.14 16.99 

 ***p ≤ 0.001 **p ≤ 0.01 *p ≤ 0.05

The relationship between each selected ratio-level variable—namely, age in actual years, years of 
teaching, attitude toward ICT, availability of ICT resources, use of ICT resources, access to ICT resources, 
professional development training, and ICT competence—and ICT integration was investigated using 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (Table 44). Preliminary analyses were performed to ensure 
no violation of the assumptions of normality, linearity, and homoscedasticity. There was a moderate, 
negative correlation between age in actual years and ICT integration index (r=-.34, n=325, p<.01), with 
younger teachers associated with high level of ICT integration. This is consistent with the previous result of 
ANOVA when age variable is treated as grouped. A moderate, negative correlation was also found between 
actual years of teaching and level of ICT integration (r=-.34, n=325, p<.01), indicating a low level of ICT 
integration among teachers who have been teaching for longer years. 
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Aside from demographic factors, other factors such as teacher attitude toward ICT, availability of ICT 
resources, use of ICT resources, access to ICT resources, professional development, and ICT competence 
were also examined to see their impact on the level of ICT integration. Pearson product-moment correlation 
results revealed significant correlation between each factor and the level of ICT integration of teachers, as 
reflected in the index. Strong level of correlation was found between attitude toward ICT use and ICT 
integration of teachers (r=.56, n=325, p<.01), indicating that a more positive attitude towards ICT use 
predisposes ICT integration among teachers. Positive, yet weak to moderate level of association was found 
between ICT integration and the following variables on ICT resources: availability of ICT resources (r=.30, 
n=325, p<.01), use of ICT resources (r=.30, n=325, p<.01), and access to ICT resources (r=.18, n=325, p<.01). 
Attendance to professional development training was also found to have significant, yet weak correlation 
with ICT integration. As expected, there was a strong positive relationship between ICT competence of 
teachers and ICT integration (r=.59, n=325, p<.01), which was the highest r coefficient among selected 
variables. ICT competence variable accounts for 35 percent of the variability in ICT integration in teaching 
among S&M teachers.

Table 44. Results of Pearson Product-Moment Correlation between each Ratio-level Variable (i.e.,  
    Age, Years of Teaching, Attitude toward ICT, Availability of ICT Resources, Use of ICT  
    Resources, and Access to ICT Resources, School Planning and Leadership,   
    Professional Development Training, ICT Competence Index) and ICT Integration Index

Ratio -Level Variables  ICT Integration 
Index  

Age (in actual years)  -0.338**  

Years of Teaching  -0.344**  

Attitude toward  ICT  0.555**  

Availability of ICT 
Resources  

0.300**  

Use of ICT Resources  0.299**  

Access to ICT Resources  0.179**  

Professional Development 
Training  

0.220**  

ICT Competence Index  0.587**  

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

2.9 Predictors of ICT Competence
Multiple linear regression analysis examined the net effects of selected variables on the level of ICT 

knowledge and skills measured by the ICT competence index. Table 45 presents the results of the multiple 
linear regression models. In Model 1, only the selected background characteristics such as sex, age, marital 
status, and type of teacher were included with the aim of controlling their effect on subsequent, more 
developed models. Results of Model 1 revealed significant effects of almost all the variables except marital 
status: sex (β = .13, p ≤ .01), age (β = .42, p ≤ .001), and type of teacher (β = .12, p ≤ .01). This indicates that 
high level of competence in ICT can be found among mathematics teachers who are male and younger (40 
years and below) than among the mathematics teachers who are female and older (41 years and above). 
Among the significant predictor variables, age has the highest effect. Selected background characteristics of 
teachers explained 26% of the total variability in ICT competence index.
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Model 2 includes attitude toward ICT aside from selected background characteristics of teachers. The 
inclusion of attitude toward ICT increased significantly the explained total variation in the ICT competence 
index by seven percent. Model 2 explained 33% of the total variation in ICT competence index. Except for type 
of teacher, all other variables were found to be significant predictors: sex (β = .11, p ≤ .05), age (β = .40, p ≤ 
.001), marital status (β = .11, p ≤ .05), and attitude toward ICT (β = .28, p ≤ .001). Teachers who are male, 
younger (40 years and below), single, and with high positive attitude toward ICT tend to have higher ICT 
competence. Among significant predictor variables, attitude toward ICT has the highest predictive value 
effect.

In the final model (Model 3), availability of ICT resources, use of ICT resources, and professional 
development training were included on top of the variables included in Model 2. By adding these variables, 
the model now explained 40% of the total variation of the ICT competence index, a significant increase to 
seven percent from 33% in Model 2. Except for type of teacher and availability of ICT resources, other 
variables were found to be significant predictors of the ICT competence index: sex (β = .13, p ≤ .01), age (β = 
.38, p ≤ .001), marital status (β = .11, p ≤ .01), attitude toward ICT (β = .22, p ≤ .001), use of ICT resources (β 
= .15, p ≤ .01), and professional development training (β = .14, p ≤ .01). High ICT competence can be found 
among younger single males with high positive attitude toward ICT use, high usage of ICT resources, and 
high attendance to professional development training. Among the significant predictors of ICT competence 
in the final model, age and attitude toward ICT use had high predictive value effects.

Table 45. Regression Coefficients of Predictor Variables on ICT Competence Index
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Predictor 

ICT Competence Index  

B  SE B  β R2 ∆R2 

Model 1     .26  

Constant 35.08 1.96    

Sex (Male=1 ; Female=0)  6.87 2.55 .13**    

Age (40 & below=1; 41 & above=0)  18.80 2.27 .42***    

Marital Status (Single=1; Otherwise=0)  4.83 2.57 .10   

Type of Teacher (Science=1; 
Mathematics=0) 

5.20 2.17 .12*    

Model 2     .33 .07***  
Constant 3.78 5.70    

Sex (Mal e=1; Female=0)  5.66 2.44 .11*    

Age (40 & below=1; 41 & above=0)  17.85 2.17 .40***    

Marital Status (Single=1; Otherwise=0)  5.68 2.45 .11*    

Type of Teacher (Science=1; 
Mathematics=0) 

2.06 2.13 .05   

Attitude toward ICT  0.92 0.16 .28***    

 ***p ≤ 0.001 **p ≤ 0.01 *p ≤ 0.05
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Table 45. Regression Coefficients of Predictor Variables on ICT Competence Index (continued)

***p ≤ 0.001 **p ≤ 0.01 *p ≤ 0.05

 
Predictor 

ICT Competence Index  

B  SE B  β R2 ∆R2 

Model 3     .40 .07***  

Constant 0.54 5.58    

Sex (Male=1; Female=0)  6.73 2.32 .13**    

Age (40 & below=1; 41 & above=0)  17.10 2.09 .38***    

Marital Status (Single=1; Otherwise=0)  5.17 2.35 .10*    

Type of Teacher (Science=1; 
Mathematics=0) 

1.05 2.05 .02   

Attitude toward ICT  0.67 0.16 .20***    

Availability of ICT Resources  0.88 0.60 .09   

Use of ICT Resources  1.48 0.57 .15**    

Professional Development Training  1.07 0.35 .14**    

 

2.10    Predictors of ICT Integration in Teaching
Table 46 presents the results of multiple linear regression models. In Model I, only the selected 

background characteristics of teachers such as sex, age, marital status, and type of teacher were included 
with the aim of controlling their effects on subsequent, more developed models. Results of Model I reveal 
significant effects of all the variables: sex (β = .11, p ≤ .01), age (β = .25, p ≤ .001), marital status (β = .12, p ≤ 
.01), and type of teacher (β = .32, p ≤ .001). This indicates that high ICT integration index can be observed 
among male science teachers who are younger (40 years & below) and single, than among female 
mathematics teachers who are older (41 & above) and married. Among the significant predictor variables, 
type of teacher and age have higher effects than others. Selected background characteristics of teachers 
explained 21% of the total variability in ICT integration index.

 Model II includes attitude toward ICT to what was analyzed in Model I. The inclusion of attitude 
toward ICT variable increased significantly the explained total variation in ICT integration index by 22%. Model 
2 explained 44% of the total variation in ICT integration index. Except for sex variable, all other variables are 
found to be significant predictors: age (β = .22, p ≤ .001), marital status (β = .15, p ≤ .001), type of teacher (β 
= .19, p ≤ .001), and attitude toward ICT (β = .49, p ≤ .001). Science teachers who are young (40 years and 
below), single, and with high positive attitude toward ICT tend to increase in the ICT integration index. Among 
the predictor variables, attitude toward ICT has the highest predictive value effect.

 Model III adds ICT competence of teachers measured by the ICT skills index variable. By doing this, 
the model now explained 54% of the total variation of ICT integration index, a significant increase of 10% from 
44% in Model II. Except for sex and age, other variables are found to be significant predictors of ICT 
integration index: marital status (β = .10, p ≤ .01), type of teacher (β = .17, p ≤ .001), attitude toward ICT (β = 
.38, p ≤ .001), and ICT skills index (β = .38, p ≤ 0.001). This indicates that high ICT integration index is evident 
among science teachers who are single, with high positive attitude toward ICT, and with high ICT skills index. 
Both attitude toward ICT and ICT skills index have higher significant predictor effects than other variables.



Model IV (Final model) includes attitude toward ICT use, ICT skills, and availability of ICT resources 
along with selected background characteristics. With the inclusion of availability of ICT resources, the final 
model explained 55% of the total variation in ICT integration index. Though the increase is only a mere 
percentage, the addition of availability of ICT resources to the model introduced a significant increase in 
variance explained (∆R2 = .01, p ≤ .05). Sex and age are not found to be significant predictors of ICT 
integration index in the final model. The significant predictors of ICT integration index in the final model are: 
marital status (β = .10, p ≤ .05), type of teacher (β = .17, p ≤ .001), attitude toward ICT (β = .37, p ≤ .001), ICT 
skills index (β = .35, p ≤ .001), and availability of ICT resources (β = .10, p ≤ .05). Results indicate that high ICT 
integration index is evident among science teachers who are single, with high positive attitude toward ICT, 
with high ICT skills index, and with high availability of ICT resources. Among the significant predictors, attitude 
toward ICT has the highest regression coefficient, followed by ICT skills index. 

Table 46. Regression Coefficients of Predictor Variables on ICT Integration Index
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Predictor 

ICT Integration Index 

B SE B β R2 ∆R2 

Model I    .21  

Constant 47.57 1.72    

Sex (Male=1; Female=0) 4.63 2.22 .11*   

Age (40 & below=1; 41 & above=0) 9.67 1.98 .25***    

Marital Status (Single=1; Otherwise=0) 4.90 2.24 .12*   

Type of Teacher (Science=1; Mathematics=0) 11.91 1.89 .32***    

Model II    .44 .22***  

Constant 0.65 4.43    

Sex (Male=1; Female=0) 2.82 1.89 .06   

Age (40 & below=1; 41 & above=0) 8.24 1.68 .22***    

Marital Status (Single=1; Otherwise=0) 6.16 1.91 .15***    

Type of Teacher (Science=1; Mathematics=0) 7.20 1.66 .19***    

Attitude toward ICT 1.37 0.12 .49***    

Model III    .54 .10***  

Constant -0.57 4.04    

Sex (Male=1; Female=0) 1.00 1.74 .02   

Age (40 & below=1; 41 & above=0) 2.50 1.69 .07   

Marital Status (Single=1; Otherwise=0) 4.34 1.75 .10**   

Type of Teacher (Science=1; Mathematics=0) 6.53 1.51 .17***    

Attitude toward ICT 1.08 .12 .38***    

ICT skills index 0.32 .04 .38***    

 ***p ≤ 0.001 **p ≤ 0.01 *p ≤ 0.05
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Table 46. Regression Coefficients of Predictor Variables on ICT Integration Index (continued)
 

Predictor 
ICT Integration Index 

B SE B β R2 ∆R2 

Model IV    .55 .01* 

Constant -2.73 4.11    

Sex (Male=1; Female=0) 1.52 1.74 .04   

Age (40 & below=1; 41 & above=0) 2.51 1.68 .07   

Marital Status (Single=1; Otherwise=0) 4.05 1.74 .10*   

Type of Teacher (Science=1; Mathematics=0) 6.64 1.50 .17***    

Attitude toward ICT 1.05 0.12 .37***    

ICT Skills index 0.30 0.04 .35***    

Availability of ICT Resources 0.83 0.35 .10*   

 ***p ≤ 0.001 **p ≤ 0.01 *p ≤ 0.05



CHAPTER 3

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The results of the study reveal the following as to how ICT resources and facilities, ICT knowledge and 
skills of S&M Teachers, access to trainings, their attitude towards ICT use, their competence and personal 
attributes affect ICT integration in the teaching of science and mathematics in the selected S&T-oriented high 
schools.  Likewise, significant predictors of ICT competence and ICT integration were determined to 
understand which factors contribute to increasing the tendency for S&M teachers to be competent in ICT and 
use the same in teaching.  Moreover, the succeeding discussions describe how the school environment, 
specifically ICT resources, as described by the school principals and computer coordinators, contribute to 
the integration of ICT in the teaching of science and mathematics.

3.1     ICT resources and facilities used by science and mathematics teachers in their 
selected S&T-oriented high schools

  Among the widely used ICT resources were desktop or laptop computers for teachers’ use, 
computer laboratories, printers, Internet, and digital projectors. Interestingly, the study also revealed that 
almost all respondents have used personal desktop or laptop computers in teaching science or 
mathematics. However, the school intranet is the least used ICT facility, while digital cameras, which are not 
readily available, are shown to have low usage as a tool for science and mathematics teaching. Majority of 
the respondents also own ICT resources which they use in teaching science and mathematics, particularly: 
desktop/laptop computers; e-mail accounts; home internet; printers; and digital cameras. It was also noted 
that science and mathematics teachers who have available internet connection at home also have personal 
e-mail accounts. 

FGD insights affirm that ICT resources’ are indeed valuable mainly in research and preparation of 
presentations, student outputs, and, to some extent, in student evaluation. However, availability of ICT 
resources in the schools remains an issue as many teachers resort to purchasing personal equipment for 
teaching. An increase in the availability of ICT resources’ owned by the schools is seen to facilitate ICT 
integration in the whole education process.

3.2     ICT knowledge and skills of science and mathematics teachers 
Based on the ICT skill set identified by the respondents, the mean ICT skills index score was 50 out of 

84, with a standard deviation of 23, meaning, the level of ICT skills of respondents is intermediate and 
heterogenous. Thus, some science and mathematics respondents were fair to quite knowledgeable in ICT 
skills, but there were also several who had little to no knowledge about ICT. Among the ICT applications, word 
processing and file navigation are the basic suite used by more than 90% of S&M teachers. Around eight out 
of 10 S&M teachers have used spreadsheets, presentation software, the Internet, and email. Notably, more 
than half of the respondents never used applications for database management, with more mathematics 
teachers indicating that they have not integrated the use of databases in their teaching.

3.3     Access of science and mathematics teachers to ICT-related training
Among the ICT trainings undertaken by more than half of the respondents were the use of 

computers/basic computer, word processing, spreadsheets, and presentation software. Very few to less 
than half of them took up ICT integration related trainings such as training on how to integrate technology 
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with the curriculum, integrating ICT in teaching and learning, and subject-specific training with learning 
software for specific content goals. Less than half of the respondents also underwent training on Internet 
use and general applications. Majority of these trainings were arranged by their schools, which they found 
to be effective as applied in their teaching practice.

Tests of mean differences revealed that teachers with better access to ICT resources tend to have 
higher level of competence in ICT than those with low access. Teachers with more professional 
development training are also likely to have higher level of ICT skills. These are supported by FGD insights 
from teachers who considered the lack of ICT resources and trainings as disadvantages in ICT integration.

3.4 Attitude of science and mathematics teachers toward ICT
Based on the attitude toward ICT index, the mean score was 36 out of 44, with a standard deviation 

of 6.79, meaning, the level of attitude toward ICT is high and relatively homogenous. Looking closer as to the 
type of teacher, science teachers manifested higher positive attitude toward ICT as compared to 
mathematics teachers. Overall, most of the respondents seem to be optimistic to the potential benefits of 
using ICT in teaching.

FGDs depict teachers’ tales in how they use ICT resources to prepare lesssons as they help visualize 
complex topics like Advanced Chemistry, as well as in requiring students to create outputs in video format. 
While attitude can be related to the teachers’ level of training and access to ICT resources, the respondents 
generally had appreciation on ICT’s value in teaching and learning.

3.5     Personal and professional use of ICT among science and mathematics teachers 
Results indicated that a significant number of respondents use ICT at least weekly for the following: 

creating materials for student use, e.g., handouts, tests; accessing research and best practices for teaching; 
and communicating with colleagues/other professionals. Almost half of all respondents never posted 
information to a website to assist their students in their work, while a greater majority has never used ICT 
for online professional learning. Most science and mathematics teachers described the application of ICT in 
the classroom a useful resource to impact the learning competencies of students in some areas of the 
curriculum, with more science teachers leaning towards this positive regard for ICT as they would use it in 
their lessons. 

3.6 Application of ICT in the classroom
When asked to describe the application of ICT in the classroom, a significant number of respondents 

described it as “a useful resource impacting on some areas of the curriculum”; “improving student skills in 
the use of ICT”; and “having an extensive impact on what students learn and how they learn”. Regarding 
frequency of incorporating student use of ICT to achieve certain learning outcome, only “finding out about 
ideas and information” fell under at least in the level of ‘weekly’ frequency based on the corresponding 
average score.  The average frequency of incorporating student use of ICT to achieve learning outcomes 
related to 21st century skills such as analyzing information, learning to work collaboratively, and expressing 
themselves clearly, fell under at least once per term only. When asked about the frequency of using 
ICT-related tools in teaching, science and mathematics teachers used more often the general office suite 
such as Word, Excel, and Presentation software, social media or networking site, and digital learning 
resources. 
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3.7     Student assessment outcomes using ICT
The corresponding average scores of frequency in incorporating student use of ICT to assess 

learning outcomes revealed low level with at least once per term only across all statements. In fact, around 
four of 10 science and mathematics teachers never incorporate student use of ICT to achieve learning 
outcomes through digital portfolio from student assignments as evidence toward student achievement and 
through ICT programs, materials, and applications that enable assessment to be customized toward 
specific learning needs. More than half of mathematics teachers never used digital portfolio from student 
assignments to assess student achievements.

3.8     ICT integration by Science and Mathematics teachers
Significant differences in ICT integration of S&M teachers across age, marital status, type of teacher, 

years of teaching, attitude toward ICT, availability of ICT resources, use of ICT resources, access to ICT 
resources, and professional training were observed. Results showed that younger, male, science teachers 
had significantly high scores in ICT integration index than older, female, mathematics teachers. 
Furthermore, teachers with higher positive attitude toward ICT, higher ICT competence, whose schools had 
more available ICT resources, were able to use and have access to ICT resources, and with more 
professional development trainings had higher ICT integration than teachers with lower positive attitude 
toward ICT, lower ICT competence, whose schools had lesser available ICT resources, were less able to 
access to ICT resources, and with lesser professional development trainings.

3.9     Predictors of ICT competence of Science and Mathematics teachers 
The final regression model revealed that the significant predictors of ICT competence among S&M 

teachers are sex, age, marital status, attitude toward ICT, use of ICT resources, and level of professional 
development training. Thus, high ICT competence can be found among teachers who are male, younger, 
single, with higher positive attitude toward ICT, able to use ICT resources, and have more professional 
development trainings.

3.10     Predictors of ICT integration in teaching Science and Mathematics
The final regression model showed that the significant predictors of ICT integration among S&M 

teachers are marital status, type of teacher, attitude toward ICT, ICT skills index, and availability of ICT 
resource. Therefore, more integration of ICT in teaching science and mathematics can be observed among 
teachers who are single, teaching science, with higher positive attitude toward ICT, with higher ICT 
competence, and with more available resources in their schools.

3.11     ICT environment of schools
The study surveyed the ICT environment of the schools according to school planning, leadership, and 

attitude toward ICT of school principals. Twelve of the 16 principals strongly agreed that their schools 
encourage the use of ICT by all teachers and have support strategies in place for everyone. The same 
number of principals said they strongly agreed that teachers in their schools are encouraged and supported 
to participate in professional learning opportunities. Only three of the 16 school principals strongly agreed 
with the statement: “Sufficient ICT resources are available to meet the ICT requirements of teachers and 
students.” As to the technology applications, general office suite, mobile devices, email accounts for 
teachers/students, communication software, and equipment and hands-on materials were available in the 
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schools, according to the principals. However, tutorial/exercise software, data-logging tools, smart 
board/interactive whiteboard and simulations/modeling software/digital learning were the identified 
technological tools needed but were not available. When asked about the level of priority given to resource 
allocation, principals identified the improvement of technical skills of teachers as high priority, followed by 
improving teachers’ pedagogical competence to engage in new methods of teaching and learning, increasing 
the number of teachers using ICT for teaching/learning purposes, and increasing the range of digital learning 
resources related to the school curriculum. Regarding attitude of principals toward ICT, almost all of them 
agreed strongly that ICT provides students with efficient presentation and communication tools and as well 
as valuable resources and tools to support student learning.

3.12     ICT-related obstacles to pedagogical goals according to school principals
The top obstacle, as identified by most of the principals, is the insufficient Internet bandwidth or speed, 

followed by insufficient number of computers connected to the Internet, not enough digital educational 
resources for instruction, and lack of ICT tools for science laboratory work.

3.13     ICT resources and facilities used by Science and Mathematics teachers
As reported by the school computer coordinators, the number of computers/laptops ranged from 250 

(Region 2) to 374 (NCR). Likewise, the number of computers/laptops connected to the internet ranged from 
zero (Region 11) to 258 (Region 6). Aside from computers/laptop, other ICT equipment included graphic 
calculators, PDAs and Smartphones, and projectors.



CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the results of the survey and the FGDs provide a picture on how ICT is infused in S&M 
teaching. The insights generated can serve as helpful guide to education stakeholders on how to address 
existing gaps in ICT integration. This section narrates the answers generated vis-à-vis the Research 
Questions set:

Research question 1: How do teachers integrate ICT in S&M teaching? What processes are in place?

Basing on the UNESCO ICT Competency Framework Version 3 (UNESCO, 2018), teachers’ level of 
integration of ICT in S&M teaching in this study is still at the Knowledge Acquisition level. (See Figure 1. 
UNESCO ICT Competency Framework Version 3). 

Figure 1. UNESCO ICT Competency Framework Version 3

Based on the answers in the basic ICT skill set, most of the teachers were knowledgeable about word 
processing, file navigation, spreadsheets, presentation software, the Internet, and email. Knowledge 
acquisition (Level 1) is characterized by teachers acquiring basic digital literacy skills and knowledge to 
support relevant curriculum context. Teachers in this level started to find time within the traditional curricula 
for the incorporation of a range of relevant productivity tools and technology resources. Science and 
mathematics teachers in this study used ICT in creating materials for student use like hand-outs or tests, and 
accessing research and best practices for teaching. They regarded ICT resources as valuable mainly  
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in research and preparation of presentations, student outputs, and to some extent, in student evaluation.  As 
narrated in FGD, some science teachers regarded the use of ICT as helpful in explaining scientific concepts 
through visualization and simulation. However, still very few S&M teachers incorporated ICT in authentic 
assessment and pedagogy like project-based digital portfolio and student-centered teaching that would 
enhance students’ complex problem-solving skills in creating solutions to real-world problems, which are 
indicators of the next level, Knowledge Deepening – Level 2. 

The access of S&M teachers to ICT-related trainings and the principals’ level of priority given to 
resource allocation also showed that teachers were still at the Knowledge Acquistion level. Most of the 
trainings attended by teachers were focused on acquiring basic digital literacy such as use of computers, 
word processing, spreadsheets, and presentation softwares. Very few S&M teachers took up ICT 
integration-related trainings such as on how to integrate technology in the curriculum, integrating ICT in 
teaching and learning, and subject-specific training with software for specific content goals. Principals 
identified the improvement of technical skills of teachers as high priority, followed by improving teacher’s 
pedagogical competence to engage in new methods of teaching and learning, increasing the number of 
teachers using ICT for teaching/learning purposes, and increasing the range of digital learning resources 
related to the school curriculum.

Research question 2: What are the factors that contribute to the level of ICT usage in S&M teaching?

 The critical factors that influence the level of ICT integration in S&M teaching are teachers’attitude 
toward ICT (Will), their ICT skills (Skill), and availability of ICT resources in the school (Tool). Teachers with 
high positive attitude toward ICT, with high ICT skills, and with available ICT resources in the school had higher 
level of ICT integration in S&M teaching. The study confirms the Will, Skill, Tool (WST) model of ICT integration 
in teaching (Christensen and Knezek, 2001, 2008), which states that the success of integration of ICT in 
teaching can be found when the WST components are all present. It is critical, therefore, that educational 
programs should address those factors to improve the level of integration of ICT in teaching science and 
mathematics. 
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CHAPTER 5

IMPLICATIONS

This section discusses the implications of the salient findings relevant to ICT integration and science 
education policies in the Philippines.

On the findings that teachers have diverse level of ICT skills but generally at level 1 (Knowledge Acquisition) 
and that ICT trainings undertaken by S&M teachers are still focused on acquiring ICT skills 

The success of any effort by educational institutions to integrate ICT in teaching and learning depends 
on determining the ICT skills of teachers. Thus, identification of the level of ICT skills should be done first prior 
to the development and conduct of trainings. The DepEd as well as schools, and training providers should 
base their trainings on the identified level of ICT skills of teachers. Basic use of computer such as Word, Excel, 
and presentation tools can be offered to teachers who have lower level of ICT skills. Advanced training on 
integration of ICT in teaching a particular subject can be given to teachers with higher level of ICT skills. 

Most of the trainings were still focused on the acquisiton of ICT skills. This finding implies that most 
teachers are still at the lowest level of technology adoption.  More efforts should be done for leveling up 
teachers’ ICT skills to suit the needs of teachers.

The findings of this study also confirm the need to develop a more detailed ICT Competency 
Professional Standards for teachers, which can be based on the UNESCO’s Competency Framework for 
Teachers. In 2018, DepEd issued the Philippine Professional Standards for Teachers or PPST (DO 42, S. 
2017), which supports the development of teacher competencies in ICT by including two strands on usage of 
ICT of teachers in the teaching and learning process. These are Strand 1.3 on positive use of ICT under 
content and pedagogy domain and Strand 4.5 teaching and learning resources including ICT under the 
domain of curriculum and planning that paved the way to continue to addressing the needs of the digital 
society. 

Leveling Up ICT Competencies through ICT-enabled Teaching (LICIT) Program and Digital Rise 
Program are among the DepEd’s interventions in addressing the need for digital- and 21st century-ready 
teachers and learners by leveraging the use of ICT in the teaching and learning process. LICIT program has 
already started the drafting of frameworks on ICT Enabled for Teaching and Learning since the conduct of the 
National Consultative Workshop on ICT for Teaching and Learning on November 21-26, 2019. In May 2022, 
the Digital Rise Program was launched to address the challenges in digital learning and educational 
technology. It is an educational framework that will boost the infrastructure, software and capacity building 
of learners and teachers in technology. These efforts are a good start in emphasizing the crucial role of ICT 
in teaching and learning processes in this digital era where blended learning, remote learning, open 
educational resources (OERs), and other ICT-dependent pedagogical elements changed the educational 
landscape. The finalization of such frameworks can be used as a basis for a more detailed ICT Competency 
Professional Standards for teachers that will influence the development of ICT in education policies. It would 
lead to adoption of an established acceptable ICT in education and training set of standards or ICT 
competencies not only for science and mathematics teachers but for teachers across levels and disciplines.  
Frameworks and standards can be considered as guides for the professional development of educators. 
They would encourage training beyond basic ICT skills and address issues of policy, curriculum, assessment, 
pedagogy, organization and professional development.
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Another policy level implication is making sure that the curricula for education degree programs 
include topics on how to integrate ICT in teaching the area of specialization. Moreover, pre-service teachers' 
competency in integrating ICT into their classroom instruction may be assured by including a significant part 
of items assessing this skill on the license examination for teachers (LET). Demo-teaching during screening 
of new teachers should also include criteria on ICT integration teaching skill in the evaluation.

On the finding that there is still a lack of ICT equipment and facility in the S&T-oriented schools

The S&T-oriented schools sampled in this study were lacking in ICT equipment and facility. This 
scenario could be worse in regular high schools. Teachers in the sampled schools were able to cope with this 
obstacle by providing themselves with the needed equipment, collaborating with the parents and teachers’ 
association, and seeking assistance from LGU, community, and private institutions. To address this issue 
legislative measures on accelerating digital transformation of education sector should be adopted to 
improve teaching and learning in public schools. Such measures will expedite the implementation of 
Republic Act 10929, or the Free Internet Access in Public Places Act, to provide free connection and 
encourage remote learning in public schools, particularly during times of emergency. Additionally, these will 
mobilize government and private-public partnership (PPP) resources to improve the digital readiness of 
public schools.

On the finding that attitude of teachers toward ICT (Will), competence of teachers on ICT (Skill), and 
availability of ICT resources and facilities of schools (Tool) are significant factors in the integration of ICT in 
teaching science and mathematics

The findings identified three (3) important factors that significantly contributed to ICT integration in 
science and mathematics teaching in the classroom, namely: (1) teacher attitudes toward ICT; (2) teacher 
competence on ICT; and (3) availability of ICT resources and facilities in school. These factors are 
interrelated and are therefore mutually essential on enabling teachers to integrate ICT in their teaching.

This study highlights the relevance of both internal and external factors in incorporating ICT into 
STEM education. It demonstrates the need for using complex models to define, explain, and predict 
ICT-based teaching acceptance and implementation in schools. Despite its limitations owing to the small 
sample size, it serves as a springboard for future research in the country that will add to the body of 
knowledge on the interaction of teacher factors impacting ICT integration in the classroom and in 
formulation of sound policies to improve STEM education. A closer examination of the actual descriptions of 
ICT integration provided by the study's respondents reveals the extent to which ICT is utilized to teach STEM 
topics.

Considering this information, two implications are being put forward. The first implication 
emphasizes the relevance and necessity of continuing professional development of teachers in information 
and communication technology. Teachers are critical in supporting student learning and in establishing 
varied teaching techniques in the classroom, particularly for the effective and proper use of technology. It is 
critical to note that the role of teachers in the classroom has evolved; they are now expected to be computer 
literate, technologically aware, and innovative in their instructional approaches in order to improve teaching 
and student learning. However, integrating ICT into teaching has become a problem in the education sector, 
given the large number of teachers (about 700,000) required to develop their ICT skills and the approximately 
21 million students enrolled in public schools (Arayata, 2017). Thus, the Department of Education, 
policymakers, and school administrators are encouraged to promote and provide opportunities for in-service 
ICT training for teachers and to advocate for better pre-service ICT courses. Similarly, schools must take the 
initiative in establishing capacity development plans for successful teaching and learning with technology, 
particularly in science and mathematics. With sufficient ICT skill training, teachers can develop favorable 
attitudes (including cognitive, affective, and behavioral components), confidence, and an interest in 
integrating ICT with established traditional classroom methods. Additionally, it is necessary to rethink 
educational ICT policy, particularly their deployment and integration in the K–12 curriculum.
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The second implication is directed at improving the ICT infrastructure of the schools or learning 
institutions. Majority of the teacher-respondents mentioned that their schools lack ICT resources. As per 
report by the Computer Coordinators, only 22.5% of the computers and laptops in schools are available for 
teachers’ use. Most of the computers/laptops used in teaching science and mathematics are personally 
owned by the teachers. Moreover, less than half of the computers in the schools are connected to the 
Internet. Improving this condition, however, would require strong commitment and positive ICT attitudes of 
school administrators and of course support from the local government units to provide funds for this 
purpose. Access and availability to different ICT equipment and facilities in educational institutions is of great 
importance to ICT integration. Providing the teachers with appropriate technology infrastructure could 
empower them to develop their teaching strategies and activities, and enhance teaching and learning. 

Furthermore, the findings may be used to craft policies that address the barriers that impede S&M and 
non-S&M teachers' use of ICT in teaching methods. Given the importance of teachers' ICT competency and 
attitude toward ICT as predictive factors, pre-service and in-service teacher education may also be evaluated 
to determine if they effectively address these aspects. This can result in the Commission on Higher Education 
(CHED) to develop more responsive pre-service curricula and the Department of Education (DepEd) develop 
programs for continuing professional development that equip teachers with the ability and confidence to use 
ICT in their practice. Additionally, policies to computerize (Department of Education, DO 78, section 2010) and 
provide public schools with Internet connectivity (Department of Education, DO 46, section 2011) should be 
assessed and aligned with teachers' competencies and capacities to optimize both their skills and ICT tools.
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ANNEX A

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS EXCERPTS

2.4.1 Ways of ICT Use in Teaching

2.4.1A Visualization

Excerpt 1: Science teachers described how they usually use ICT in teaching complex topics

ST2 (FGD Group 6): In teaching Science lessons, we all know it’s very complex like for example we 
will be dealing with electricity. It’s very abstract and complex. Teaching the concepts, these 
lessons using ICT, is very important and the advantage from that is they will have a picture of 
lalo na pag gagamit na ng  (especially in using) simulation and picture outlets on what’s 
happening in here inside the battery, or in the wires or how electrons flow so they see that or 
visualize that. If we will compare with a lecture or discussion using a book, iba ang pananaw 
ng mga bata pag nakakita sila ng mga gumagalaw galaw na (students have better grasp of 
the concept if they see moving) electrons kesa sa picture lang (than just pictures). So that’s I 
think is one of the advantages of using ICT. 

ST5 (FGD Group 10): In my subject, Advanced Chemistry, we are dealing with atom we cannot 
visualize it. So, we need to have models. Hindi naman kami makagawa on the spot ng
models. So gumagamit kami ng projector, gumagawa ng presentation para mas 
ma-visualize ng bata kung ano ba talaga yung pinapakita ng theory, ng law or whatever na 
phenomenon sa science. I believe na yung ICT ay very helpful s’ya sa cases na hindi mo 
mapaliwanag ang mga konsepto sa mga salita lang at through traditional method na 
magchalk board and so on. Yung mga bata kasi ngayon, 21st century mas very visual sila. 
So mas gusto nila may nakikita, may nadididinig, mas natututo sila sa mga ganun. (In my 
subject, Advanced Chemistry, we are dealing with atom, we cannot visualize it. So, we need 
to have models. We cannot make models on the spot. So, we use projector. We make 
presentation so that students can visualize what the theory wants to show, or law or 
whatever phenomenon in science. I believe that ICT is very helpful in cases that we cannot 
explain some concepts through words only using traditional method of chalk board and so 
on. Students nowadays in the 21st century are very visual (learners). So, they prefer to have 
something they can see, hear; they learn better that way.)

Excerpt 2: Mathematics teacher mentioned the use of ICT to facilitate the flow of topic presentation

MT2 (FGD Group 7): We use PowerPoint presentation in STEM so there is a smooth flow in the 
presentation ng (of) topic. 

Excerpt 3: Science teachers demonstrated the need to use simulation in discussing natural 
     phenomenon

ST4 (FGD Group 8): There are plenty of videos to see and animations, because when you are 
dealing with the natural phenomenon, you can see right away what things are happening, or 
what could be the destruction or the effect caused by the stimuli, in which the student is not 
aware of.. 

ST9 (FGD Group 2): I use ICT dun sa mga lesson na very abstract like on the 2nd quarter and mostly 
ang lesson namin is about the atomic structure so para gumanda ang presentation ng 
lesson. Because of this ICT so at least magagamit na namin ito sa mga lessons na ganyan. 
And then sa earth and space din itong mga volcanoes “Ay ma’am! ganyan pala!” Syempre in 
Cagayan we did not see yet how the volcanoes erupt. Nakikita nila, so it is nakakatulong 
nang mabuti but not in all lessons. (I use ICT in lessons that are very abstract like on the 2nd 
quarter and most of our lessons about atomic structure for better presentation of lesson. 
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Because of this ICT we can use it at least in teaching such lessons. And then in Earth and 
Space lessons also. Here in Cagayan we didn’t see yet how the volcanoes erupt. They can 
watch it (through ICT) and your students will say with realization, “Ay, ma’am. That’s how it 
is/works!” It really helps, but not in all lessons.)

Excerpt 4: Quotes MT1 who described ICT as a very good stimulus to attract students’  attention.

MT1 (FGD Group 9): The ICT can stand alone as a very good stimulus kasi pag may pinakita ka lang 
something na-flash specially kung ito ay characters or pictures, even sounds lalo na kung 
yun ay in. Ipakita mo lang picture ng artista hooked na agad ang attention nila hindi ka pa 
nagsasalita, So we can classify ICT as very good stimulus. Now the risks that the teacher 
has to face is how to present, how to develop the stimulus with the aid of technology. Kasi 
kung uumpisahan lang natin sa pamamagitan ng ICT at ang information ay hindi 
maiprocess, from the short term to the long term e masasayang lahat din ang functionality 
ng ICT, in the same manner sayang din ang pinaghirapan mo. (The ICT can stand alone as a 
very good stimulus. For instance, you just flash (on the screen) some characters or pictures, 
or even just sounds, especially if they are on-trend. If you just show a picture of an artist 
(actor or actress), they will get hooked and surely you will catch their attention even though 
you haven’t say a thing yet. So we can classify ICT as very good stimulus. Now the risks that 
the teacher has to face is how to present, how to develop the stimulus with the aid of 
technology. Because if we just start (the lesson) by using the ICT but without processing the 
information, from the short term to the long term, the function of ICT will be put to waste. In 
the same manner the efforts you put in it will be wasted.)

2.4.1B Preparation of Lessons

Excerpt 5: Teachers narrated the importance of doing research using ICT in preparing their lessons. 
  ST1 mentioned about browsing the Internet for useful resources. MT6 and ST1 said that by  

  doing research through the Internet they are continuously learning better teaching   
  strategies other than those mentioned in the book.

ST1 (FGD Group 4): So we really need to make some research and use of the available resources 
from the different websites na pwedeng mapakinabangan (that can be useful).   Kailangang 
kailangan po talaga (We really need it).

MT6 (FGD Group 5): The teacher will be the one to research on her own yung mga strategies kasi 
some of the references sa book ay long method pero ‘pag nag-research ka meron kang 
makikita na short method na mga strategies na mas madaling maunawaan ng mga 
students. So, para nagkaroon ng differences makikita mo, “ahh, mas maganda gamitin to 
kaysa yung sa book. So ito na lang gagamitin ko instead na yung isa. So parang yun 
ma-apply mo yun sir, ikaw mismo sa sarili mo ina-update mo din ung learning mo pati 
through researching. (The teacher will be the one to research on her own some strategies 
because some of the references in the book are long-method but if you do research you can 
find short-method strategies that can easily be understood by students. So, the differences 
are apparent, and you realize and say to yourself, “Ah, it’s better to use this than that one 
mentioned in the book. So, I’ll just use this than the other one. You’ll be able to apply it, sir, 
and by doing research you are able to update yourself and you are learning in the process.)

ST1 (FGD Group 8): We start it on the planning, if you can like look for, although not really going to 
copy all the whole lesson plan there, you can look for teaching strategy on teacher's blog.  
For example on how they were able to teach on how they taught certain topic so you can get 
an idea from them.  
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Excerpt 6: shows teachers giving their students assignments and providing useful websites to read 
      on and study prior to actual classroom discussion. 

ST7 (FGD Group 2): Ever since I’ve started teaching Biotech inaano ko as an assignment sample 
kunwari protein synthesis so I ask the students to look for a website that gives a visual on 
protein synthesis then they have to discuss on the next meeting. Yun lang yung sa’kin. So 
parang makita lang nila kung ano kasi it mostly pag ka nagtuturo ka kasi kailangan i-lecture 
mo so bago ang lecture makita nila kung ano yung sinasabing protein synthesis, replication. 
Kasi if you do it in a classroom manunuod lang sila, they just watch, they don’t process. So 
sa'kin pinapa-assignment ko I give the question so the next day, the next meeting yun na lang 
then I ask them how come. (Ever since I’ve started teaching Biotechnology I give them 
assignment, for example, protein synthesis. I ask the students to look for a website that 
gives a visual (presentation) on protein synthesis then they have to discuss (it) on the next 
meeting. That’s what I do so that they will have an idea on what is this so-called protein 
synthesis before I usually give the lecture. Because when you do it (visual/video 
presentation) in the classroom they tend to just watch it without processing. So, what I do is 
I give them assignment or questions to answer, and the next day or the next meeting I ask 
them about it.)

ST1 (FGD Group 10): In my class, usually I prepare my own PowerPoint presentation. Pero before 
mag-start ng school year binibigay ko yung useful links na pwede nilang i-browse. Yun rin 
ang ginagamit ko. Bina-browse tapos parang may test na binibigay ako sa bata para sagutan 
nila, para pagdating sa klase mas may alam na yung bata, may alam na sila regarding dun. 
(In my class, usually I prepare my own PowerPoint presentation. But before the school year 
starts I gave my students useful links that they can browse. I gave them (guide questions) 
like a test that the kids will answer so that when they come into the class, they know already 
something regarding the lesson.)

2.4.1C Application

Excerpt 7: ST2, a participant of FGD Group 6, described how she create an engaging activity with 
    students with the use of their gadgets.

ST2 (FGD Group 6): “...they have to make use of their gadgets in making a presentation; build in 
video format, audio format because we will be having a community immersion, which they 
will have to talk to their community using a presentation about the disaster preparedness. 
They will have to make use of ICT. Aside from the talk, they will have to also make a 
commercial, infographics and any information that they can use out of ICT gadgets.” 

2.4.1D Assessment and Evaluation

Excerpt 8: One mathematics teacher (MT1, FGD Group 5) mentioned a more engaging activity that is 
    related to application theme where he asked to make a video tutorial as a form of 
    assessment.

ST3 (FGD Group 10): “I am also giving assignments and quizzes on line. So, it’s very effective. In 
Edmodo you can give quizzes and assignments. You can also monitor students’ progress in 
school. Yung mga lessons, PowerPoints, ina-upload ko na doon beforehand. Effective s’ya.” (I 
am also giving assignments and quizzes on line. So, it’s very effective. In Edmodo you can 
give quizzes and assignments. You can also monitor students’ progress in school. The 
lessons, PowerPoints, I upload them beforehand. It’s effective.)

MT1, FGD Group 5: “In terms of assessing the students whether they learn the lesson or not just 
last week my lesson was about subtraction of integers using two signed tiles. So, what I did 
to measure if the students really understood the process of the use of signed tiles I asked 
them as assignment to create their own video tutorial as if they are the one talking. They will 
manipulate with the tiles being covered, individual assignment. They were able to submit to 
me in CD. So they are able to do it.”
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2.4.1E Communication thru Social Media and Learning Management System (LMS)

Excerpt 9

MT3, FGD Group 7: “Also, I use ICT in social networking sites. This one is to communicate with my 
students. Nilalagay ko doon yung mga topics for next lesson tapos sometimes take home 
long test, assignment, problems and instructions for projects of students. Announcements.” 
(Also, I use ICT in social networking sites. This one is to communicate with my students. I 
put there the topics for next lesson and sometimes take home long test, assignment, 
problems and instructions for projects of students. Announcements.)

MT3, FGD Group 9: “Yung sa akin naman, mayroon kaming Quipper so dun kami nagbibigay ng 
assignment. Ang hawak ko Grade 10. May time hindi ko pa natuturo yung formula may bata 
ng alam yung formula kasi sasabihin ng bata “Ma’am nabasa ko kasi yan sa Quipper”. So 
ayun kumbaga na-advance sila in terms of dun sa subject. Kumbaga nagkakaroon sila ng 
idea. Aside sa advance sila, kagandahan din sa part ng teacher kasi ako every week kasi pag 
nag bigay ka ng assignment after 7 days pwede mo na i-download yung report. So may mga 
scores sila, so ina-announce ko yun everytime na i-download ko yun ina-announce ko sa 
kanila. Then yung mga gumawa at scores nila. Yung iba naiisip nila na kailangan mag sipag 
talaga kasi masasabi nila na “Nirerecord pala talaga yon” So ganon yung part para sa akin. 
Lahat ay gumagamit ng Quipper.” (In my case, we have Quipper, where we give assignment. I 
handle Grade 10 class. There was a time when even I haven’t taught the formula yet there 
was a student who knew already the formula. He said, “Ma’am, I read it on Quipper”. It seems 
that they are already advanced in terms of the subject. They are able to get some idea about 
subject matter. Aside from they are being advanced, there is also benefit on the part of the 
teacher. Every week I give assignment and after 7 days I can download the report with 
scores. I announce to them the scores of those who answered the assignment through 
Quipper. This gives them the impression that they have to study harder because it’s being 
recorded. That is the benefit on my part. Everybody is using Quipper.)

2.5.1 Advantages/Benefits

2.5.1A Facilitates Teaching and Learning

Excerpt 10

ST2, FGD Group 6: “ICT integration is very much important since it facilitates learning especially 
nowadays that we are in the age of technological advances due to globalization and we are 
dealing with students in the 21st century so teachers must be also in the 21st century. So it’s 
important in the learning process and it’s a gift to education and we should not squander it. 
It’s very important.”

MT2, FGD Group 3: “Mas madaling magturo kasi may visual presentation sa ICT. Application of 
 word problems in Mathematics mas madali kasi mas ma-momotivate sila mag-solve. 
Visually, andun na yung problem naka-illustrate na at kung ano na lang ang gagawin ng 
estudyante.” (It’s easier to teach because there is visual presentation in ICT. Application of 
word problems in Mathematics becomes easier because they are motivated to solve. 
Visually, the problem is already illustrated and it’s up to the student to do it.)

2.5.1B Facilitates assessment

Excerpt 11

ST5, FGD Group 10: “Also yun sa grading system namin we use Excel. Yung sa pag-grade namin 
para po mas mabilis kasi all we have to do is encode at sila na mismo ang bahala 
mag-compute nun.” (Also, we use Excel in grading system. All we have to do is to encode and 
the program will automatically compute them.)
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ST3, FGD Group 10: “I am also giving assignments and quizzes online. So, it’s very effective. In 
Edmodo you can give quizzes and assignments. You can also monitor students’ progress in 
school. Yung mga lessons, PowerPoints, ina-upload ko na doon beforehand. Effective s’ya.” (I 
am also giving assignments and quizzes online. So, it’s very effective. In Edmodo you can 
give quizzes and assignments. You can also monitor students’ progress in school. The 
lessons, PowerPoints, I upload them beforehand. It’s effective.)

2.5.1C Facilitates communication

Excerpt 12

MT3, FGD Group 7: “Also, I use ICT in social networking sites. This one is to communicate with my 
 students. Nilalagay ko doon yung mga topics for next lesson tapos sometimes take home 
long test, assignment, problems and instructions for projects of students. Announcements.” 
(Also, I use ICT in social networking sites. This one is to communicate with my students. I 
put there the topics for next lesson and sometimes take home long test, assignment, 
problems and instructions for projects of students. Announcements).

MT3, FGD Group 9: “Yung sa akin naman, mayroon kaming Quipper so dun kami nagbibigay ng 
assignment. Ang hawak ko Grade 10. May time hindi ko pa natuturo yung formula may bata 
ng alam yung formula kasi sasabihin ng bata “Ma’am nabasa ko kasi yan sa Quipper”. So 
ayun kumbaga na-advance sila in terms of dun sa subject. Kumbaga nagkakaroon sila ng 
idea. Aside sa advance sila, kagandahan din sa part ng teacher kasi ako every week kasi pag 
nag bigay ka ng assignment after 7 days pwede mo na i-download yung report. So may mga 
scores sila, so ina-announce ko yun everytime na i-download ko yun ina-announce ko sa 
kanila. Then yung mga gumawa at scores nila. Yung iba naiisip nila na kailangan mag sipag 
talaga kasi masasabi nila na “Nirerecord pala talaga yon” So ganon yung part para sa akin. 
Lahat ay gumagamit ng Quipper.” (In my case, we have Quipper, where we give assignment. I 
handle Grade 10 class. There was a time when even I haven’t taught the formula yet there 
was a student who knew already the formula. He said, “Ma’am, I read it on Quipper”. It seems 
that they are already advanced in terms of the subject. They are able to get some idea about 
subject matter. Aside from they are being advanced, there is also benefit on the part of the 
teacher. Every week I give assignment and after 7 days I can download the report with 
scores. I announce to them the scores of those who answered the assignment through 
Quipper. This gives them the impression that they have to study harder because it’s being 
recorded. That is the benefit on my part. Everybody is using Quipper). \

2.6 Disadvantages/Difficulties

2.6.1A Lack of ICT resources

Excerpt 13

ST1, FGD Group 4: “Sa case kasi namin is talagang kulang. We have the facility pero kulang.  For 
example, sa department namin halos dito sa main campus halos tatatlo lang yung projector.  
Tatlo lang  ang projector.  So sa dami namin na, we are almost 30.  Dito lang sa main 
campus, so halos talagang salitan. Plus, one smart TV pero talagang kulang. ” (In our case, 
we really lack (ICT resources). We have the facility but limited. For example, in our 
department here in the main campus we only have three projectors. Only three projectors for 
so many; we are almost 30. In the main campus alone, we have to take turns. Plus, one 
smart TV, but we needed more (ICT resources.)
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2.6.1B Lack of training/skills

Excerpt 14

ST5, FGD Group 10: “Lack of training in ICT first is for the teachers. Siguro most of us we don’t have 
our own laptops but siguro generally I think siguro mga 50% of the teachers they are not 
used to just like what they are doing na mag-search ng videos. They do have enough time 
even if they do have time they don’t know how they will do it. Lack of training.” (Lack of 
training in ICT, first is for the teachers. Maybe, most of us we don’t have our own laptops but 
maybe generally I think around 50% of the teachers are not used to what others are doing 
like searching of videos. They do have enough time even if they do have time they don’t know 
how they will do it. Lack of training.)

MT4, FGD Group 7: “In my case I don’t have the skills in making Powerpoint presentations I rarely 
use it. Lack of skills and at the same time I’m very slow in calculating there.” 

2.6.1C Copy & Paste practice and other related behaviors of students

Excerpt 15

ST5, FGD Group 10: “For example, you ask them to research in one topic, what they usually do is to 
copy and paste, yung iba may hyperlink pa, hindi pa natanggal. Minsan hindi pa nila 
binabasa.  Hindi katulad ng old method, na may encyclopedia, and so on. Isa pang pangit na 
nakita ko dahil sa ICT, o effects ng ICT. Hindi sila marunong gumamit ng book. Say for 
example, they don’t even know how to use the glossary. Let’s say, search on a topic like cycle 
of butterfly. Hindi pa nila alam. Kailangan pa nilang tignan ang bawat page. Pwede naman 
tignan sa index, ganun. Hindi nila alam yun. Where in fact tinuturo yun before kasi nga we 
usually do it. Ginagawa namin sa pag-aaral. E ngayon kasi modern days na tayo, type ka 
lang, print ka na, so, i-paste na nila yun sa notebook ipasa na nila yun. Kapag nagbigay ka na 
ng pre-test about the assignment, wala, kasi hindi naman nila binasa. Akala nila na pag 
napasa na, okay na. Iba yung hinanap mo at inintindi mo through books. Hindi na 
nasi-synthesize at kung tama. Isa yun sa nakikita ko na hindi tama.” (For example, you ask 
them to research in one topic, what they usually do is to copy and paste, some even contain 
hyperlink that was not yet removed. Sometimes, they don’t even bother to read. Compare this 
to old method, with encyclopedia, and so on. Another bad thing about the ICT or effects of 
ICT is that they don’t know how to use book. Say for example, they don’t even know how to 
use the glossary. Let’s say, search on a topic like cycle of butterfly. They don’t know how to 
do it. They still need to scan each page. They can just look at the index, which they don’t even 
know how to do it. Where in fact it is being taught before because we usually do it. We were 
used to do it in studying. But today we are in the modern days, you just type, print and then, 
paste on the notebook and finally, submit it. When you give a pre-test about the assignment, 
you can expect nothing because they did not read. They thought that if they were able to 
submit, they are okay. It’s totally different if you know how to find and understand it through 
books. They are not able to synthesize and validate. I think that is one thing that is not good.)

ST8, FGD Group 6: “So nakikita ko yung problem about main disadvantage is the attitude of 
students toward the computer itself. Mostly the students, nagrely na sila on the computer. 
One difficulty is spelling kasi copy-paste agad so hindi na nila nate-train yung kung paano 
i-select ang idea, what is the most important idea in the paragraph. Ano lang sila, copy-paste 
and I think ang attitude nila is parang nag-iiba especially yung generation natin 90’s and 80’s 
yun yung attitude. Mahirap i-control kasi pag-uwi sa bahay open agad ng Facebook and hindi 
mamonitor ng parents. So the teachers also pag dating ng umaga parang natutulog agad 
sila sleepy. Madaming nag che-change ng attitude so anyway hindi pa ko nag conduct ng 
study, ang focus kong study is the higher order thinking skills (HOTS).” (I think the problem or 
main disadvantage is the attitude of students toward the computer itself. Mostly, the 
students rely heavily on the computer. One difficulty is spelling because they copy and paste 
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 and they are no longer trained on how to select an idea, “what is the most important idea in 
the paragraph?” They just copy and paste. I think their attitude changed apparently compared 
to our generation of 90’s and 80’s. It’s difficult to control them because when they go home 
the first thing they usually do is to open their Facebook and they are not being monitored by 
their parents. The teachers observed that they are already sleepy even if it’s a morning and 
the day has just started. There are attitudinal changes in them but I haven’t conducted such 
study to back up my claim. The focus of my study now is the higher order thinking skills 
(HOTS).

2.6.1D Erroneous information from some websites

Excerpt 16

ST7, FGD Group 7: “Just an addition, sabi niya attitude ng bata toward ICT, kasi ganito one of my 
experience nowadays kasi I’m handling research dito, when I ask my students na you do 
research regarding this topic, they usually go to the computer and internet and research that. 
And they are giving me wrong answers or answers that are not really wrong but inaccurate or 
unreliable na mga answers because the internet is full of those stuffs na unreliable. I saw it 
na parang it’s somewhat negative for them kasi nga nalelearn nila ay hindi pala reliable and 
it’s not valid na mga information. Nawawala na yung essence ng mga books natin kasi they 
rely solely on the internet.” (Just an addition on what she said about the attitude of students 
toward ICT. One of my experiences nowadays because I’m handling research here: when I 
ask my students to do research regarding this topic they usually go to the computer and 
search the Internet and research on the topic. And they are giving me wrong answers or 
answers that are not really wrong but inaccurate or unreliable answers because the Internet 
is full of those stuffs that are unreliable. I saw it as somewhat negative for them because 
what they are learning is not reliable and not valid.).

ST4, FGD Group 10: “Ang disadvantage lang na nakikita ko, specifically sa research, minsan ang 
dami-daming resources sa Internet, tapos minsan yung mga bata, they are not able to 
assess kung yun ba ay tama o reliable ba o hindi.” (One disadvantage that I see, specifically 
in research, sometimes there a lot of resources in the Internet and students are not able to 
assess if they are correct/reliable or not.)

2.6.1E Time-consuming in the preparation/set-up

Excerpt 17

ST2, FGD Group 9: “We really have to spend time preparing it for the presentation so it needs a lot of 
time.” 

ST5, Group 9: “One hour lang ang class. Mababawasan for about 15 minutes just to set-up, prepare 
for those ICT.”(We only have 1 hour in class. It will be reduced by about 15 minutes just to 
setup, prepare for those ICT.) 

MT6, FGD Group 9: “Ang hirap kasi sa amin lalo sa regular class, wala kami permanent room. Kaya 
kahit alam naming lahat yung ICT application, wala kaming venue para maituro sa bata. So 
additional ICT laboratories.” (Our problem especially in the regular class is that we don’t have 
permanent room. So even though we know all about ICT application we don’t have venue 
where to teach the students. So, additional laboratories.)
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2.7 ICT Resources

2.7.1B Lacking/Needed

Excerpt 18

MT6, FGD Group 7: “ICT training and also resources. Kasi po kahit mag-training kami kung wala 
naman resources e useless naman kasi mas maganda yung mga bata mismo ang 
makakagawa. E kung papanoorin lang nila ng papanoorin yung teacher lang maganda yung 
sila mismo.” (ICT training and also resources. Because even if we have training but we don’t 
have resources it’s useless. It would be better if the students themselves can do hands-on 
activities. If you just ask them to watch the teacher, it’s useless; that’s why it would be better 
that they should do it themselves.)

MT1, FGD Group 5: “One sir is the absence of Internet. Sometimes there is no connection. We 
cannot really have it especially if some of us although some have the internet connection too 
but some of us teachers don’t have the internet connection at all. So we rely on the 
connection of the school but sometimes there’s no connection you cannot download you 
cannot research. Mahirap. (It’s difficult)” 
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ANNEX B

Creation of ICT Competence Index and Corresponding Questions Used and Scale Measurement 

Index  Question Numbers & Sample Questions  Scale Measurement  

ICT 
Competence 
Index  

Q10 to Q16  
 
Sa mple Question:  
 
For each type of software, please indicate 
which of the skill you already have. If not 
applicable, check “I have never used”.  
 
Q10. With Computer File Navigation (e.g. 
Windows Explorer I can:  
Save files in a selected folder    
Create and na me new folders    
Navigate between existing folders  
Copy, delete and rename files  
Select and navigate between Drives and 
Directories  
Navigate into a network  
Use appropriate Help files  
Install software  
Recognize different file types  
Zip and unzip files  
Do c omplex searches for files  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Check = 1  
No check = 0  
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ANNEX C

Creation of ICT Integration Index and Corresponding Questions Used and Scale Measurement 
Index  Question Numbers & Sample Questions  Scale Measurement and 

Score  
ICT Integrati on 
Index  

Q9.1 to Q9.9; Q19.1 to Q19.7; Q20.1 to Q20.5;  
Q21.1 to Q21.9; Q22.1 to Q22.4  

 
Sample Question:  
Q9. How often do you incorporate the following ICT -
related tools in your teaching Science/Mathematics?  
1. Tutorial/Exercise software…  
 
Q19. Please est imate how often you use ICT to 
achieve the listed personal/professional objectives.  
1. Create materials for students use (e.g., handouts, 
tests)…  
 
Q20. Please choose only one description that best 
describes your situation.  
In my current teaching, ICT is:  

1.  H aving an extensive impact on what students 
learn and how they learn.  

2. A useful resource impacting on some areas 
of the curriculum  

3. Improving student skills in the use of ICT  
4. Having little impact on student learning  

 
Q21. Please estimate how often you incorpo rate 
student use of ICT to achieve the following learning 
outcomes.  

1. Mastering skills just taught  
 
Q22. Please estimate how often you use the listed ICT 
activities when assessing student outcomes.  
1. Student assignments that incorporate a learning 
experi ence involving use of an ICT application…  

 
 
 

Nearly always = 4  
Often = 3  

Sometimes = 2  
Never = 1  

 
Daily = 4  

Weekly = 3  
At least once per term = 2  

Never = 1  
 
 
 
 

4 
 

3 
 

2 
1 
 

Daily = 4  
Weekly = 3  

At least once per term = 2  
Never = 1  

 
Daily = 4  

Weekly = 3  
At le ast once per term = 2  

Never = 1  
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ANNEX D: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES
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ANNEX E. FGD Guide Questions

THE USE OF ICT IN STEM TEACHING IN SELECTED STE IMPLEMENTING SCHOOLS IN THE 
PHILIPPINES

Focus Group Discussion

Greetings and Introduction:

Good morning/afternoon everyone. Thank you for agreeing to participate in this focus group discussion of 
teachers. I am (_________________) and this is (_____________________). We are currently working at the 
Department of Science and Technology – Science Education Institute. We are conducting a study on the 
use of ICT in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) teaching in 16 Selected Science, 
Technology, and Engineering (STE) implementing schools in the Philippines, and your school has been 
chosen as one of the respondents. This study aims to identify the various ICT resources and facilities used 
by STEM teachers and describe how these resources and facilities are being used by teachers in the 
delivery of instructions in the classroom. The information that will be gathered from this study will be 
useful in assessing the capabilities and skills of STEM teachers in the use of ICT as an educational tool 
and in identifying ICT training needs of teachers in public high schools. 

We are gathering data using two methods: survey and focus group discussion (FGD). This is the second 
part of our data gathering. Your participation in this FGD is voluntary and whatever information you provide 
will be kept strictly confidential and will not be shown to other persons. Neither your name nor school 
affiliation will be revealed without your expressed permission. In all other cases, pseudonyms will be used 
to protect the anonymity of all participants in these FGDs. We would like to ask permission to audio-record 
this FGD session to facilitate the processing and analysis of data. Are there any questions about the study 
or how the data collected today will be used? 

If there are no more questions, let’s begin with introducing each participant so that we will be familiar with 
your name and for recording purposes. Kindly introduce yourself and your position.

FGD Guide Questions:

1. What ICT resources do you usually use in teaching STEM subjects?

2. How do you use them in teaching STEM subjects?

3. What obstacles/difficulties do you encounter in using ICT in teaching STEM subjects?

4. How do you cope with those obstacles or difficulties?

5. What ICT trainings and resources do you need to facilitate teaching of STEM subjects?
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ANNEX F. Data Collection Protocol Used

THE USE OF ICT IN STEM TEACHING IN SELECTED STE IMPLEMENTING SCHOOLS IN THE 
PHILIPPINES

Republic of the Philippines
Department of Science and Technology – Science Education Institute

Taguig, Metro, Manila

DATA COLLECTION PROTOCOL

Study Title:  The Use of ICT in STEM Teaching in Selected S&T-Oriented in the Philippines: A 
   Baseline Study

High School
Objectives:  The study aims to establish baseline information on how ICT is being used in 
   the teaching of STEM subjects in selected S&T-oriented high schools.   

   Specifically, it attempts to:
    i.      identify the various ICT resources and facilities used by STEM   

                   teachers in S&T-oriented high schools; and
    ii.     describe how such resources and facilities are used by teachers in  

            the delivery of instructions.

I. ABOUT THE RESEARCH STUDY

A. Rationale/Background of the Study

The extent of information and communications technology (ICT) usage in education depends 
primarily on the ICT facilities available in schools and educational institutions. Studies showed a dearth of 
ICT facilities and resources in most public high schools in the Philippines. In the most recent data (School 
Year 2013-2014), the Department of Education (DepEd) estimated that 83% of the 7,913 public high schools 
(HS) have at least one computer. Consequently, still 17% or 1,361 public HSs have no computer. In 2002 a 
survey of ICT use in 100 public HSs conducted by the Philippine-based Foundation for IT for Education and 
Development (FIT-ED) revealed an extremely poor student-to-computer ratio, ranging from 12:1 to 1,098:1. 
The average ratio was 267:1 while the modal ratio was 209:1. There was also a poor teacher-to-computer 
ratio with 75% of schools with a ratio of 5:1 or worse. The mean ratio was 9:1 and the modal ratio was 8:1. 
Another survey conducted by the Department of Science and Technology (DOST) showed that among the 
regions in the country, access to information technology at the high school level varies from a low of 37% 
(found in Mindanao) to a high of 92% (in Metro Manila).

Cognizant of the importance of ICT integration in education, the Philippine government, in 
cooperation with the project sector, initiated programs and projects to help public HSs utilize ICT for 
teaching and learning. Bonifacio (2013) summarized the government initiatives and private participation on 
the improvement of ICT use in education: 

The Act of 1998 (R.A. 8525) was passed to generate private sector 
participation in the upgrading and modernization of public schools, 
especially those in underserved provinces. Recipient schools were 
selected based on the criteria adopted under the computerization 
program.
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Computers for Public Schools Projects (PCPS), funded through a 
grant of PHP 600,000,000 (US$12 million) from the Government of 
Japan, secured largely through the initiative of the Department of Trade 
and Industry. The grant benefited 996 public secondary schools across 
the country through the provision of 20 desktop computers, two 
printers, one fax/data/voice external modem with cable, one software 
package and teacher training to each of recipient.

In collaboration with University of the Philippines National Institute 
for Science and Mathematics Education (UP-NISMED), a project to 
integrate ICT in the 2002 Basic Education Curriculum (BEC) was 
developed and served as a framework for ICT integration in Science and 
Mathematics for primary and secondary schools.

Centers of excellence in information technology, crossing 
traditional boundaries, were established in order to focus on the needs 
of a greater number of learners…

In all, 110 public high schools received computers in 1996 under 
the DOST Engineering Science Education Project (ESEP) and an 
additional 68 public high schools were recipients under the DOST 
Computer Literacy Program. DOST continues to allocate some 
PHP20,000,000 to 30,000,000 (US$400,000 to 600,000) annually to 
support computer acquisition in schools. In 2002 and 2003, 125 public 
high schools were to be provided with 10 to 15 computers along with the 
corresponding teacher training programs (pp. 5-6).

In addition to initiatives summarized by Bonifacio (2013), the Science Education Institute of the 
Department of Science and Technology (DOST-SEI) has developed interactive courseware for Science and 
Mathematics teaching and learning. In fact, the courseware project was nominated for Information Society 
Innovation Fund (ISIF) Asia awards. Other programs for teacher professional development, ICT integration, 
and materials development not mentioned in the summary are: Intel Teach to the Future, Partners in 
Learning (Microsoft), Coke ed.venture (Coca-Cola Company), e-Curricula for High Schools (Coke, Mirant 
Foundation, FIT-ED), ConnectEd (i.e., consortium of corporate foundations, non-profit organizations, IT 
vendors, and private IT providers) and Mobile Information Technology Classroom in the Regions (DOST-SEI).

Both past and current initiatives indicate government’s effort to use ICT in education. However, those 
initiatives have no assurance that teachers actually utilize the facilities and acquired training for teaching 
purposes (Belawati, 2004). In the FIT-ED survey, Tinio (2002) reported that 75% of the 100 public high 
schools surveyed claimed that only around 10% of their teachers and students are actually able to use the 
computer as an educational tool. The survey also revealed that the predominant use of computers was in 
computer classes taken by junior and senior students. Using computers for other content areas like math 
and science is not yet widely practiced in most public schools.

DOST has identified 110 public high schools (which were then referred to as S&T-oriented high schools) 
and equipped them with IT facilities, teaching capacity building included, under the World Bank funded 
Engineering and Science Education Project (ESEP). Some teachers in S&T-oriented high schools have been 
trained and equipped with skills in using ICT for teaching Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics (STEM) subjects. However, even though the government has initiated several programs and 
projects for ICT use in education, actual implementation in day-to-day learning is still limited (Tinio, 2002). 
Thus, a study on the actual use of IT facilities in STEM teaching is yet to be done. 

Moreover, the shift to K to 12 curriculum entails the use of innovative ways of teaching STEM subjects. 
In his paper on developing ICT curriculum standards for K to 12 schools in the Philippines, Bonifacio (2013) 
asserted the need to formulate a standard framework for technology integration in different academic 
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content area instructions from kindergarten until Grade 12. The standards in the framework function as a 
roadmap for curriculum decisions by providing student performance expectations in the areas of knowledge, 
skills, and attitudes, and provide classroom examples and teaching strategies using ICT that will direct 
teachers in their pedagogical design to help their students meet learning expectations. He reiterated the role 
of ICT in improving quality education and intensifying teaching efficiency through pre-service training and 
programs that are relevant and responsive to the needs of the new educational system. With the full 
implementation of the K to 12 curriculum in 2016, schools should provide more opportunities for students to 
experience technology-led learning environment that is interactive, interdisciplinary, collaborative and 
authentic, especially in STEM subjects.

Given the figures, background, and scenario on the need of the country to strengthen ICT integration in 
STEM education, establishment of baseline data on ICT resources and facilities and how teachers use ICT in 
teaching STEM subjects becomes imperative. The baseline data would inform national strategic planning 
and implementation in intensifying ICT integration in education. 

B. Objectives

In general, this study aims to establish baseline information on how ICT is being used in the 
teaching of STEM subjects in selected S&T-oriented high schools. Specifically, it attempts to:

a. identify the various ICT resources and facilities used by STEM teachers in S&T-oriented 
 high schools; and

b. describe how such resources and facilities are used by teachers in the delivery of   
   instructions.

C. Significance of the Study

The output of the study is deemed valuable for the following reasons:

• It can be used as a basis for assessing the capabilities and skills of STEM teachers in the  
  use 

 of ICT as an educational tool. 

• The study can also identify the ICT training needs of teachers in public high schools.

• It can gauge, in a way, the extent of ICT application by teachers in public schools.

D. Method

This study will follow the procedures of qualitative research design in the selection of participants, 
data collection and data analysis. From the list of 110 S&T-oriented high schools, sample schools are chosen 
purposively having considered a variety of geographical locations. They are selected from five regions, 
namely, National Capital Region, Region 2, Region 5, Region 6 and Region 11. Table 1 displays the list of 
selected schools per region. Three (3) schools for each region are selected and five (5) STEM teachers per 
school will be included as participants of the study. Table 2 presents the distribution of number of sample 
schools and teachers per region.

Table 1. List of Selected Schools per Region 
Region  Name of School  School Address  

NCR  

Parañaque Mun. High School  Dr. A. Santos Ave., Pque’ City  

Ramon Magsaysay HS  Cubao, Quezon City  

Muntinlupa National HS  Muntinlupa City  

Araullo HS  Ermita, Manila  
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Table 1. Continued

Region 2  

Cagayan National HS  Tuguegarao, Ca gayan  

Isabela National HS  Ilagan, Isabela  

Quirino GHS  Cabarroguis, Quirino  

Region 5  

Camarines Sur National HS  Naga City  

Sorsogon NHS   Sorsogon City  

Tabaco NHS  Tabaco, Albay  

Region 6  

Iloilo NHS  La Paz, Iloilo City  

Antique NHS  San Jose, Antique  

Bacolod City NHS  Bacolod City  

Region 11  

Davao City NHS  Davao City  

Nabunturan NCHS  Compostela Valley  

Tagum City NHS  Managa, Tagum City  
 

Table 2. Distribution of the Number of Sample Schools and Teachers per Region

Region  
Number of 

Sample 
Schools  

Numb er of 
Teachers*  

Total Number 
of Teachers 
per Region  

NCR  4  20  80  
Region 2  3  20  60  
Region 5  3  20  60  
Region 6  3  20  60  
Region 11  3  20  60  
Total  15  100  320  

 *10 Science Teachers and 10 Mathematics Teachers

II.  POLICY FOR PARTICIPANT CONTACT

(a)  Call the principal and the regional offices for a pre-notice prior to actual travel. Express the purpose 
       and itinerary of the team in a tone of excitement for a fruitful endeavor.

(b)  As you are in transit to the locale, confirm your time of arrival to the principal of the school.    
               Reiterate the intentions and expectations of the team as communicated by the office. In case that                                          

       the principal cannot be contacted, contact a teacher from the school. Inform her/him of your 
       efforts to reach the principal but of no avail. Politely ask the teacher to relay the message and get 
       back to you as soon as the principal gets it. 

(c)  Don’t miss an appointment.
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(a)  Call the principal and the regional offices for a pre-notice prior to actual travel. Express the purpose 
       and itinerary of the team in a tone of excitement for a fruitful endeavor.

(b)  As you are in transit to the locale, confirm your time of arrival to the principal of the school.    
               Reiterate the intentions and expectations of the team as communicated by the office. In case that                                          

       the principal cannot be contacted, contact a teacher from the school. Inform her/him of your 
       efforts to reach the principal but of no avail. Politely ask the teacher to relay the message and get 
       back to you as soon as the principal gets it. 

(c)  Don’t miss an appointment.

Equipment/Supplies/Questionnaires/Guide

Instruments: 
 Survey Questionnaire for Teachers    100 sets
 Survey Questionnaire for Principals    12 sets
 Survey Questionnaire for Computer Coordinator   12 sets
 Focus Group Discussion (FGD) Script Guide   2 copies
 FGD Information Sheet and Consent Form   20 copies
 FGD Notes template      2 copies
 Audio Recording Device     
  Digital Camera with accessories 
  Pencil
  Ball Point
  Cellular Phones
  Laptop/Tablet with Skype Application
  Pocket Wifi / Broadband / 3G with Load

III.   INCENTIVE POLICY

Token will be given to all participants after the conduct of survey/FGD.  

IV.  SAFETY PROTOCOLS

If you are under medication or taking food supplements do not forget to bring and take them.

Wear your ID for identification purposes during data collection. 

Be updated on weather advisories and forecast. 

Know the location of the nearest church, hospital, police and fire station. 

Site seeing is a privilege. Keep safe always. Never go out alone, update your buddy of your   
         whereabouts. 

If possible, transfers from area to another should be in the morning.

Don’t engage in any political discussions.

Tags for Bags

V.  STANDARDIZATION OF ADMINISTRATION

For the Survey Collection:

Introduction and Informed Consent

Good morning/afternoon, Ma’am/Sir. I am ________________ and I am currently working at the 
Department of Science and Technology – Science Education Institute. We are conducting a survey on the 
use of ICT in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) teaching in 16 Selected Science, 
Technology, and Engineering (STE) implementing schools in the Philippines, and your school has been 
chosen as one of the respondents. This survey aims to identify the various ICT resources and facilities used 
by STEM teachers and describe how these resources and facilities are used by teachers in the delivery of 
instructions in the classroom. The information that will be gathered from the survey will be useful in 
assessing the capabilities and skills of STEM teachers in the use of ICT as an educational tool and in 
identifying ICT training needs of teachers in public high schools. The survey usually takes about 30 minutes. 
Whatever information you provide will be kept strictly confidential and will not be shown to other persons.
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Participation in this survey is voluntary. However, your support and cooperation in this activity is very 
important in improving the teaching and learning of science and mathematics thru the use of ICT. At this 
time, do you want to ask me anything about the survey? 

If there is none, you may now begin accomplishing the survey questionnaire. If you have any 
clarifications about the questions you may ask me as I am just here to assist you.

After Retrieving the Survey Questionnaire:

Double check the instrument. Make sure no missing responses. Express gratitude to the respondent. 
Remind the respondents of the activities the following day if you are to conduct the FGD in the school. Involve 
the respondent by asking him/her to inform other STEM teachers who will be involved in the FGD session. 
Give the token with all smiles. 

Criteria in Choosing the Participants for FGD Session

1. Age: 25-40 years old

2. Sex Grouping: 40% Male & 60 % Female (e.g. 4 Male & 6 Females for a group of 10)

3. With at least an average level of ICT proficiency. Check the accomplished questionnaire to assess the 
level of ICT proficiency.

Conducting the FGD

The group will conduct FGD to 1 of the 3 selected schools in the region. Two FGD sessions will be 
conducted: one for Science teachers and another for Mathematics teachers. Each should be composed 
ideally by 8 to 10 participants.

•        Registration and Accomplishment of Forms

•        Welcome the participants

•        Introduce the FGD Team (Moderator, Rapporteur, and Observer)

•        Ask participants to briefly introduce themselves

•        Explain the purpose of the FGD

•        Explain how the FGD will be conducted, including the guidelines as well as the expectations from 
           each of the participants

•        Ask for any questions or issues that need to be clarified

•        Start by asking Introductory/general, open-ended questions. Refer to the Guide Questions  
      provided and follow the sequence but be flexible to adjust when necessary

•        Make use of probes or follow-up questions to explore or clarify responses to initial questions, if  
      necessary. This kind of questions can be directed to (a) participants(s) whose response to a  
      previous question would need some details or explanation

•        Avoid gestures or words  that will limit the response of participants (head nods or saying “Yes,” “I   
      agree,” and/or “Okay.”); and terms that are too technical for the participants (jargon)

•        If anyone has something to say, acknowledge with a hand signal to make him/her know that you  
                   will give them the opportunity to say something.

•        If someone interrupts when someone else is speaking, signal them to wait for their time to  
     speak

•        Establish EYE CONTACT with those who are speaking and also with those not speaking to  
     encourage them to participate in the discussion.
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•        If someone tries to dominate the discussion, draw attention from them by encouraging others to  
      talk

•       Use the flip chart or white board to list down important notes on the issues/questions based on  
     the responses of participants. Review the notes from time to time to verify that    
     important/complete information was captured

Closing the FGD

The group will conduct FGD to 1 of the 3 selected schools in the region. Two FGD sessions will be 
conducted: one for Science teachers and another for Mathematics teachers. Each should be composed 
ideally by 8 to 10 participants.

•        Close the FGD by summarizing the discussion 

•        Thank the participants and tell them how valuable their participation is to the research and to its  
      purpose

NB:      There will be two (2) days intended for data collection per school, exclusive of travel dates to  
       and from the site. 

Day 1:  Double check your kit if you have all the materials needed for the day (see  checklist). Start  
                the day early, visit and tour around the school. Meet the principal and ask politely to tour  
                              you around. Remind the principal of the activities the following day. Visit the venue for the  
                              FGD.

Day 2:  (Morning) Be there ahead of the participants. Prepare attendance sheet with informed  
                              consent. Make sure you have all materials needed (see list of materials). 

VI.     SUPERVISION

Check the respondent’s responses and note your observations. Identify what went well? What went 
wrong? What needs improvement? What decisions were made to address problems met?

By 6:00 PM connect online with the rest of the data collectors. Share some insights of the activities. 
Update the team via text messages in case that you are not available by that time. 

VII.     PROBING

Probe the participants’ reason for no answer. Identify items that might elicit no response, 
non-applicability, or blank answers.

VIII.     WORK HABITS

Be ahead of time.
Always be polite and wear a smile.
Dress appropriately.
Double check materials needed before and after data collection.
Inform other team members of problems met and decisions made.
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IX.     RECORD KEEPING

You are working in a government agency. Hence the following documents has to be secured for 
liquidation purposes and reporting travel:

Bring a copy Dep Ed Memo
Authority to Travel / Special Order
Plain ticket
Boarding Pass
Van/Bus Ticket
Official Receipts
In the absence of official receipts use an RER. 
Certificate of Appearance 
Attendance Sheet

X.     SECURING THE DATA

Make sure that the questionnaires both answered and not are enclosed in a waterproof case with 
proper label. Also include notations as to where to return the documents in case found. Do not leave them 
out of your sight. 

XI.     CHECKING FOR NO ANSWER DATA

Immediately after the accomplished survey questionnaire was received check and review it in the 
presence of the respondent to avoid missing data.

XII.     ETHICAL CONDUCT

In ethically sound research:

Individuals make a voluntary decision about whether to take part in the study.
Individuals are informed of the purpose of the study, what their participation will involve, how 
their confidentiality will be protected and how the information they provide will be used and  

       stored.
The confidentiality of all participants, and all information and data collected from or about them,                       

       is protected. 
The safety of all participants is protected. 

NB: Make sure that the informed consent is signed. 

XIII.     JOURNALING

1. Write down observations during ocular visit:
  Focus: Existence of ICT resources
2. Write down rules and decisions made as the research is conducted:
  Problems Met     Decision Made
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TEAM CONTACT DETAILS
 

Team of Data Collectors  Contact Number  In -Case of Emergency Person 
and Number  

Region 5 Team:    

Imelda  S. Sario    

Marren Joy J. Belgado    

Region 11 Team:    

Randolf S. Sasota    

Geraldine L. Subida    

Lew Jorden R. Julve    

Region 6 Team    

Vergel Rebuta    

Joel L. Batalla    

Region 2 Team    

Rafael Olivar    

Arvy H. Villanueva    

 

OTHER IMPORTANT CONTACT NUMBERS
 

 Contact Number  

DOST Regional Office   

PSTC   

Local Police Number   

Local Bureau of Fire   

Municipal DRM   

Division Chief, Ms. Ruby R. Cristobal   
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ANNEX G. FGD Transciptions

FGD TRANSCRIPTION
Location: Cagayan National High School

Session Group: Mathematics Teachers

1. What ICT resources do you usually use in teaching STEM subjects?

Teacher 1: Nung nag tuturo ako sa Solid Analytic Geometry kulang ung reference books namin. Ang 
ginagawa po dinadownload po nag dodownload from slide share so yung ginagamit ko sa  classroom ko 
as a power point. Ang advantage nun inaano ko lang yung topic the dinadownload ko na kumbaga mabilis 
lang ung assessing “easy assessing” accessible to teaching, accessible topic. Kasi minsan limited yung 
nasa books. For enrichment of data using power point.

Teacher 2: I’am Using Geogebra, when I teach graph instead of the students plot points things it will take 
time so doon nakikita na kaagad nila yung specially sa movement behaviour of the graph. Convenient din to 
facilitate speed in teaching graphs. Accuracy, dissemination, presentation accessible. 

Teacher 3: Yung  ginagamit naming sa grading system is it under ICT pa din po? Do you consider it po. Use 
of computer sa excel. Yung grading system naming ngayon sir transmuted sya does it fall under ICT that 
your asking us? Advantage pag nag power point ang pag present ng lesson attractive gusting gusto ng 
mga bata tignan so dun nka focus ung attention. Mas focus specially sa mga transition/ animation. 
Attracts attention of the students.

2. How do you use them in teaching STEM subjects?

Teacher 1: with 5years of teaching STEM 4years na po yun sir yung power point yung sinasabi ko kanina na 
nag dodownload ako using powerpoint most especially sa drawing ganun figures.

Teacher 3: Frankly speaking sir im not melverse in ICT. This is just my 2nd quarter of teaching in this STEM. 
When I used ICT sir it’s just on the graph. Presentation of graphs.

Teacher 2: Actually sir first ngayo lang ako STEM classes pero sa year ng classroom di ako gumagamit ng 
ICT but then ICT ba yung say for example ung ginagawa ko and then gumagawa ako ng activity then 
photocopy na lang ICT pa din ba yon. Only ung gadgets hindi po hindi ko mismo during the discussion. 
Activities then print I distributed it one by one so un na ung copy nila un na ung ginagamit nila. Instead of 
reading gadgets. 

Teacher 4: Sakin sir eh honestly 6 years na ako sa STEM, I never used ICT. Meron din kaso lang eh ano eh…

Teacher 3:  pero gumagamit ka naman ng mga activity sheets ganun.

Teacher 4: Yes sir..

Teacher 3: ganyan ang ginagawa namin sir. It came from the 

Teacher 4: ICT

Teacher 3: ou sir un ung madali

Teacher 1: un na lang un dinidistribute mo or each.

Teacher 3: kasi if all of us will be using that sir we only have limited number of LCD’s in the department, if 
we use power point sir.
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Teacher 1: Good for us we have three no?

Teacher 5: hindi we have anim..

Teacher 3: eh how many we are more than 30 sir.

Teacher 4:  we have 34

Teacher 3: we are 34

Teacher 5: ako ata ang pinaka loyal dito ten years na ako sa science/STEM ganun ang ginagawa ko 
especially kapag ano na. pero po yung sagot. Parang naka focus po ako sa ICT na yan. nagbibigay po ako 
website dn assignment. Ganito website so andun na un. Pero nung last year because the use of the current 
anlaki ng bill namin kaya na diniscourage. 

Teacher 3: Ayan may disadvantage na sir.

Teacher 5: diniscourage kami mag power point dahil jan.

All Teachers: Higher consume, electric Consumption, sabi nila back to Manila paper. Pina stop sa amin 
yung ICT parang visual aid na lang, na trace na malaki ang consumption. Gumagamit kami ng ganyan.

Teacher 5: ayun, sa module writing website namin dun kami kumukuha ng activities. 2years ago then last 
year na stop na dahil dun.. sa science 10 years na sa science then last year pina stop na.

Teacher 6: kapareho ko rin si maam seven years na din ako sir sa STEM kaso lang sir kung may activity 
sheets kami share share na lang kami minsan nag bibigay ako ng assignment nag papa research din ako, 
sa Internet  di nila alam hindi ako marunong mag Internet. I don't know how to switch on ad switch off, 
gumagawa ng grades dun sir, mag encode pero Kung ganyan na internet eh hindi na ako masyado dun. 
Since nag start ung ano sir ICT share share kami sa activity sheets.

Teacher 7:  six years na din sir I’ve been using ICT din power point presentation but we were discourage to 
use that because of high consumption of electronic, every now and then sir as the need arises I am using 
it. But we can’t wait siguro once a month preparation kasi.

Teacher 8: After 10years binalik sa akin ang STEM, diba sabi ko kami ang pioneer so after we handle 
15years. 15years kinuha binalik sa akin but ahm. Di covered ng STEM ung ginagawa ko using ICT sa mga 
regular section, but honestly speaking gumagamit lang ako kapag my practice teacher. Oo siya ung 
gumagamit I give the idea sila ung taga gawa ko kc hindi ako marunong, they have computer lessons. 
Unlike us eh medyo matigas na, mahirap na kasi magturo. Eto nga gawaan na ng grades sabi nila buti hindi 
kayo kumakanta anu un, "rescue me" kasi lahat kami nag tatawagan. Nag iistorbo yan sabi sa akin nga ee.

3. What Factors influence you to use ICT Teaching, in what kind of lesson do you use ICT?

Teacher 8: encourage, to produce exercises activity sheets tsaka hawak hawak ng bawat estudyante kasi 
they have copies, makakasabay sainyo ung mga bata they have copies for example exercise.

Teacher 1: you can read together and after that.

Teacher 2: For future to use at least naka save na if you need next time iprint na lang.

Teacher 3: reuse of activity sheets or a very sources.

All teacher: Prepared resources activities.

Teacher 4: Basta parehas lang yung curriculum 

Teacher 7:  pag ka yung ano sa ICT gumagawa tayo ng S bali encode mo at least hand written, kapag ka 
ano na encoded fact sheet na lang un.

Teacher 2: Kapag may corrections no madali na lang. easy to correct.
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Teacher 8: editing questioners/activities/activity sheets.

Teacher 5: syempre we cannot deny the fact we are now in the modern world. Dapat maki.. sumabay ka 
din.. sa mga estudyante..

Teacher 3: since we are facing computer age.

Teacher 7: Upgrading na

Teacher 2: equal yourself, by force.  21st century teacher global competitiveness.

4. What obstacles/difficulties do you encounter in using ICT in teaching STEM subjects? How do you cope 
up with those obstacles or difficulties?

Teacher 7: Obstacles kasi kapag ka ano board work yan maraming exercises ang pwede mong.. pero 
pag-Powerpoint konti lang ung ano.. mga drills na bibigay. 

Teacher 4: ah ung idea na to cope with that obstacles is di ba time consuming ung preparation, now here 
all we have yung a consecutive na class for example. So better maybe if we’re going to take two 
consecutive sections and then let the students move ok. Then exchange if he have consecutive periods 
and consecutive internal arrangement if we have same.

Teacher 8: We cannot do that naman. Just like with ano.. carmien in handling section Gold 7-8 then sya 
naman sa silver mag eexchange lang kami. Mabuti kung kapit bahay mo lang.

Teacher 2:  Yes, yun na ung possible solution. Time consuming, yes, sa pag prepare that could be possible 
if eh ganun ang condition.

Teacher 3: Maubos yung oras pa especially susundan mo sir mahilig mag overtime they monopolize your 
time. 

Teacher 6: Mahal po yung gadget not everybody can buy not all teachers.

Teacher 2: Another Disadvantage.

Teacher 1: All can’t afford to buy, laptop 

Teacher 8: That’s the apotinary zip 

All Teacher: Hiraman..

5. How does the use of ICT affect the interest of your students? How does the use of ICT affects the 
performance of the students?

Teacher 3:  It attracts the attention of the students.

Teacher 4: actually ung ano.. yung interest is available para dun sa performance ao. But there are times na 
although they are interested they are those math parang something na threats to them although andun 
ung interest diba. Variability. andun pa din sana it’s a factor.

Transcribed by:

  

MR. VERGEL P. REBUTA

Science Research Specialist II
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FGD TRANSCRIPTION
Location: Cagayan National High School

Session Group: Science Teachers

1.    What do you think about the use of ICT in Teaching? What are the advantages and disadvantages of 
using ICT in Teaching?

Teacher 1: It makes teaching easy.

Teacher 2: Ito na ung generation ng new people computer age, mas mabilis silang magbunga.

Teacher 3: Parang ano explanation lang ng teaching easy.

All Teacher: Generation.

Teacher 4: It addresses the needs of the new generation.

Teacher 5: It makes a concepts come to life.

All Teacher:  Yes, Interesting, enjoyable, difficult to understand, makes life colourful.

Teacher 6: Attention catcher na momotivate kasi yung mga bata. Na vivisualize ng students na mga visual 
learners.

Teacher 1: But generally meron ding disadvantage, there are some students who just watch after watching 
hindi nila pinoprocess.

Teacher 2: Enjoy watching but not processing.

Teacher 1: They just watch the concept being taught, the process of being taught.

Teacher 2: They just look at the LCD without thinking.

Teacher 3: So ito yung role ng teacher na kailangan input.

Teacher 1: Yun din ang disadvantage sa mga teacher they become slaves ng computer. They just present 
power point then wala na process-making.

Teacher 3: Kasi kung brownout wala na brownout na din ung pag turo.

Teacher 4: The students do not have time to take down notes.

Teacher 2: They are lazy to read books, impatient na din sila.

Teacher 1: Another disadvantage sa part ng estudyante we use tools like this ang labo so students tend to 
search other things. Explore especially kung pagbibigyan mo sila na sila yung gagawa or naka salang 
doon.

Teacher 2: Students tend to copy paste.

Teacher 4: Other than that… Other destruction kc may tendency...Other site.

Teacher 2: Matagal I-set ung mga ganyan

 All Teacher: Time consuming (setting up) it takes time lalo na kung walang power. Masisira ung…

Teacher 2: Hindi lang time consuming lahat ng classrooms provided.

2.    How do you use ICT Teaching? How do you use ICT in Teaching STEM subjects? How long have you 
been using them? What Factors influence you to use ICT Teaching, in what kind of lesson do you use ICT?
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Teacher 1:  Ako po, nung na assign ako sa physics subject as the time, as the need arises. When I cannot 
need them a clear picture na ito sya I need figure. Sabihin natin once in two weeks    depende po sa 
subjects. So yun for example sa projectile, kailangan ipakita mo ung mga ang dami kasi diba sa physics I 
see to it that the video I can. Di naman sya one hour maybe five more or less than, we still need to use the 
chalk, I mean the chalk board. Meron din akong interactive na lesson sa i-pause ko sya and then pasok sya. 
Ang pangit rin kasi kapag direderetcho. So we have to pause then intereact. Dun sa basic 4 years and sa 
regular basta may gadgets. 

Teacher 2(Boy): since yung nag turo ako ng research and biostat kasi to four subject statistics instead of 
using manual calculation na matagal it takes one week to teach the form. To teach them how to solve. Eh 
kung ituro mo lang sa software analysis na using this ICT madali na lang. So since nung naging sub 
procedure 4years. 

Teacher 3: Ako since the computer came interrupt in 2000 mula nung nagkaroon ng computers advocate. 
DOS base disket na napakalake. So normally kasi when we use ICT to visualize the concept na sa science 
one visualize one and the concept ung tinuturo mo so more on pictures un naman ang turo dati na sa 
powerpoint dapat more on visuals and text so un sa research naman we use software so gumagamit na 
lang kami ng laptop. Ang computer dati meron tapos ngayon wala na. So computers empty connected to 
use the software. Mega stats sakin saknya BSS statistics eh ung mga walang mega stat, micro stat tapos 
ung mga parts of the research kasi you cannot teach by just feeding apart so kailangan iflush namin. 
Parang technical writing na sa parang meron silang guide. So dati nag aano kami nag TTNT kami sa 
research noon ngayon hindi na so we would prefer TV para mas matagal ang life niya. In our laptop nalang.

Teacher 2: Self Initiative.

Teacher 3: Free software ang mega and micro stat so you can download. Para open sa mga estudyante 
they can also explore software sa statistics.

Teacher 4:  Nung una based on my orientation kailangan kasi ng estudyante interesting actually we were 
Assigned.. Session ng literacy.. MS Word, Excel, Power Point so un ung intro namin sa pag gamit ng 
computer then when the TLE where assigned to have this literacy so sila na yung in-charge dun sa literacy. 
Kasi yung sa training namin yung papaano namin iintigrate yung mga the use of these tools sa lesson and 
so we have training dito sa training school-based division and region to come up with or to design lesson 
using these tools. And so yung mga dinessigned namin dun we try to execute it in a classroom. Ang puntos 
lang kasi ng old curriculum ang gusto kasi ng old curriculum ang gusto kasi ng nag oobserve tight and 
there andun na yung presentation andun na yung parts of lesson plan and then assessment. So minsan di 
nila nakukuha yung point ng integration of ICT. You cannot just use ICT integration in one hour so yung 
dapat merong continuation. So yun yung inaaply ko sa klase ko na sometimes hindi pa noon acceptable 
dun sa time na yun, and so I decide some lessons na kailangan it’s not stood for a week , unit. So yun yung 
ina-apply ko to discuss. Actually nung nag-training kami for trainers dun sa K-12 na. May trainers told me, 
"Oh! Bakit ka pa nag training dito you’ve been doing it already kasi yun yung ano ng K-12 eh". So yun na 
ngayon ang gusto kong i-share. Ang problema lang kasi sa school. Ako lang yung nag ti-train, nag-train ako, 
walang monitoring kung paano maiimplement ito. Kasi ang akala nila as a teacher using this presentation 
it's already ICT integration. It’s not actually. Pero dapat ang mga bata ang involve doon eh mahirap sa'min 
kasi yung mga bata in the first place. They were not trained also to use these things. So yun yung mahirap 
sa aking parte. So ngayon nung andyan na si Mr. Conan. Partner ko sa ano, so kung ano yung mga lessons 
n'ya sa mga different applications na yon nag-aano kami. So anong lesson mo ngayon, pwede mo bang 
gawin sa klase ko kasi parehas lang ng exhibit? Iba na naman ngayon kasi mag kakaiba ng schedule. But 
usually, I ask my students, do you know how to make a power point presentation? Yes maam, kasi lesson 
na namin sa ano. And then other than that mostly sa research ngayon I usually tell my students not to copy 
and paste and to identify yung resources nila kailangan kasi i-evaluate nila yung mga resouces for example 
nakakakuha sila ng isang resource na sa tingin nila maganda, kailangan I ano nila un i-evaluate nila yung 
author, the copyright. Ganun po ang tinuturo ko sa kanila. and So kapag nagbibigay sila sakin ng 
information usually I check it. Chinicheck ko yun kapag inaano nila. 2001 po ako nag train. Si Ma'am Tina 
ata sa regional, kasama ko sila yung mga teachers dito sa Cagayan National High School trained yung mga 
literacy yun. nga lang problema ko is walang monitoring walang implementation. So un we do that. 
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Teacher 5(Boy): ginagamit ko ang ICT sa klase ko para mag karoon naman ng paradigm shift sa puro 
Lecture method natin kasi alam mo na yung in ngayon ung mga bata kapag ka ganun medyo  iba na yung 
status sa klase parang boring pa sinasabi, pero sa paggamit ng ICT meron dapat tayong limitation 
ginagamit ko lang ung ICT para sa ganun yung mga tinuturo mong concept beyond your imagination 
magkakaroon ng visual, mavivisualize nila kapag na-visualized na nila  through ICT parang nacoconcretize 
na rin ung mga concepts for example. In teaching in environmental science yung mga natural disasters po 
natin hindi mo naman malalaman kung kwan so ung mga video lessons natin ngayon na pwede mong 
ipakita through ICT, yung mga yon parang madaling makuha mo yung mga ideas ng mga bata kapag 
pinakita mo yung mga  klase ng scenario magkaroon ng magandang interaction sa inyong classroom. 
Likewise in teaching in physics also marami pong mga bagay na hindi mo kayang ibigay sa mga bata just 
talking ang talking pakita mo through ICT lessons yun po yung advantage. I’ve been using ICT po for 8 
years po.

Teacher 6:  Yun ung mga sinasabi na nila actually ginagawa lang namin yung presentation ng mga video 
clips, power point mga ganun yung mga kwan ginagamit namin kasi mahirap na din ang lagi nagpiprint sa 
manila paper. Tsaka ung amoy eh. Mga pictures ganun lang fina-flash naming pero sinasabi ni Maam Gin 
na hands-on hindi namin nagagawa kasi ang dami naming transfer from one room to another sa bawat 
subject namin. Ok lang sana kung may lab pwede mag-hands-on ang mga bata pero kami kasi mga 
teacher ang lumilipat. So we carry our own laptops, our USB. Tsaka instead kasi na mag-print ka ng 
pictures mag-drawing dinadownload nalang actually, 2006 nag-sponsor yung government ng literacy. 
Almost sabay-sabay naman kami.

Teacher 7: ever since I’ve started teaching biotech inaano ko as an assignment sample kunwari protein 
synthesis so I ask the student to look for a website that gives a visual on protein synthesis then you 
discuss on the next meeting. Yun lang yung sakin. So parang makita lang nila kung ano kasi it mostly pag 
ka nag tuturo ka kasi kailangan i-lecture mo so bago ang lecture makita nila kung ano ung sinasabing 
protein synthesis, replication. Kasi if you do it in a classroom manunuod lang sila, they just watch they don’t 
process. So sa'kin pinapa assignment ko I give the question so the next day, the next meeting yun na lang 
then I ask them how come.  Ano ang makikita nila sa presentation so yun ang.. kailan lang nag biotech 
tatlong taon lang ata yung biotech na subject kasi I used to teach biology, yan sa biology walang problema 
actual specimen are there, pag reproductive system ganun yan sa reproductive system pwede mo ilabas ay 
hindi it’s easier kasi kapag biology yung pagpapakita mo. Eh pag biotech cell eh ano lang naman makikita 
mo sa microscope. Maliliit na organelles ganun only the three regions so yun ang pinaka-ano sa kanila. And 
students do not read books anymore. Ang ayoko lang sa website there are some website na there are 
things that are not said, that are not properly stated ganun, so that’s the time na nachecheck ganun. In fact 
if not for the visuals I discourage my students on depending on websites kasi for the reason they are not 
edited. So, inaano ko ang ang ano ko lang for ICT yung visuals so that they have an idea of what we are 
talking about. Hindi ung talagang lecture the details on the lessons visuals.

Teacher 8: I started using ICT tool nung nakabili ako ng personal computer 2nd hand binili ko kay dean it 
was 2006. Pero nadiskubre ko kasi na meron yung mga wrong/error din dun sa mga website so 
diniscourage ko ung mga estudyante ko pero tignan nila ung author, and then tsaka lang ako gagamit 
kapag hindi ko ma ma-localize yung lesson gaya nung mukha ni Isaac Newton hindi ko ma visualize gusto 
ko yung makatotohaan dun ko ginamit. Tsaka yung sa lesson sa chem more on molecules na hindi mo 
mavisualize so gumamit ako nung mga motion of molecules. Tsaka organic chem. Tsaka nung nag turo 
ako sa science ginamit ko na ang ICT. Sa organic chem. Kasi dun mo makikita yung kanyang bonding. Si 
kailangan perfect ang angles, pero karamihan ayoko gamitin kasi time consuming nga. Panget maghanap 
ka pa ng outlet.

Teacher 9: I’ve started using ICT in my science teaching when Ma'am Gemma and I TNT throughout PTA  
resources kami ni Ma'am gemma mag-partner sa building when we avail teaching, it was easier, interesting 
and so on, and I use ICT dun sa mga lesson na very abstract like on the 2nd quarter and mostly ang lesson 
namin is about the atomic structure so para gumanda ang presentation ng lesson because of this ICT so 
Tatleast magagamit na namin ito sa mga lessons na ganyan and then sa earth and space din itong mga 
volcanoes “ai maam ganyan pala” syempre in Cagayan we did not see yet how the volcanoes erupt nakikita  
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nila so it is nakakatulong ng mabuti but not in all lessons. Syempre may mga lessons din na marami na 
dapat i-discuss mo to your own. 8years ago.

Teacher 10: As Ma'am nita said we started using the ICT only when we avail the 8 years ago. Although my 
training din kami under kay maam ung sa DOST pero yun nga problema wala namang gagamitin so pero 
nung nagturo na kami sa science ni maam kasi we used to teach in the regular subject. Then nung 2005 
and I found out yung mga bata ibang-iba dun sa regular yung sila dun hindi regular, yung sila dun hindi 
regular yung hindi normal yung class yung set-up setting up kasi 4th year sila so sila andun mga officer 
from different class so excused dito mamaya-maya excuse dito ang daming excuse there are times na ¼ of 
the students na lang sa class ang andun of course you can’t have the lecture ng todo-todo or else ma miss 
din ng iba, so what I did pag andun na yung mga estudyante 90-100% present sila banatan mo na ng 
lecture and then finished 1 chapter and 2 chapter in 2hours so paano ko gagawin un through ICT yung 
presentation and then wala munang mag-cocopya and at the end of the lecture I will give the I will print out 
ko ung hand outs din bigay ko sa kanila ayun so it really helped me teach very very fast, tapos sir dun sa old 
curriculum kasi laging 4th year ang hawak ko kasi yung old curriculum may lesson kaming advanced 
physics pag 2nd grading yun pa handle ko for 1 year, quantum physics speed of light of course I cannot 
perform an activity with a speed of light, relativity yun ang lesson ano dun sir so very usefull yung 
presentation yung makuha namin yung sa website pero pipiliin mo din be sure na yung lecture kasi may 
mga lecture din doon tapos simulations. Very useful hindi lang ako ang gagamit I also required my 
students to choose mga movies video clips sa net and then i-prepresent nila. Sila ang mag-present kasi 
mas magaling sila pag dating sa ganyan, ou, resourceful magugulat ka na lang mas maganda pa yung 
presentation nila kaysa yung iniisip mo na ibigay so very useful sa akin yan. Kayang kaya nila mga bata kasi 
yung generation nila. Another one, nung firs time ko kasing mag K-12 mag turo sa K-12 eh very useful din 
imagine physics major ako ng earth and space and biology. Oh di salamat sa ICT kasi madami akong 
nakuha paggawa ng presentation ko kasi binigyan ako ng kumare ko ganun na lang and then pwede mo na 
enlarge yung picture and pwede ka na din kumuha ng video clips using net. And then yun nga very useful. 
Kahit papaano hindi masyadong ra-crak ang utak ko sa pag iisip kung paano ko ituro ang hard.

Teacher 2: hindi nag babasa ang mga bata kasi.. pag dating ng ganyan how would they give a very good 
output kung hindi nila binabasa. Sa STEM students kasi kailangan yun paggamit ng ICT di lang yung copy 
paste but for regular sections un na yung copy paste sa STEM sa tingin ko kagaya ng information kay 
Ma'am Donna and Gemma na mas maganda sa mga teachers nakikita naman natin tulad ni maam dona 
may nakikita s'yang information.

3. What obstacles/difficulties do you encounter in using ICT in teaching STEM subjects? How do you cope 
up with those obstacles or difficulties? 

All Teachers: availability of room, no permanent classroom

Teacher #: last year sir kasi ako lahat ng physics student, maganda naka set up na un eh. Pero ngayon.

All Teachers: Time, dami ng student/classes 20computers lang per schedule kagaya namin dalawang 
teacher 7-8 oh eh papano sila papasok nun. Pero there was  a time na 3 classes sabay sabay sila hirap nun 
oo walang learning. Yun more computer dapat. Ang lesser later materialize itong survey n'yo na ito mag 
bibigay kayo sa amin ng ano ng computer ire-recomend nyo sa Dep-Ed, ano na lang sir sponsor na lang.

4. How does the use of ICT affect the interest of your students? How does the use of ICT affect the 
performance of the students?

Teacher #: Pag dating kasi sa.. Although research maybe sa klase mo regular 

Teacher #: Focus more on interactive may binibigay ung www.school.ph binigay ng dep-ed po so I used it 
maraming interactive activity, simulations especially sa collection ng __ sa lab care of Ma’am Gemma may 
gamit po kami dun they connect us and then meron ding maganda po s'ya and then when I took dun sa 
elements online using facebook sa gadgets to get the attention while I understand not all of them can use 
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it. So ang ginagawa ko pa ay group din I assigned leaders na talagang marunong s'ya. They give their 
outputs dun sa facebook these will be the advantage at my part kasi the deadline was December bakasyon 
may time po ako magcheck and then maganda lang kasi yung comments ko can be read by all so mag 
rereact sila “ma’am, kinopya nila yung” although yung mga outputs nila magaganda pero same problem 
they don’t know how to edit minsan copy paste pati yung picture ito obvious ito copy paste. I tried for one 
section maganda s'ya kasi andun s'ya you can use the social media, they can ask ioopen ko sa checking na 
ang mahirap dun pag may facebook ka madami ng pumapasok minsan na ‘di mo siya nakikita ung 
updates. I tried once okay, pero madaming work din sa part ng teacher. Open mo ng open what if walang 
kuryente. And then there are very free yun naman na very free na sila open ng open although at least 
makikita mo sinong facebook adik sa students mo if ever. Dun sa elements  online kasi grabe naman 
syempre stage talaga to sir dun na ang comments sa teacher sa parents, hindi pa siguro ready. Dun sa 
action research ko talagang gumanda siya tumaas.

Teacher 5: performance niya

Teacher 9: First traditional teaching like we test yung isa to ICT yung isa the normal lecture and 
Experimental method. Those ICT… dun sa higher sections meron na sila nito eh.. So mabilis din sila siguro 
pag sa lower section I subject mo it could take time, double the effort lecture ka turo mo yung computer 
literacy tsaka ung focus ng lesson.

Teacher #: sa klase ko naman sa grade 7 although it was not done like ah maam tina ang sakin lang 
assessment .. Ang effect n'ya ay magiging intresado ang mga bata ang number one concern lang ng 
teacher ay yung I guide mo sila on certain topic kasi kapag ganun mawawala sila. So nag-fofocus ka like 
we were introduced sa training online. Yung equally now actually meron ng gumagamit sa atin ng ganun 
kaya lang meron kasing proseso ang pag gawa si Ma’am Cora nakikita ko na maganda ang effect sa inquiry 
kasi just give the topic guided by question and come to school ready for answers dun from those output 
may nakikita kang error so yun dapat ang I check ang sa akin naman since grade 7 yun mga yun ang dami 
nilang tanong na information regarding certain topic so ni-refine ko yun and then nakita ko talaga ang mga 
magandang epekto nun dun sa recitation nila assignments.. but generally kagaya ng siguro sa effect sa 
assessment tsaka ano ito sa science section pa lang ito eh. Di ba separate, aware kayo dun sa quipper 
school sa facebook kaya lang yung ibang “lesson” eh based sa old curriculum pa hindi based sa new 
curriculum maganda sana yun eh kasi may mga assessment s’ya na pwedeng gawin ng bata tsaka isang 
result nito sir yung sa investigatory topic actually they will be able to design software pero yun yung 
suggestion namin dapat based on new curriculum.

Teacher 4: last year sir I enrolled all my students sa quipper school. Pero nung tinignan ko yung mga 
concepts may mga taken from the old curriculum hindi based doon sa yung ..

Teacher 2: Latest

Teacher 4: concepts na binibigay ng Dept-Ed hindi sya K-12 based old curriculum saying nga eh maganda 
pa naman yun.

5. What ICT Trainings and Resources did you need to facilitate teaching STEM Subject? Training or 
Resources hardware/software?

Teacher #: saan ginagamit ang database?

Teacher #: sa database…

Teacher #: ano ung database?

Teacher #: di naming alam ung database…

Teacher #: Sir sa aming research kailangan naming ng database… ung mga resources nila nasa softcopy 
and database tapos maaccess ng estudyante lang namin. Yun nga sir, ug sa data base ung mga na design 
ng mga teachers on lessons although meron. Kaya lang worthwhile. For example nag assigned sila maam 
gema, maam dona…
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Teacher #: ilalagay mo doon that can be accessible. So kaya we really need this pag dumating sa kwan…

Teacher #: dapat may mag develop samin nung ganun sa science.

Teacher #: Yun ang training na kailangan naming sir…

Teacher #: kaya lang papasok un sa isang website…

Teacher #: kasama na ung training sa paggawa ng website/webpage.

Teacher 2: Adobe Flash

Teacher #: Animation 

Teacher 2: kapag may training talaga eh..

Teacher #: gumawa ng webpage ganun kaya lang sa akin na hindi yun ang aming orientation mahirap kasi..

Teacher #: ung mga bata bata siguro..

Teacher #: Tapos ung troubleshooting gaun kasi wala kaming IT Technician so we have to do the 
troubleshooting… di na namin alam… lalo na kapag naka network tapos biglang nag shushutdown ang isa.

Teacher #: Integration naman tingin ko eh un nga..

Transcribed by:

  

MR. VERGEL P. REBUTA

Science Research Specialist II
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FGD TRANSCRIPTION
Location: Camarines Sur National High School

Session Group: Mathematics Teachers

1. What do you think about the use of ICT in STEM teaching? / What are the advantages and 
disadvantages?

Teacher 1: Nakaka motivate po ng students. Mas nakaka-motivate kasi may nakikita sila talaga.

Teacher 2: Mas madaling magturo kasi may visual presentation sa ICT. Application of word problems in 
Mathematics mas madali kasi mas mamomotivate sila mag solve. Visually, andun na yung problem naka 
illustrate na at kung ano na lang ang gagawin ng estudyante. 

Teacher 3: Yung time po, mas namamaximize siya. Because mas nagiging madali kasi nalelessen po yung 
time ng isang broad topic because somehow, visually nakikita na so you don’t have to say it further kasi 
nakikita na. So it gives you more time. 

Teacher 4: Naeenhance yung visual aspect ng bata by learning process. So more on intensifying yung 
visual 

(Tita Mel asks for the disadvantages of using ICT in STEM teaching.)

Teacher 5: Nababawasan po ang interaction with students. Kasi pag yung normal na nagtuturo ka, 
anytime pwede mag tawag kya lang pag gumagamit na ng powerpoint presentation, tapos wala ka ng 
pang navigate, yung naka upo ka lang dun tapos nag pe-press ka lng ng text line, yung mga tao sa paligid 
mo is wala ka nang interaction sa kanila. Kumbaga puro nalang sila nkafocus dun. Whereas kung 
nagtuturo ka pwede mo silang papuntahin sa board para mag solve. Tignan natin kung ano ang alam mo. 
Tapos ang mangyayari lang is titignan nalang nila yung solution sa board tapos hindi masyado 
naiinternalize kung paano nangyari ung solusyon na yun. Kung kausap mo yung students pakita mo kung 
pano mo ginawa tapos ie-explain nila so kumbaga po bawas sa interaction. 

Teacher 6: Based from experience po, gumamit ako nyan. Yung web-quest gumamit ako actually, that was 
good kasi natuto yung mga bata on their own based from what they have read and presented on the web. 
The disadvantage lang po is yung time kulang. Yung sinabi niya kanina namamaximize. Pero based on 
yung mga bata is actual na online quest, kulang ang 1 hour. And to think po yung computer namin 
kailangan mag pa schedule. Hindi ka basta makakapasok loaded siya kasi pinaprioritize po yung mga ICT 
mismo. So yung mga STEM-oriented subjects, hindi nabibigyan ng enough time. Kung matagal po yung 
time ididiscuss nalang. Kasi mas maganda po sana yung online, sila mismo may interaction, yung may 
sasagutan sila o kung ano gagawin nila. 

Teacher 4: Limited access Ma’am sa internet so ang result is extensive sa mga bata. Meron kasi akong 
online quiz sa mga bata wherein they log in there using their username tapos sumasagot sila. Kung 
minsan they have to go to the internet café. So I’m the instructor there and nag la-log on yung class there. 
Restricted siya sa other classes. Ang test na kinukuha is may time limit and kung minsan yung access sa 
internet is hindi masyadong accessible so they have to go to the internet café. Yung school naman 
available nga pero ang schedule is full load. So ginagawa namin pinapa wifi ko nalang sila sa Mcdo or 
ibang establishments.

Teacher 8: Usually, mas maganda po kung halimbawa, kami kasi wala naman talagang personal na gamit. 
Dapat may sarili kang laptop na maganda. Just like sa'kin, desktop lang so hindi ko naman pwedeng 
bitbitin sa desk ko. Pag sa math po kasi mas maganda kung sa board talaga mag sosolve. Para nakikita 
ng mga bata. Maganda din po yung may use ng ICT kasi mas naapreciate nila parang naaamaze sila. May 
nag pa-popout parang ganon.
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Teacher 4: Unsecure po siya, for example what if mag brownout. Tapos minsan there are cases na ang 
audience. Kasi depende din po sa audience like us. Ang hina-handle ko is not the same sa kanila na 
owner’s task, they will much appreciate if ikaw mismo ang magsusulat sa board instead na titignan talaga 
nila sa powerpoint presentation.

Teacher 1 : Reklamo pa niyan is English and ang bibilis mag salita and hindi kami makafollow yung nasa 
regular class kasi mostly yung presentation is mga English. Ang bibilis daw hindi nila maintindihan. Pero 
yung nasa Science-oriented classes walang problema kaya nila.

(Tita Mel asks the effect of using ICT in STEM teaching to the students.)

Teacher 5: Dun sa mga bihira makakita ng ICT, mapapa “Wow” pero sa mga marunong na po, siyempre 
may mga advance na students, hahanapan ka ng mali pero mali sa presentation lang hindi sa content kasi 
hindi ka naman dapat magkamali sa content. Pero so far kung andun naman talaga yung lesson wala 
naman problema. Dun lang sa mga hindi talaga familiar mapapa “Wow” talaga yan lalo na sa mga lower 
classes. 

Teacher 1: It’s either kung matuto sila or somehow naka focus na sila sa ganda ng presentation mo. 

Teacher 6: Atleast nakikita nila pero yung learning actually wala na.

(Tita Mel asks how does the use of ICT in STEM teaching affect the performance of the students.)

Teacher 6: Yung magagaling magets agad. Kasi 1on1 e kung ano yung andiyan.

Teacher 1: Mas effective pa din talaga yung sa board.

Teacher 5: Tsaka kami din mas maaasses namin yung mga bata kung nasa board sila at nag sosolve so 
mahahanapan namin sila. 

Teacher 1: Natitignan po lahat pati ng estudyante focus din sa kanila sabay sabay. Kesa yung isa lang diba 
pag sila mismo with the computer.

Teacher 1: Ang kagandahan po kasi Ma’am ng pag gamit ng projector kung hindi lang 1 floor ung subject 
namin. Kagaya namin 2nd floor baba nanaman tapos mag sesetup nanaman. Dapat sana may isang room 
o isa kada room. 

Teacher 4: kasi ang hussle kasi minsan yung pagdadala ng projector tapos hindi pa masyado maalagaan 
ng mga lcd. Hindi pwedeng hugot tapos saksak agad nasisira o natatag siya minsan.

(Tita Mel asks how do they describe the importance of using ICT in STEM teaching in general.)

Teacher 5: Siguro po mahalaga din po talaga. Hindi na dapat yung traditional way of teaching pero yun nga 
lang kailangan talaga ng resources. Yun ang pinaka kailangan. 

Teacher 6: Tsaka maliit lang po ang campus namin at ang dami ng population.

Teacher 3: Population pa ng teacher to student is 1:5.

2. How do you use them in teaching STEM subjects? 

Teacher 7: Animation Ma’am

Teacher 5: Sakin po iaapply nila yung natutunan nila for example gagawa sila ng game na ang concept is 
kung ano yung topic, iaapply nila kung ano yung natutunan nila sa ICT classes nila. Halimbawa tinuruan 
sila ng visual basic, they will create a game na maapply yung lesson namin. Kaya lang po since limited 
lang ang knowledge sa ICT for now, karamihan po ng nakuha ko, may visual basic kaya lang karamihan is 
powerpoint na naka hyperlink lang pero ok naman po with the concept kaya, pero yung visually na 
talagang magandang maganda is hindi pa ganon. Kasi limited ang acces ng mga bata. 
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Teacher 8: Sa geometry po pwede. Sa algebra mahirap po.

(Tita Mel asks how long they have been using ICT in STEM teaching.)

Teacher 4: Mga 10 Years.

(All teachers said they’ve been using it for a long time)

3. What obstacles/difficulties do you encounter in using ICT in teaching STEM subjects?

Teacher 2: Availability po ng mga projectors, laptop or resources. 

Teacher 5: Access po mismo ng bata. Kasi pag hindi naman nila alam gamitin, ituturo mo pa ba yung kung 
paano gamitin. Halimbawa magpagawa ka ng music video, tapos ang available is movie maker, so kaya 
ba nila gawin kung wala naman silang laptop or computer pero yung iba marunong pero yung iba hindi. 
Tapos hindi balance.

Teacher 3: Pinapadala nalang namin ng projector yung mga bata kung meron sila. Para share share lang.

4. How do you cope up with those obstacles or difficulties?

Teacher 5: Pero meron naman din po kaming yung tab na pwede ka magsulat na nag poproject na sa 
screen sa amin po sa 4th year level na math. Nag purchase po kami para magamit yun. Tapos ginagamit 
po namin yun pag nagre-review kami for the national achievement test andyan yung problem, naka 
powerpoint lang siya, dun kmi nagsosolve para nakiktia ng mga bata. And sometimes ginagamit din po 
siya sa classroom magtatawag na lang kami ng students para maexperience nila kung paano kasi 
nagsosolve din naman sila. Natutuwa sila pero limited lang. Isa lang. Meron po kaming dalawa pero hindi 
pwedeng gamitin ng sabay. Ang kagandahan lang po ang review namin is maramihan. Andun kami sa 
library tapos dun kami nag sosolve para na din po siyang nagsosolve na nagsasalita ka kaya lang yung 
access lang po ang problema. Kami meron sila wala. 

5. What ICT trainings and resources do you need to facilitate teaching of STEM subjects?

Teacher 4: Ako para makagawa kami ng yung interactive, kami mismo ang gagawa hindi yung 
idadownload nalang. So training on how to prepare our own interactive. Yung iba kasi nadadownload, 
pwede naming isimplify depende sa students. Tsaka sa k-12 localization so dapat yung mga problems 
suited sa Pilipinas. Pag download online, mawawala yung context of localization.

(Tita Mel asks if the school is ready in implementing ICT in teaching k-12.)

Teacher 6: Siguro po kung may material ready.

Teacher 5: Tsaka proper training po. And also internet connection. Kasi kami dito po dalawa lang na floor 
hindi lahat nag fafunction pag isang floor namaximize na ang bagal sa pagaccess sa net. Kasi nga kami 
sa faculty wala din access sa wifi. 

Teacher 3: Kanya kanyang diskarte sa internet connection.

Teacher 6: ICT training and also resources. Kasi po Ma’am kahit mag training kami kung wala naman 
resources e useless naman kasi mas maganda yung mga bata mismo ang mkakagawa. E kung 
papanoorin lang nila ng papanoorin yung teacher lang maganda yung sila mismo. 

(Tita Mel closes the FGD Session)
Transcribed by:

MR. LEW JORDEN R. JULVE

Research Assistant
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FGD TRANSCRIPTION
Location: Camarines Sur National High School

Session Group: Science Teachers

1. What do you think about the use of ICT in STEM teaching?

Ta Mel: What do you think about the use of ICT in STEM teaching?  Ano sa plagay natin ang gamit ng ICT 
sa pagtuturo natin.  Ano ba yung advantages or disadvantages?

Teacher 1(Guy): Actually po ang daming advantages kaya lang sa case ko po ang daming advantages, in 
the sense that, lalong lalo na sa k-12 na naexpose kami ngayon sa mga bagong topics. So we really need 
to make some research and ayan use of the available ah resources from the different websites na 
pwedeng mapakinabangan. Kailangang kailangan po talaga.

Ta Mel: ah sariling initiatives.  So ma’am, sa tingin nio po, ano yung…

Teacher 2: Siguro po sa amin kasi ang common ay video streaming specially pag ang topic hindi namin 
alam i-search namin sa youtube. Tapos dun, Mas ok doon kasi pag binasa lang, hindi masyado 
maintindihan so may explanation talaga pag video and visual po ang mga applications.

Ta Mel: Usually nga ang mga teachers ngayon ay may talagang may initiatives silang magre-research thru 
Internet.  Hindi na sila nagre-rely on books.

Teacher 1(Guy): Mahirap kasi Ma’am pag walang ICT, we have also to adopt to the needs of the students 
na yung mga bata digital na rin and visual.

Ta Mel: Minsan mas magaling pa silang talagang gumamit ng mga gadgets.

 Teacher 1(Guy): Sa case po nila, Ma’am Emylin, kasi grade 10 sila, so ngayon pa lang sila nag turo ngayon 
ng mga topic, yung bago ngayon, so, spirally,  first year nila ngayon sa 4th year ay yuna grade 10 kaya 
medyo…

Ta Mel:  Kasi mahuhuli tayo, ano pag hindi tayu tumupad sa time.  Ano ma’am?

Teacher 3: Same thing kay Ma’am, yun sa youtube, it helps to.. to  give our,  specially sa mga animated 
videos that will help our, yes, like the earth. It is very impossible for us to give them the concrete 
explanation because we don’t know the subject matter na ginagamit. 

Ta Mel:  Pero may ginagamit during the classroom? 

Teacher 3: Yes. Meron. Youtube videos ma’am.

Ta Mel:  So, Merong  video presentation?

Teacher1 (Guy):  Usually, Ma’am,  videos. 

Ta Mel:  So, Me facilities ang school?

Teacher 3: Duon sa Science ma’am.

Teacher 2: We download the videos.  

Ta Mel:  Saan nio ina-ano? May computer na duon? Personal.

Teacher1 (Guy):  Personal.  Computer.

Ta Mel:  Personal computer.  So, computer lang walang Overhead projector?

Teacher 2: Meron Ma’am although limited.
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Teacher1 (Guy):  In some cases, we make use of the available projector or sa isa naming laboratory room, 
yun mismong ano merong malaking flat screen smart TV. So at least, kahit walang gamit na laptop, yung 
USB na lang pwedeng magamit kasi pwedeng i-diretso. 

Ta Mel: Ah, i-diretso na lang sa TV yun ang kagandahan ngayon. So, karamihan sa nio yun gumagamit ng 
magda-download tapos as supplemental.

Teacher1 (Guy):  Plus, gumagamit din kami ng simulations halimbawa yung sa PET gumagamit kami sa 
Physics. Yung PET, ah ano pa yun? Used as interactives. Yun ang gamit namin mga simulations.  Pero 
most of the time mga downloaded videos. 

Ta Mel: Sa tinging nio meron kayang disadvantages?

 (Tita Mel asks for the disadvantages of using ICT in STEM teaching.)

Teacher 3: Meron po Ma’am. Mostly.

Teacher 2: Nabo-bore.

Teacher 3:  In cases na yung video minsan, to be corrected.

Teacher 4: Sometimes it is not reliable yung video na dinadownload. So, we must edit the video we 
download. 

Ta Mel: Revalidate.

Teacher 4: See some errors.

Teacher 1(Guy):   Tapos minsan yung language, there are cases na pag ang narrator Indian, iba naman ang 
pronounciation nila, plus, yung eto namang sobrang slang. So, depende sa language. 

Ta Mel: So karamihang yun ginagamit nio ganun.  Me alam pa po ba kayu Ma’am ma disadvantages?

Teacher 5: Sa ano, pagdating sa PG.

Ta Mel: Ano ma’am?

Teacher 5:  Kasi yung meat kung minsan inaupload yung soft copy so nakukuha ng mga bata.  
Nada-download din nila.

Teacher 1 (Guy):    Sa case nila is Grade 10, yun mga bata kumbaga merong naa-access ngayon na 
teacher’s guide through Internet.  So, the problem is… yun medyo challenging naman kasi, hindi pa man 
alam na ng mga bata yung questions sa learner’s manual.  Downloaded na.  So, eto dapat ang answer.  
Plus, yung ibang bata kasi they have it in their cellphones. So, sometimes we should also be vigilant 
particularly when we perform activities or else during the activities, students are already looking at the 
answers scanning for the answers. 

Ta Mel: Oo, yun ang disadvantage kasi na nada-download na nila.  So, meron pa po bang disadvantage.

Teacher 1 (Guy):    Updated na rin.

Teacher 6: May disadvantage po akong na-encounter. May maganda siyang documentary film, kaso nga 
lang hindi po siya ma-download, so kailangan pa i-ask ng permission.

Ta Mel: Oo, yun iba may bayad.

Teacher 6: Opo, kailangan magbayad pa po.

Ta Mel: Maganda sanang mga topics kaya lang di mo ma-access kasi may bayad.

Teacher 1(Guy):    Kasi Ma’am ano, we cannot really show it to the students na yung live sa internet kasi 
we really have to download it.  Usually we bring our laptops and projectors to their classroom so wala 
naman access sa Internet. 
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Teacher 3:  Yes, we do not have the Internet.  

Ta Mel: So, walang Internet dito sa school.  Walang WIFI, mga something ganun.

Teacher 1(Guy):    Meron din po faculty room lang. 

Teacher 2:  Kaya lang, we pay for it.  In our case sa science department, we pay for it. (Laughing)

Ta Mel:  Ah personal, pati yung mga laptop nio personal.  Kailangan talaga din no kasi sa kagustuhan 
mong maka-impart ng magandang ano Study.

Teacher 3:  Kulang yun facilities namin.

Teacher 1(Guy):    Meron din Ma’am may access sa Internet kaya lang sa school limited lang sa faculty 
room.  So talagang..…

Teacher 2:  hindi sya entire school. 

Teacher 1(Guy): Hindi entire school. It’s really good sana kung kahit na sa ibang classroom medyo 
nararating ng wifi kung may access. Tulad ng problem na hindi ma-download at least kayang ma-access.  
Supposedly, kwan na mismo kumbaga mismo online.

Ta Mel:  So, yung advantages pa ho na ma ano?

Teacher 4:  Sa akin pong case Ma’am, yung pong mga pictures for the activity ginagawa po, mas madali 
po pag ano ko copy may and then ipi-paste ko. Nakakagawa po ako ng activities ko on my own, mga 
pictures po.  And then, sa Powerpoint po Ma’am, nakapag-sarili po ako ng ano.. ng presentation.

Ta Mel:  Marami kasi po talagang mga pagpipilian, at sa maging ano ang mga bata.

Teacher 4:   Marami kasi po kasing mga pictures.

Teacher 3:  Isa pa pong advantages, sa honor’s class gumagamit kami ng e-mail. So may mga 
reasearches sila na, even they don’t submit it on time, so pwede nila sa e-mail ad.  So, duon na ang 
submission. Oo.

Ta Mel:  Duon na ang submission kasi yun iba kahit umuulan o bagyo nakakapag-submit sila ng 
assignments nila.

Teacher 3:  So, Nae-edit na at may mga comment na ako duon din, tapos pasa ulit sa kanila.  Mas madali.

Ta Mel:  Okay, so,  gaano nio po katagal na ginagawa? How long are you using new teaching?

Teacher 1(Guy):   Matagal tagal na rin.  Kaya lang, ngayon pong pumasok ang K12, talaga kumbaga 
pangangailangan.

Ta Mel:  Dahil nga sa Kto12, talagang puspusan na ang ano.

Teacher 5:  Kasi, we have to get… materials.

Teacher 3:  Tapos Ma’am, sa part din namin Ma’am na nagtuturo kami ng special classes kailangan po 
namin advanced… updated. 

Ta Mel:  Updated.

Teacher 3:  Sa akin Ma’am, personally talaga Ma’am nuong nagturo ako ng SO, science-oriented classs, 
talagang sa bahay pinilit ko na magkaroon ako ng sarili kong Internet connection kahit medyo 
mahal-mahal talaga siya,  Na monthly, dagdag gastusin po talagang nagpakabit po ako ng Internet.

Ta Mel:  So, at least mare-report namin na talagang sariling sikap

Teacher 3:  Opo, at dagdagan ng sahod. (Laughing) Allowance. (Laughing)

Teacher 4:   Aside from Chalk allowance may Internet allowance. (Laughing)
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Ta Mel:  Okay lang yun marinig natin, kasi, at least nakakatuwa namang marinig na ganun ang ginagawa 
ng mga teachers natin.

Teacher 1(Guy):   Yung naman talaga ang realites sa amin eh. 

Teacher 4:   Siguro later on mawawala na yun Chalk allowance.

Teacher 1(Guy):   Load allowance na lang. (Laughing)

Ta Mel:  Puro science subject lang ang tinuturo nio po?

Teacher 4:   Opo, except.   

Ta Mel:  Kasi, anong particular lessons yun ano… what kind of lessons do you use ICT?

Teacher 4:   Lahat.

Ta Mel:  Lahat ng science subject?

Teacher 1(Guy):  Kasi ngayon po Ma’am sa K12 yun pong 4 areas entire year halos nade-discuss.  Hindi na 
purely Physics ngayon kasi lahat na within a year, kumpleto na. Physics, Bio, Chem at Earth Science.  So, 
talagang wala ng part na kailangang, although, yun iba po during some activity, kasi andami namang 
activities, from time to time, but during the discussion, particularly bago pumasok ng module or pag tapos 
ng module kasi kailangan ma-polish. Talagang yun ang pangangailangan. 

Ta Mel:  So, sa tingin nio ano yung naka-influence or yung factors na naka influence na para gamitin liban 
dun sa sinasabi nga natin na Kto12? Or, ano pa yung ibang factors na naka influence sa inyopara gumamit 
ng ICT gadgets or yung mga Internet.

Teacher 1(Guy):  Trends (laughing). Yun ang panahon. Nasa different age, Or else lalong lalaki ang agwat 
ng generation gap. (laughing).

Teacher 3: Updated.. concepts.  Because Kto12 is new to us, we are willing to study and study and study 
more than the students. (laughing).  If not, they will become smarter than us.  They will know more than 
us.

Ta Mel:  Oo, totoo nga karamihang mga batang magaling sa gadgets ngayon. Marunong na mag-on, off ng 
ano.

Teacher 1(Guy):   Kasi yun na nga ang generation nila eh. The truth is, sometimes we are left behind with 
technologies compared with the students.

(Tita Mel Ask for ICT obstacles or difficulties?)

Ta Mel:  Kanina nabanggit natin yun mga obstacles or difficulties encouter using ICT.  Ano pang ibang 
obstacles or difficulties yun paggamit ng ICT in teaching?

Teacher 1(Guy):  Sa case Kasi namin … isa na is … talagang kulang. We have the facility pero kulang.  For 
example, sa department namin halos dito sa main campus halos tatatlo lang yung projector.  Tatlo lang  
ang projector.  So sa dami namin na, we are almost 30.  Dito lang sa main campus, so halos talagang 
salitan. Plus, one smart TV talagang pero kulang.   Plus, in some cases po meron din naman kaming co- 
teachers na  gusto rin sana pero yung na nga, willing, kaya lang minsan meron pa ring medyo takot ang 
gumamit kasi baka masira.  Meron pa rin.

Teacher 4.  Yun projector po namin Ma’am, ano po yun tulong-tulong po yun ng science department para 
nagkaroon kami o makabili po kami ng projector.

Ta Mel:  From your own pocket.

Teacher 4.  Nagkaroon po kami ng fund raising like plastic bottles.  Yun po sa YES.
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Ta Mel:  Yun yung coping mechanism nio para ma-cope yun obstacles/difficulties. So, siguro dagdag yung 
mga dyaryo.

Teacher 1(Guy):  Sa amin kasi, meron namang department sa dyaryo, sa lata, at kami naman sa plastic 
bottle.

Ta Mel:  Kanya-kanya pa lang department para walang overlapping.

Teacher 1(Guy):  Kaya lang ngayon, sa case is namin yun pagpadala namin is during science month na 
din.

Ta Mel:  Sa tingin nio paano nakaka-affect yun interest sa mga bata yun paggamit ng ICT?  Yun sa wala..at 
sa.. yun ginagamit nio pag ano yung nakikita ninyong interest ng mga bata.

Teacher 1(Guy):  Kung somehow, nae-encourage yung mga bata, kaya lang yun dapat ipe-present mo, 
lalagyan mo rin ng konting kumbaga ano yung meron “something” kasi yung bata gusto palagi may 
bagong nakikita, parang ganun.  So, medyo mag-i-innovate ka ng iba parang ganun.   Kasi exposed yung 
mga bata ngayon lalo’t mostly na rin ng mga subject gumagamit na rin.

Ta Mel:  Yun sa performance nila sa tingin before na hindi pa kayu gumamit  kasi di ba matagal mga ilang 
years na kayu gumamit nun, matagal na ano? Sa tingin nio nakaka-affect ba yun sa performance using 
ICT?

Teacher 1(Guy):  Definitely po meron, kaya lang, kailangan pa rin yun kuwan talaga ng teacher, yung input.  
Dapat yun pinakita mo kailangang ma-polish or mapaliwanag.  Pero laking tulong po sa mga bata din 
somehow kesa dati nuon na MP4, Manila P4, hindi manila paper (laughing).  Slide presentation, medyo 
scotch tape lang (laughing).  Dati nuon.  Ngayon medyo somehow Yun mga bata mas kuwan na po ng 
konti kasi nakaka-relate na rin sila.  Halos yun na rin kasi yun gusto nila eh, yun nakikita.. gumagalaw.

Teacher 4.  Pero po with regards po sa effectivity po ng ano hindi di po namin ma-assert o ma-measure 
kung let’s say for example yung video na to mas nagkaroon siya ng retention sa bata or dahil sa summary 
na lang namin ? Minsan ina-ano namin sia, nilalagay namin sya, pinapakita namin sa kanila yung video 
presentation in summary na lang ng lesson namin .  Parang input na din namin sa kanila.

Ta Mel:  mas yun ang nare-retain sa kanila kasi nakikita nila.

Teacher 4.  Kasi may variety naman kaming pinapagawa sa bata.  Nag-e-experiment, nag-a-activiity sa 
loob ng klase, nagpa-activity sheet, paper and pen and then, may video para mas maramin, several, yun 
retention ng bata talaga po mas ano.

Teacher 1(Guy):  Kasi po yun Ma’am attention po ng bata, pa-ikli na ng pa-ikli.  Talagang… (Laughing)

5. What ICT trainings and resources do you need to facilitate teaching of STEM subjects?

Ta Mel:  So, sa status nio anong specific training ang kailangan nio on ICT, specific trainings? Lahat ba 
tayu na may training on ICT?

Teacher 1(Guy):  Kaya lang parang may kulang, kung maari yung trends.

Ta Mel:  Pinapadala naman kayu for training. ? Lahat kayu me training ng ICT?

Teacher 4.  No, sa part ko po, wala po akong ay meron ako Sir training duon sa KOICA nuong pinagamit 
tayu ng ano … pinagamit ng smart board.  Pero nuong pag .. natutunanan ko po lahat ng pag-Excel, pag 
ano personal ko na lang po yun, nagtanong-tanong na lang po sa mga co-teachers wala pong discovery.

Teacher 1(Guy):  Sana kung ma mga bagong…

Ta Mel:  Ah sa assessment, nio po.. how ready is the school in using ICT in implementing Grades 11 to 12? 
Ready na ba yun school natin in using ICT in implementing ano Grades 11&12
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Teacher 1(Guy):  Ready na pero kulang sa facility.  As to readiness po, ready naman kaya lang yung 
facilities, yun resources talaga ang problema.

Ta Mel:  Kulang talaga, kasi given the reources

Teacher 1(Guy):  The moment na nandiyan na yung resources, yun materials, medyo madali na yun mga 
teachers na gagamit o kaya gusto somehow mas madali ng magamit na kung actual na mismo.. nandyan 
na mismo.

Ta Mel: Ganun din kayu ,  in your own assessment, how ready are you in using ICT teaching na ganun din 
once na meron ng resources, kasi mahh.. How would you describe Ma’am the importance of using ICT 
teaching, in general?

Teacher 4. Sa akin, yun sa percentage ko Ma’am, halos lahat po ng gawa namin po ay talagang dependent 
na po kami sa ICT.  Hindi na po kami nakakapag-compute ng Grades ng mano-mano.

Ta Mel: So everyday po. 

Teacher 4. So everyday po talaga.  So, kita n'yo kanina nag-buklat kaagad ako. Pagdating ko dito, 
talagang..   

Ta Mel: So parang di ka makapag-trabaho pag walang computer, 

Teacher 3. Eh pag nasira po yun laptop?

Ta Mel: So pagawa naman sa sariling pera.

Teacher 3. Kawawa yun teacher.

Teacher 1(Guy):  wala po kasing Simula dumating yata dito eh, yun laptop for teachers. Wala pong 
nakarating ata dito eh.

Ta Mel: Nag-submit po ba yun..

Teacher 1(Guy):  we do not know.  Kasi alam lang namin ang naka-avail nuon ay ang taga-NCR.

Ta Mel: Kasi kailangang mag-submit po dapat by agency.

Teacher 1(Guy):  Halos wala eh.  Wala akong alam na dito sa school.

Ta Mel: So baka yun nag-submit, so yung nabigyan.  So siguro

Teacher 4. Baka palitan (laughing).

Ta Mel: Kasi yun problema ng mga teachers, sila dapat yung unang bigyan ng laptop computers.

Teacher 1(Guy):  Although yan, dala ng pangangailangan, bumibili ang teacher.  Umaasa na lang sa 
re-loan, re-loan sinta. (laughing).

Teacher 4. Ako Ma’am, starting 2007, pangalawa ko na ito Ma’am.  So imagine Ma’am yung unang, from 
P50,000.00 before to P20,000.00 ko na-avail.  So nakadalawa ako sa 2007 ngayon and 2011.

Ta Mel: Samantalang sa ibang agencies, marami silang computers.  Na may budget provided by offices.  
So yung isa sa i-recommend, recommendation sa study namin, na yun talaga ang needs ng mga teachers 
na lalung-lalo na sa public schools.  So yun, yun na nga malaki ang advantages, yung summary ng 
pinag-usapan natin, may mga advantages at disadvantages ng ano kasi kailangan disavantages na -iedit 
pa yun kasi di tayu nagre-rely yun correctness ng information duon na dina-download. So, kailangan pang 
i-review ng teacher at saka nakaka-improve naman s'ta sa performance ng mga bata, kaya lang, even the.. 
you have the resources, yun mga may mga constraints ng mga teachers ang paggamit lalo na wala 
tayong resources, for personal, karamihan wala talagang pino-provide.  Meron naman, pero sharing.  Kung 
gagamit yun isa, yun isa naman wala so ikaw naman bukas.  Oo parang ganun no.  Pag-usapan na lang 
para walang.. Pag-usapanan na lang para di magka... Schedule.
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Teacher 4. By schedule

Ta Mel: Schedule, Schedule, so yung wala kayung training, ICT,  formal ano ICT training.

Teacher 1(Guy):  Yung iba. Yung iba po nagkaroon po ng trainings.  Kaya lang yung iba wala po talaga 
wala. Kasi sa case namin halimbawa, ako lang yung maswerteng nakapag-training kasi humawak ako ng 
ano.  

Ta Mel: Ah nag-training ka you.  Yun sa SMART lang.

Teacher 1(Guy):  Pero student percentage halimbawa sa science department, nagkaroon talaga ng formal 
training,

Ta Mel: Mga ilang percent?

Teacher 1(Guy):  Mga 20, 25% formal training.  It so happened po dun sa case ko kasi nagturo pa ako ng 
ICT nuon, nag-kwan din ako sa TLE, kaya duon ako nagkaroon ng formal training.

Ta Mel:  Pero ano na, sa sinasabi natin na ready na naman tayo na using ICT in implementing Grades 
11&12? Mas lalo sana kung walang…

Teacher 1(Guy):  May resources..

Ta Mel:  So talagang kulang talaga ang resources and training.  So, yung dalawa talaga ang walang 
resources di talaga enough.  So yun lang po ang gusto po naming marinig, kasi yun duon po sa 
questionnaire ganun ganyan lang naman so Di namin ma ano kung ano ang opinion, yung mga ano nio, 
mga gusto para ano talaga...

Teacher 1(Guy): Kasi tulad po noong sabi nga nating halimbawa doon sa question kumbaga halimbawa sa 
database yun medyo wala kami noon. Halimbawa yung sa mga formating na pagdating sa Excel, yun mga 
kumbaga higher version, medyo doon kami nagkaka-problema ng konti. Unconditional formatting hindi pa 
kami masyadong gamay.

Ta Mel:  So, yun ang kailangan ng training natin.  Totoo naman.

Teacher 2: So, until alas kwatro? (in Bicol) 

Teacher 1(Guy): Yun mathematics (in Bicol)

Ta Mel:  O sige po Ma’am. Matatapos na rin kasi. Sandali lang po mag-meryenda tayo

Teacher 4: I-off ko na Ma’am.

Transcribed by:

MR. LEW JORDEN R. JULVE

Research Assistant
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FGD TRANSCRIPTION
Location: Tagum City National High School

Session Group: Mathematics Teachers

1. What ICT resources do you usually use in teaching Mathematics? /Ano ang masasabi niyo sa paggamit 
ng ICT sa pagturo ng EM subjects? / What are the advantage and disadvantages of using ICT in teaching? 

Teacher 1: I think it depends upon the kind of students like me I am teaching 2 kinds of students.  Regular 
and STE Students so if ICT is used in the DOST classes, the students are you know they are interactive 
with you and the presentation they respond to it very quickly. But when I do it in regular class, the students 
would tend to not participate that much because the phasing of the let’s say for example they are using 
power point presentation they are not used to it because in math skilled based. Solving on the board and 
parang its not, they are excited maybe because of the presentation for regular classes. But for content of 
the lesson I think it's not easily retained. No retention of the lesson if its in that manner in the regular class. 
I'm talking of sir of power point presentation for any subject but for STE, making a presentation which is 
not attractive to them because maybe it’s old fashioned or something and it will not work out with them. 
For DOST classes, we make sure that our ICT or something application of ICT is updated, yung bago, yung 
mga ganon.  So for me it depends on the kind of students.

Teacher 2: For me, I can really compare it last year because last year the___, still on the same classes but 
of course different students. before since wala ako available laptop, ___ all I do was to download 
worksheets, factsheets from the internet. I’m using my desktop computer and what I do to the classroom 
is just I used the usual visual aids ung manila paper lang because we don’t have textbooks for the STE 
class lalo na sa advance class ___ so I really have to browse to the net because it is readily available. Of 
course may mga books din pero it’s not too,  I think it's not fitting for the highschool because most of the 
books masyado siyang not elementary ang approach so it's not applicable for high school. So mostly dun 
lang ako sa may___. And then for this year meron na akong laptop so I was able to use it now in the 
classroom, what I do is I do all of my presentations so I let them watch videos in more different statistical 
concepts and it really matters it really makes sense in part of learning of the students kasi before, as I look 
at my lesson plan last year to my lesson plan this year ang lesson plan ko this year compare to last year is 
ano na was October na last year yung lesson plan ko lang ngayon is August pa lang so it means na mas 
mabilis ung phasing ng lesson tsaka mas madaling maintindihan. It's more interesting to them and they 
have this parang inspired sila to learn stat because first time na maencounter kasi nila na subject advance 
na. 

It's more on the topic starts on normal distributions ___  in which they did not  encounter that last year ___ 
because it's more on basic stats lang so ngayon mas inspired sila to learn in ___  powerpoint slides and 
videos that is utilized in classrooms as well also with the worksheets that is provided, very comfortable.

Teacher3: Just like to share my experience, I was able to teach STE for 1 year ICT. So advantage for the 
STE classes is that since they already familiar with the software, so once they are asked to present or to 
make reports, they can easily make reports at the same time they are excited to learn new softwares to 
manipulate new softwares and they applied it also to the other subjects. The other subject teachers will 
inform me that they are quite impressed with the presentations made by the students because they do not 
make use of only one software they integrate one software to another to make presentations more 
presentable to the audience. But on the side of the regular classes, the problem is due to the number of 
students and for the regular classes sir, we do not have projectors and the other ICT materials so if we the 
teachers would use would integrate ICT lessons, we are going to use our laptops only and due to the 
number of students some would not listen anymore only those who are in front. 

Teacher 4: Advantages Sir, I am handling regular classes ___ highschool, so I didn’t have DOST class so 
that long. I used laptops in showing slides about the presentations to the students so it will be 
disadvantage for the big population of students so I let them see the presentations by groups. Pero yun 
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nga ang tagal ng time ng bawat grupo na manood ng slides. 

About 57 to 60 students so hindi pwede sabayan lahat sa panonood kasi laptop lang ang ginagamit kasi 
ang projector is not available for the regular classeses.

(Sir Randy ask for the disadvantage)

Teacher 2:  One is power interruption of course sometimes in which you are set to go, tapos biglang 
brownout so ___ we’re not prepared na to make plan b. So we cannot resume with the topic on that day. 
Aside from that, kung gahol sa oras hindi masyado mabigay yung presentation it would not help pag hindi 
kumpleto ang presentation though we are using it pero pangit ang presentation parang walang difference 
pa rin. So we really have to spend time preparing it for the presentation so it needs a lot of time. 

Teacher 5: I am teaching now STE class, I am about for two months bago lang po. Last year, last two years 
sa regular class for now for the STE class, I am not usually integrating ICT in my discussion specially in 
development of activities only in those assessment activities after class dun lang nila iniintegrate ang ICT. 
It’s because one of my reasons is that yung ____ na madevelop mo ung skill ng bata. Mababawasan for 
about 15 minutes just to setup, preparte for those ICT. 

1 hour lang ang class. (All teachers agreed)

There’s some parang announcement na once ___ pag kulang ung oras so one of my intervention is to use 
ICT after class. Assessment activities.

2. How do you use them in teaching STEM subjects? 

Teacher 6: Sa regular classes sir iba, hindi naman lahat nag kakaron ng projector kasi para sa DOST lang 
yun. Sa regular classes, hindi talaga yan ma-aply only on teacher so the teacher will be the one to research 
on her own ung mga strategies kasi some of references sa book ay long method pero pag research ka 
meron ka makikita na short method na mas strategies na mas madaling maunawaan ng mga students. 
So para nagkaroon ng differences makikita mo ahh mas maganda gamitin to kaysa ung sa book so ito 
nalang gagamitin ko instead na yung isa so parang uun ma-aply mo un sir ikaw mismo sa sarili mo 
inaa-update mo din ung learning mo pati through researching.  

Teacher 1: In terms of assessing the students whether they learn the lesson or not just last week my 
lesson was about subtraction of integers using two signed tiles so what I did sir to measure if the students 
really understood the process of the use of signed tiles I asked them as assignment to create their own 
video tutorial as if they are the one talking. They will manipulate with the tiles being covered individual 
assignment. They were able to submit to me in CD. So they are able to do it. ___

Individual.  They have to give their own even let’s say -7 + 8 how will they use the signed tiles so video 
tutorial presentation.

Teacher 3: In our case, similar case with grade 10 STE, since we know that our students are very active 
when it comes to facebook so to make it positive, sometimes we do post our activities online and they are 
also going to submit their outputs online. This moment I am planning to choose one LMS to be used by 
the entire class so dun sila gagawa magsasubmit ng output, magpopost ng mga tasks nila at the same 
time pwede sila mag take ng mga tests online.

Teacher 2: Last year, I'm going to share this last year kasi ang ginawa ko sa STE ko as part of their 
performance data last year, I let them make a movie documenting how they gather data and then how 
they interview people and of course how they present it.

Stat subject. Parang documentary film

(Sir Randy ask how long have been using the ICT)
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Teacher 1: Since when I was in private school, we are using that sir but when I was in public school I just 
start with using again when I was assigned in DOST class. In regular class sir honestly, I’m not applying 
ICT it's only that when I ask students to let’s say research for this that’s the time that they will ___ made 
assignment at home or where else in the internet café where they would be able to download this concept 
that I want them to research. But bringing in the classroom budgets for ICT integration ___. Also sir in the 
DOST, I am using ICT integration but not all the time. Honestly. Yeah that’s true he said that for lecture and 
for skill development It’s not ___ but after the discussion that’s the time that we use the ICT. ___

(Sir Randy ask if what kind of lessons do they integrate ICT)

Teacher 5: Based on content Sir, Understanding for example for me Sir, sa rational expression last time, 
last July, meron akong binigay na activities sa mga batang ito about integrating yun sa English then ICT. 
For example, the raft activity. Yung role is for example sir N+2 / N-2 si audience kay N=2 format is a letter 
through an email and then meron akong binigay na example na i-enhance sila yung gagawa muna sa bond 
paper and then they send it to email and then ung topic. I don’t want you in my life yun ung topic. 
Integrating English and ICT in content of ___.

Teacher 2: I use ICT everytime I introduce a new topic but if I just have a lecture discussion emphasizing 
different points in my lesson, hindi ako gumagamit ng ICT its only during introduction. 

Teacher 3: I-group sila sir by group tapos ibigay sa kanila ung link ng problems and ___

Teacher 7: Sa regular class kasi sir hindi sila lahat may access sa Internet that’s why I let them research by 
group. And then submit the presentation by group just like the powerpoint presentation, submit the topic 
through email by group because hindi lahat may access sa internet. 

Teacher 8: We prepare also the students for the next lesson sir. 

(Sir Randy ask what factors influenced them to use ICT in teaching)

Teacher 2: It’s a personal motivation because it would make my lesson easier. Kasi for teacher like me I 
really like convenience in teaching. Tsaka I want to obtain the learning objective as much as possible in a 
shortest time __ efficiency. Kasi last year, hindi ko kasi na-obtain yung competencies na was given to me 
maybe this year. I will really try hard to prepare presentations ahead of time para much faster ung phasing 
ng lesson.

Teacher 1: Sa'kin sir honestly, one factor that motivates me to use ICT is part of our IPCR

(teacher all agrees and laughs)

Kaya nga Sir we have no choice. So we have to do it because it’s counted. 40 ICT in a year. Kaya nga sir 
Lahat pati lesson plan counted. Kasama lahat ICT. So that’s one factor whether we like it or not we have to. 
40 ICT Target. And we have to have our mode of modifications so pag may 40 ka 5 points may bracket.

Teacher 3: Another factor Sir is when the topic seems to be very boring and difficult to the students so our 
only option is to find activities that will engage them and let them participate.

Teacher 7: To make it more interesting for the topic to the students. So the students will be interested in 
listening to the topics if there's ICT integration they will be more interested.

3. What obstacles/difficulties do you encounter in using ICT in teaching STEM subjects?

Teacher 1:  One sir is the absence of Internet. Sometimes there is no connection. We cannot really have it 
especially if some of us although some have the internet connection too but some of us teachers don’t 
have the internet connection at all. So we rely on the connection of the school but sometimes there’s no 
connection you cannot download you cannot research. Mahirap.

Teacher 2: Another sir, with the absence of the internet connection so our only option is to make our own 
presentation. And one thing is to encode the formulas and the other mathematical symbols.
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Teacher 1: Yeah. It takes time. 

Teacher 1: Ano siya. Absence of___

Teacher 2: Especially in my class sir. One of the competencies there is to let the students use the soft 
wares statistical softwares though there are statistical softwares that can be used can be installed, but 
applets like ___ normal curve in which there is really a need for internet connection during the 
demonstration or during using ___ it’s not available in the classroom only in the faculty room. It’s online. 
Hindi ___.

Teacher 3: Facilities actually It’s an obstacle but for the DOST. It’s not the school providing the projector of 
each classroom of the DOST classes. Kami yun sa home room sa parents namin nagconduct kami ng 
project. There was one year meron isang projector parang pinagpapasapasahan ng 3 times for 12 
sections of the dost so __ na masyado so we decided na we provide our own through our parents class __. 
It’s an obstacle for the regular class we kept saying about our problem on the regular class we cannot 
implement this because wala naman projector dun na available. We cannot bring the students to the AVR. 
We cannot also borrow the projector to the DOST class. 

Depende kung saang teacher. Because there’s some teachers na nag loan and they bring it in their 
classrooms.

Teacher 7: Especially in MAPEH teachers.

Teacher 5: Well aside from those __ mga gadgets and facilities, one of those is the E-classroom here that 
we could not use because it is scheduled. Hindi pwede na kung gusto mo gumamit pwede. 

Teacher 1: We have different  2 computer lab sir and this is the E-classroom.

(Sir Randy Ask about the difference between the computer lab and e-classroom)

Teacher 5: e-classroom provide instructional courses

Teacher 1: For computer lab, comp-ed classes. Sir can we speak for the majority of teachers? In terms of 
obstacles, I think one is the lack of training for teachers in the use of ICT specially the old once. Parang 
mahirapan sila msyado na gumamit kasi wala naman training. In fact, kami nalaman kung paano gamitin 
ang ICT during our college subjects. Wala talaga kaming training sa ICT. Sana meron para mas 
maenhance baka napag iwanan na kami ng time. Our students would say “alam na namin kung pano 
gawin yan” so sana meron.

(Sir Randy ask if the old ones is willing for the ICT training)

Teacher 1: I think sir because there’s ICT in the IPCR. Even in the computation of grades.

Teacher 2: ___ but when it came out with the IPCR siguro they left with no choice. Kasi before when I ask 
some of the teachers may ___ they just use__ “what is that ICT?” “anyway we can just use chalkboard and 
manila paper” but when that IPCR was that required the 40 ICT integration they are trying to have in fact 
they are very much willing siguro to attend if theres formal training.

(Sir Rand Ask if how many is still lack of knowledge about ICT)

Teacher 7: Almost half

Teaccher 1: Mas madaming bata.

4. How do you cope with those obstacles or difficulties?

Teacher 1: Sir we buy load for our own wifi. And then we divide we make this as group of people like sa 
math department you want you want para magpaconnect ng internet. Yung hindi nagbabayad hindi ishare 
ung password. 
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Teacher 7: Siguro yung sa lack of __ projector. Since yung walang projector sa laptop nalang. Ganon 
nalang kasi wala talagang source. Projector. 

Teacher 5: Yung iba sir iprint lang ang presentation.

Teacher 3: mag ask nalang sila (old ones) to use the software.

Teacher 7: Ask idea on how to use.

(Sir Randy asks how the use of ICT affects the interest as well as the performance of the students.)

Teacher 3: Pwede na sila magdownload ng mga images sir insert nila mag present sila sa presentation 
pwede din sila mag download ng mga images kung ano ung gusto nila iinsert para mas makapili sila ng 
mas fitted sa topic na ibibigay sa kanila.

(Sir Randy asks how does it caught the interest of the student.)

Teacher 3: Maano ung gusto nila ung interest nila sir. Like yung gusto nila about cars for example.

Teacher 2: When I check there for portfolio, I realized that it has really significant impact on their interest 
kasi I read one of their reflections on their portfolio that at first they are very reluctant and see my subject 
as difficult one. When I integrate ICT during my presentations, introduction of my lessons they can 
appreciate it and they are more inspired to study the lesson and they appreciate its application. So what I 
see is that there’s course really enthusiast unlike last year.

Teacher 3: In my case Sir, I was teaching ICT there are interactive games related to the topic and there are 
times na I am integrating it on my lesson so during quizzes or during assessment time the students can 
remember what was in the presentation, what part na this lesson was being discussed, ano yung mga 
pictures and drawings kasi nakita nila and they were able to manipulate kasi interactive games sya. They 
can operate.

5. What ICT trainings and resources do you need to facilitate teaching of STEM subjects?

Teacher 2: I really need this, R Programming. I test it once it the coursera but I wasn’t able to finish the 
online course because of time constraint. R Programming is a free software in the internet its really very 
helpful aside from SPSS. SPSS kasi is user friendly so we can just browse the help section of the particular 
software and then you know already how to use it. But in the R Programming, I think its very challenging 
software. Most of the professors use and I don’t know how to use it.

Teacher 4: About strategies, different strategies specially in how to use. Specially in regular classes 
specially if there are not a lot of ICT resources even if it is a simple laptop or simple gadget that can be 
applicable to this lessons. 

Teacher 1: Basic soft wares. Movie maker, powerpoint etc.

Teacher 3: I just like to share Sir. I attended seminar about Computer Animation.

(All teacher agreed)

Teacher 3: Unfortunately, the length of time was very short we were not able to discuss and learn 
everything. In my case, I wasn’t able to fully apply my knowledge because hindi din sya full during training. 
I wanted to continue the training if I have the chance. In one presentation you can make already your 
discussion at the same time you can make the assessment afterwards in one presentation only. Then you 
can manipulate the presentations because you’re the one making unlike yung downloaded from the 
internet.

Teacher 1: Training sir yung pano gawin ung mga kagaya sa internet na pag sasagutan then pag mag 
answer tayo may check. Student ang mag answer pero kami ang magupload. Macromedia Animation. 
Supposedly Sir we are asked to re-echo the seminar but we already met with the other trainees at that 
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time but unfortunately wala siyang budget. There are one representative only every division. But there is no 
support. 

Teacher 5: Siguro Sir yung list of those website for the students guide. Where they can search. Para sa 
verbal na bata, visual na bata. 

Teacher 1: Google lang palagi.

(All teacher agree)

(Sir Randy asks about the e-resources)

Teacher 5: Downloaded lang sir.

Teacher 1: What I understand is LRMDS is you have first to enrol something and then get approval. There’s 
a process first before you can access it. It is not public domain.

Teacher 3: Maybe there should be a Webquest where there is a readily available materials.

(Sir Randy asks how ready the school in implementing ICT in teaching grades 11&12)

(All teachers laughed and said that the school is not ready)

(Sir Randy asks in what aspect that the school is not ready)

Teacher 3: In terms of facility 

Teacher 4: There are only two computer laboratories for how many students. The facilities is not enough

Teacher 5: they are more prioritizing the classrooms. 

(Sir Randy asks how ready the school is in terms of the human resource)

Teacher 1: I think sir ready. Because we have qualified teachers to teach. Ang problema lang ay baka kunin 
lahat e wala na magtuturo sa DOST and regular class. 

(Sir Randy asks how ready the teachers in teaching concepts integrated with ICT are)

(All teachers answers not ready because they need training)

(Sir Randy asks how would the teachers describe using ICT in stem teaching)

Teacher 2: It is an energizer. Binubuhay ang mga bata. Pag pasok ng classroom they are saying, “Wow”

Teacher 6: In my case sir, there are times since the students are bringing laptops there are cases that I do 
not bring anything only a flash drive. So if the students can see me bringing nothing, they know already 
that they need to prepare because the activities are in the flash drives.

Teacher 3: Significant and necessary. Mas updated and mas prepared.

Teacher 7: The concepts are easily remembered. There are retentions

Teacher 5: In using ICT, it could develop skills of students in terms of Math, it helps students of course to 
for retention purposes because it gets attentions using ICT.

(Sir Randy closes the FGD Session)

Transcribed by:

MR. LEW JORDEN R. JULVE

Research Assistant
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FGD TRANSCRIPTION
Location: Tagum City National High School

Session Group: Science Teachers

1. What do you think about the use of ICT in STEM teaching?

Teacher 1: For me Sir it’s a need for us to not only use but to have ICT in the teaching learning process. 
Most especially we are handling students having short yung motivation so I do really experience 
comparing a situation the learning process situation with and without the use of ICT and personally I can 
say that it’s not only a decoration and it’s really a need to make the process not only attainable but 
productive as well. So it’s a need

Teacher 2: ICT integration is very much important since it facilitates learning especially nowadays that we 
are in the age of technological advances due to globalizations and we are dealing with students in the 21st 
century so teachers must be also in the 21st century. So it’s important in the learning process and it’s a gift 
to education and we should not squander it. It’s very important.

Teacher 3: For me, since I’m teaching the STEM integrated Science 7 and it's part of our curriculum to 
teach the scientific investigation. So if other teachers do not allow students to use cell phone, for us in 
Science, it is really a must because we use smart phone in order to take pictures as evidences to report 
their observations especially when we do scientific investigations. And after that one, we make use of the 
laptops in order for their presentations and then that’s the time that I could observe what they are doing 
since I observe them during their actual laboratory works. So I could have the comment/suggestion on 
what they are doing on their laboratory works. So by that, using their evidences, there will be a direct 
comment, suggestion, on what they are going to do next activity.

Teacher 4: Nowadays, students are commonly known as digitally native. So in short, students are more 
expert in terms of technology compare to the older ones. So therefore, we are going to use ICT for 
discussion in our presentation in the class. Therefore, possible the students learned more, you’re just 
going to just talk and talk and I would like to relay my study because my study in my master’s degree is in 
relation to ICT most specifically the Physics interactive simulation. In which as I used the strategy that 
simulation, the engagement of the students become more active compare that you are just going to talk.

Teacher 5: Just an opinion and additional. Na mention yung simulation which I am about to explain din 
sana, now I believe sir in addition to their insights, I believe that the more senses utilized, the more 
learning. So not just more on discussing, but giving worksheets. Answer this, follow the procedure, do that. 
You need some sort of interactive activity. Aside from those giving worksheets, giving information. 
Kumbaga sir it’s a direct experience by the means of ICT by using ICT.

(Sir Randy asks for the advantages and disadvantages of using ICT in STEM teaching.)

Teacher 2: In teaching Science lessons, we all know it’s very complex like for example we will be dealing 
with electricity it’s very abstract and complex. Teaching the concepts, these lessons using ICT is very 
important and the advantage from that is they will have a picture of lalo na pag gagamit na ng simulation 
and picture outlets on what’s happening in here inside the battery, or in the wires or how electrons flow so 
they see that or visualize that. If we will compare with a lecture or discussion using a book, iba ang 
pananaw ng mga bata pag nakakita sila ng mga gumagalaw galaw na electrons kesa sa picture lang. So 
that’s I think is one of the advantage of using ICT. 

Teacher 7: Advantages of ICT it can be complimentary to your teaching. It can support your teaching with 
the ICT integrations that the students can verify your name or they can know additional knowledge from 
what you are teaching and it can be also supplementary to advance learners because there are learners 
that are advanced on the others so they can find the ICT the information on the lesson that is good for 
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them. It can be a substitute also to a laboratory activity signs that are we cannot find the apparatus the 
equipment which are available in the simulation or applications which are also very comparable in terms of 
the result the learning process. 

Teacher 8: I like to talk about the disadvantage because all of them are talking about the advantage. We 
know that the ICT is useful in enhancing and increasing the learning of the students. For the disadvantage, 
one is the case of brownout. In Mindanao, we are mostly dependent on renewable energy and so there are 
times na merong draught, mababa ang supply ng kuryente frequent ang brownout and that happens to all 
of us we experience that so that’s one disadvantage of ICT. Another one is the student phasing because it 
might affect the speed in which the learner will learn because the learner might increase or bumibilis yung 
learning niya through ICT but there are those learners na nag la-lag sila kung gagamit sila ng ICT one major 
problem is their knowledge on let’s say computers may mga bata kasi na hindi talaga exposed sa 
computers and then may mga bata na takot gumamit ng computer. Kasi for the first time di pa talaga sila 
nakakagamit ng computer. Another one, may mga bata especially yung mga below the poverty line wala 
silang experience sa ganon. So that’s another disadvantage of ICT for them. Another one is ung, presence 
of mga distractors sa internet. Instead of focusing themselves on the lessons, merong mga distractors like 
facebook na nadidivert ung attention nila into doing things that are not supposed to be done during the 
session or the lesson.  

Teacher 8: In terms of the disadvantages, kasi po I’ve been in the private school we are really exposed in 
using simulation so I am one of the key proponents we are in assume class of Tagum. Meron kasi kaming 
really for the students thirty students with the projectors and we are really required to use it every day in 
Science. So nakikita ko yung problem one out, main disadvantages the attitude toward students from the 
computer itself. Mostly the student, nagrely na sila on the computer one difficulty is spelling kasi 
copy-paste agad so hindi na nila nate-train yung kung paano iselect ang idea, what is the most important 
idea in the paragraph. Ano lang sila, copy-paste and I think ang attitude nila is parang nagiiba especially 
yung generation natin 90’s and 80’s yun yung attitude. Mahirap i-control kasi pag-uwi sa bahay open agad 
ng facebook and hindi mamonitor ng parents so the teachers also pag dating ng umaga parang natutulog 
agad sila sleepy. Madaming nag che-change ng attitude so anyway hindi pa ko nag conduct ng study ang 
focus kong study is the higher order thinking skills (HOTS) . The ICT really shapes the HOTS of the students 
siguro yun lang and disadvantage the attitude toward the students. 

Teacher 4: I would like to back up the idea in which I have an experience today, in which one of my student 
he is really good in DOTA. So in times of my session, one hour wala siya hindi siya pumapasok kasi 
nafofocus sila sa DOTA sa games and also yung behaviour niya sa klase ko parang nakikita ko na parang 
alam niya na lahat due to ginagamit niya na gadget so the behaviour really change. 

Teacher 7: Just and addition, sabi niya attitude ng bata toward ICT, kasi ganito one of my experience 
nowadays kasi I’m handling research dito, when I ask my students na you do research regarding this topic, 
they usually go to the computer and internet and research that. And they are giving me wrong answers or 
answers that are not really wrong but inaccurate or unreliable na mga answers because the internet is full 
of those stuffs na unreliable. I saw it na parang it’s somewhat negative for them kasi nga nalelearn nila ay 
hindi pala reliable and it’s not valid na mga information. Nawawala na yung essence ng mga books natin 
kasi they rely solely on the internet.

2. How do you use them in teaching STEM subjects? 

Teacher 7: In teaching, I use powerpoint presentations. So meron akong collection ng mga powerpoint 
lecture slides. Yun ang pinepresent ko sa mga students during our discussion kasi from that pinapagamit 
ko sila ng simulation and then last year we use video presentation, movies we integrate that sa klase para 
mas ma deepen pa ung understanding nila. 

Teacher 4: I am giving printout worksheets to my students in which we are not just limited to the ideas that 
when we say ICT it is just more on the computer but also with the other related materials such as printers. 
So printout worksheet is one of the material we can use in our teaching. 
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Teacher 3: I usually get embed activities, simulation, videos so I converted it to execute so that can be 
viewed and kahit na offline it can be used. So I have already compilation of those na maaexecute na mga 
videos and simulations so that everytime that we will have our session during presentation so I will make 
use of those videos and other interactive lesson to the students and aside from that I give them copies of 
those files by group even though may isang computer lang by group, they could do it by group interactively. 

Teacher 2: I also make use of powerpoint presentations I usually make some of it based on my readings 
and also sa internet sites. And aside from that I also make use of downloaded videos so that it can be used 
offline apart from what they have said I also make use of interactive website, like for example in teaching 
earth science specifically on plate movements I make use of one website there that there is you have to 
click for kung ano ang mangyayari as a result of movements of plate so they will have to say it. Aside from 
that, one of the performance that we are also making is but still waiting for the result is they have to make 
use of their gadgets in making a presentation build in video format, audio format because we will be having 
a community immersion which they will have to talk to their community using a presentation about the 
disaster preparedness. They will have to use of ICT. Aside from the talk they will have to also make a 
commercials, info graphics and any informations that they can use out of ICT gadgets. 

Teacher 6: When I’m teaching with ICT, I have this simulation or applications which fits to my topic that 
should be the first thing that we have to see. The application in ICT form is just there in the platform where 
they interact but I have this assessment form for the activities I called that a webquest for an offline 
webquest, no internet connection where the instructions are given there how we are going to this platform 
here they are going to answer in the paper form because when they go back to the classroom, we don’t 
have the ICT anymore but we can only check that later. That’s how we confirm the learning that they have in 
the ICT 

Teacher 5: They have mention about the powerpoint, usually those are the strategies in using the ICT but for 
the regular students, I am handling regular students then there are no available projectors even I don’t have 
personal projectors so what I did is I made a facebook page ako yung admin then I told them to research 
and I give them the link to the videos then after that yung mga powerpoint presentation instead of having 
the lcd projector, printout and then colored pictures per visual aids and worksheets in regular students.

Teacher 1: Aside from powerpoint presentations, I find it really effective most especially on topics on 
physics and earth science kumbaga 99.9% na population sa klase pag may video when we are talking about 
types of faults, what happen on magnitude 7 intensity like this and like that pag sinasabi even with pictures 
na covered mas effective pa din pag animated siya or may mga videos so I'm looking forward na meron pa 
akong mas makita na mas maganda na mga animations or interactive simulations yung iba naman we 
teachers in science are helping each others so like for example asking one teacher because she knows a lot 
of compilation sa mga videos. Na search na niya. And I’m very sure that na screen na because not all videos 
na pwedeng madownload is kailangang mascreen muna and make sure ang website na pagkukunan is also 
reliable minsan may mga mali dun na mga concepts na kumbaga kung maibigay natin medyo alanganin 
hindi pwede so we are very much assured if na screen muna hindi talaga bigay ng bigay so dapat ma 
screen muna dapat muna iview.

(Sir Randy asks how do they scrutinize that the ICT resources from website is valid to use)

Teacher 2: For me sir when I look into some of the videos na idadownload. Idadownload muna kasi mahirap 
iplay sa internet. Then you have to confirm it by having the rating. So we will have to rate of course 
confirmatory reading and of course basic knowledge about that and if you have something na ok na siya 
because I have read this particular book so this is good. However, if meron kang mga doubts about the 
video about the thing that you will be using, you have to confirm it with other references so you do not rely 
much on pag kakita mo yun na agad. So you have to read and confirm it with other internet sites maybe na 
yung reliable talaga yung mga .org talaga.

Teacher 8: I would like to also backup the idea, aside from reading different kinds of alters and sources me 
myself sir, I am asking opinion to my colleague. For example, I have this videos or worksheets being 
downloaded, downloads in the internet so we would like to share it to my colleagues and then ask their 
opinion whether these worksheets or videos are correct or can we use this to have additional presentation 
in our class
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Teacher 6: When I examine ICT, I look into the copyright of the ano there’s a CC there. That’s the first one 
and the other one is I based it on my objectives on everyday lesson for example, this is my objectives then 
the first rule in a simulation games in ICT you play it first in your own experience. Try it first and once you 
experience it maybe is effective for you maybe it's effective for them because in the first place you’re the 
one who downloaded you should have checked the objectives. Which fits to your lesson.

Teacher 7: I think I could summarize their ideas into previously years with I do this preview the entire 
material, second is relating the material in the lesson and then when will this material come out during my 
lesson. Will this be used for the whole period or for just for the activity part or for evaluation or motivation. I 
follow that three procedures. And when I scrutinize, those are for the general materials. For websites, I 
usually tell my students to research on reliable sources just like website of encyclopaedias, dictionaries 
yung mga well-known na talaga yung mga articles, yung mga open-journals kasi may mga journals na free 
lang pero meron din yung binabayaran yun yung mahirap na data. Aside from that, when it comes to mga 
videos sa youtube, sinasabi ko sa students na make sure na yung author nung nag upload is search nila 
yung background kung may expertise ba s'ya sa ganyan na subject. Kasi kung wala mag-da-doubt ka na 
kung valid and reliable ba yung pini-present niya diyan. Sa Wikipedia naman sinasabi ko sa kanila na i-trace 
nila yung source kasi ang Wikipedia ay nag a-outsource din yan ng data. But, generally I always tell them 
kung wala silang internet maybe you can go for Encarta or Britannica na offline. 

Teacher 4: In addition, me myself also need something also to scrutinize all of them yung sinabi lahat nila. 
But yung link na ginagawa, I don’t know if it’s correct or effective ba siya. Usually after makuha ko yung 
source, kung reliable babasahin yung background, author, yung gumagawa ng website, kasi yun ang 
ginagawa ko first bago ko itetest binabasa ko yung author niya kung teacher ba siya ng ibang bansa, ano 
ginagawa niya. Ayun yung ginagawa ko aside from testing, kasi sayang yung oras diba after all yung author 
hindi pala katiwala. So yun yung ginagawa ko to double check if effective ba siya. 

Teacher 7: Minsan naman sinasabi ko sa students may mga websites ang mga universities and nagbibigay 
yung mga professors nila ng mga articles na basahin nila. Dun kayo mag reference, gawin niyong source 
yun kasi nga mga professors na sila ng universities and our belief is experts sila.

(Sir Randy asks how much effort or time do you put in to prepare?)

Teacher 7: Sakin sir it depends kung paano ko gagamitin yung ICT, kung gagamitin ko siya as instructional 
tool, mahabang oras. Usually one day or two days before. Pero kung for motivation lang, pwede siya 10-30 
minutes na pag scrutinize.

Teacher 6: For me Sir, it takes a day in inspection of tool to make to prepare but the beauty there after the 
preparation in the conduct of the ICT is smooth for us. That’s actually the dilemma we are facing now and 
the lessons are very new to us. This will be the first year that we are gathering all of these resources and 
next year ok na. This researching of videos or any ICT, anything that you can use in the integration of the ICT 
in the subjects. I have to make sure, I have to read the book first kasi bago siya so ano ba yung mga 
competencies na ituturo tapos of course you have to read the lesson and ano ba yung pag ka present ng 
lesson and how will you make use of an alternative way of delivering lessons to the student that is using 
ICT. It’s very tasking for us nowadays because you have to read and understand yung search for appropriate 
ICT integration and then if you search hindi kasi mag-eend doon so you have to check it but I believe this will 
be only for this year but for the next parang polishing na siya. So I think for one lesson we can actually have, 
if we really have to take time straight time siguro mga 4 hours in just one lesson and that would be I think 1 
to 3 days na lesson.

(Sir Randy asks how long are they using ICT)

Teacher 2: This is my first time na I have the equipment since yung mga bata ay may mga dalang projector 
as their project home room. I have now the full access of the ICT equipment. Nag purchase ang mga bata 
ng projector and also the speaker and canvass also. Now I have the acces to that and also the computer 
laboratory also is open during my time so I have really the access. However nung previous years because I 
have taught yung mga regular sections yung pahirapan ang pang hiram ng projectors I am utilizing my 
laptop but I cannot project it. But eventually, somehow yung mga previous years I have some of the lessons 
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using ICT but it is limited lang kasi hindi naman na sa 20 sections, dalawa lang ang computer lab tapos isa 
lang yung projector. Ngayon ganon pa din but yun akin lang is I have the access because yung mga 
estudyante ko meron silang sariling projector that is exclusive for them na hindi magagamit ng iba. So I 
can use that in my lesson.

Teacher 1: In addition Sir, that is about the availability of the materials. One of the example is I am handling 
three ST sections. Then I have also the regular subjects so in the afternoon during my regular sessions, of 
course I cannot bring a mini projector dun sa exclusive class kasi sila yung mga gumagamit nun. So yung 
preparation for the lesson pwede ko naman I show sa kanila but wala silang speaker and wala silang 
projector so I will bring with me my laptops or sometimes may dala ang students  and then dun nalang sa 
laptop pero mas maganda talaga kung may projector na bawat section. 

Teacher 2: Sa grade 7 merong dalawa at tatlo na projectors each classroom sa grade 8 kumpleto sa grade 
9 meron din and grade 10 may isa. For the ST.

Teacher 6: Walang problema kasi sa ST sections. I’ve been teaching STE since five years now. I think in my 
case I’ve been using ICT 3 years starting with the acquiring the projects with the whole room with the ICT 
projector. Since that time I’ve been using that.

Teacher 3: I’m using that many years in the ICT for years since I am handling the STEM students. So I 
initiate and really convince the parents to start. Kasi ako yung nag-convince sa kanila to provide or to 
purchase projector for them kasi at least para makaangat with the other students for advance and after  
that one yung isa lang i-try ko na mag-purchase on the fourth year of the grade 10. Three sections siya in 
the grade 10. So I convinced them with all those studies that my personal studies and my co-teacher 
studies to support to justify why we need to purchase projectors so by that, successful yung first trial 
namin so after another school year, I convince again just to give them the assurance. Alam ko mahal yung 
projector so you bring with that with you hanggang sa maka-graduate yung mga anak ninyo. So every year 
we purchase. So this time we already have one projector each classroom kasi they find it effective na 
maganda pala atleast they have the computer technology na subject atleast they could use their 
knowledge on subject na computer technology.

Teacher 2: I have been integrating ICT in my teaching for two years. And I can really compare the learning 
outcomes of the students. Mas advantage with the use of ICT.

Teacher 5: I would just like to clarify and answer how long I’ve been using the ICT for the STE. For my own 
teaching experience. I think I started using the ICT during 2008 hindi pa masyadong uso yung projector but 
we have our AVR sa holy cross so TV then we make use of the CD those are videos. So I think one of the 
ICT. I think I started 2008.

 (Sir Randy asks what factors influenced them in using ICT)

Teacher 6: I am teaching biotechnology first time that I am forced to use the ICT because my subject is 
difficult to teach in the classroom setting. Yung biotechnology kasi yung mga equipment in the laboratory 
is very difficult to acquire we don’t have even biotech facility here in davao region maybe. So I have to think 
of an alternative to my laboratory exercises and labworks then that’s the time that I resort to ICT kasi 
andun yung mga simulations which are very helpful in my case kasi yung mga assignments yung mga 
labworks we cannot have this in our setting at present so that’s the time na I make resort to the ICT. 

Teacher 7: Siguro yung factor yung motivation factor ko in using ICT is convenience kasi nga for me 
preparing materials is very convenient kasi nga hindi na ako magsusulat pa sa malaking manila paper or 
kartolina and then spend money just encode yung mga gusto mong ilesson. Ipresent mo lang using 
powerpoint mag search ng videos na related sa lesson iincorporate mo sa powerpoint and that’s very 
convenient for me and then you’re not going to write anymore yung mga chalk especially. So ICT there is 
really convenience. At the same time yung mga quizzes namin dun nalang pinoproject na hindi pa siya 
aksaya ng papel at ng piso pa photocopy. So I see it na convenient talaga.
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Teacher 6: As what I have mentioned earlier, there are topics in early years yung physics. It’s very difficult to 
talk to students because it’s very complex and abstract. Actually it’s a motivation. Another venue or another 
alternative and see it na hindi na masyadong tasking or stressful sa teachers. One of the motivation also is 
simulations and we have 20 sections sa grade 10. Actually now is 27 but we only have one physics 
laboratory. So we cannot use of that. For example for the first period there would be five sections sharing 
the same laboratory so you cannot use that laboratory for that time kasi apat hindi makagamit yung isa so 
that’s per period so instead of doing the activity in the laboratory we will make use of the customized 
laboratory but only for minor experiments. But we can also resort to simulations we can make use of 
interactive simulations where in it can actually do the experiment on virtual laboratory but we only need 
observation to confirmatory course to confirm the result on the virtual lab like for example, in dealing  with 
force motion we have that naman in simple experiments but if we will be making use of gadgets. It's very 
hard to setup and again isa lang siya so mas madali yun para sa akin yung magawa using the simulation.

Teacher 2: One thing that I always consider is the learning outcome kasi alam naman natin na with the 
integration of ICT madaling matuto yung mga bata so why not use or integrate ICT you do not squander it 
or use it in a negative way. So that’s one thing that we should always consider the learning outcome of the 
students.

Teacher 4: The one that triggered me to use ICT in terms of my teaching strategy Is difficulty on the topics 
of the lesson. For example is my lesson is all about plate boundaries so how I can just alter only the 
divergence of two plates theres is a divergence happens so how can I relate that one just by altering at the 
same time drawing so I make use of the ICT the simulation itself so that the topic is being visualize through 
simulation and the students would say “Wow ganyan pala mam”.

Teacher 5: In addition, for seven years I’ve started working as a teacher in Asunta, I really started in the ICT 
so laging may seminar like so one main factor siguro is what we pushed through using ICT every class is 
the interest. Kasi nga we the teachers meron tayong self interest. How much more sa students. We learned 
with interest so the students learn with interest. Once the student have interest they will not fail. They will 
find ways so I think consider natin yung factor na interest.

Teacher 4: About interest, the more the students have interest the more the topic would be engaged.

Teacher 1: Aside from the learning outcome, motivation and interest I want to add also that we can have 
convenience not only for ourself but most specially the time we all know that per part we have this set of 
competencies as our target na dapat matapos kailangan itong competencies na ito matapos. What will 
happen is if medyo kulang sa time kasi medyo kulang yung pag gamit namin ng iCT. For this section na 
meron akong ICT, ang time target ko na matapos is medyo attainable and then sometimes shorten siya and 
mas mataas yung chance na mashorten siya. Then the other section na medyo nahirapan pa mas magawa 
ng mga ganiyan so mas matatagalan. So what happen is mag kukulang yung time. So for us naman na 
meron kaming tinatarget na mapresent natin sa mga bata yung mga skills mamaster nila so at least it really 
gives us a big help na matapos siya with the use of ICT so for me mas lessen ung time. Effeciency.

(Sir Randy asks what kind of lessons they use ICT)

Teacher 7: Sakin sir ang tinuturo ko ay research so from the subject itself research talagang gagamit ng ICT. 
Ang mga bata pinapagamit ko ng emails so sinasabi ko sa kanila maghanap sila ng text book kung saan 
makakakuha ng author tapos i-search mo alamin mo yung email ng author na yan dun ka mag consult sa 
kanya so there is an exchange of information na aaply ung ICT nila. Yung mga lessons ko naka powerpoint 
tapos kung nahihirapan sila na i-comprehend yung ideas nila pinaparesort ko sila sa mga simulations and 
interactive websites.

Teacher 6: Sa akin sir yung lessons that involves processes like photosynthesis more easy to present that in 
an ICT instead of drawing. And experiments that the materials that are not available in our school. They 
have that in simulation and lessons that are easy to present visually than telling about that or the lecture 
especially that involves processes. 
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Teacher 3: So since I’ve been teaching the integrated science 7, so all the four areas in science, chemistry, 
biology physics science so I’ve been using those ICT integration in this four areas since they are still grade 7 
so they are more investigative for this four areas so it’s very necessary for them as they go higher grades 
kasi ginagamit na yan nila in their higher year kasi they have the research so they still have to train them 
how to make investigative study so all of these areas should be appropriate para mavisualize nila 
ma-understand nila. 

Teacher 8: In my case Sir, the consumer care. So yung available na mga materials na yan na available. 
Maybe some of them are flammable so the students are not allowed to demonstrate it so I found ICT is 
very complimentary. To sum up all, I think in the field of science ICT is really helpful in any lessons.

3. What obstacles/difficulties do you encounter in using ICT in teaching STEM subjects?

Teacher 6: Internet connection because as of now we do have internet laboratory but we don’t have internet 
connection. And also e-classroom don’t have internet connection. What is actually we have now is internet 
sa administration building in which we share. For me I’m just in the advantage because I also was 
designated in one of the offices here so meron kaming internet so I can search. However, for the rest of the 
teachers, they are making use of their personal yung wifi or load nila because again as I’ve said, we don’t 
have internet connection. That’s because the budget for internet connectivity was actually stopped by the 
division office so there’s no budget. Before there is so we cannot actually search on anything we can use on 
ICT integration.

Teacher 7: Sa akin personally is availability of computers and laboratories kasi maraming sections ang city 
high. More than 126 and meron lang tayong isa dalawa tatlong labs so hindi kami magkakasya so 
availability and kailangan pa mag pabook or schedule so mahirap.

Teacher 4: Aside from internet connection and availability, mine is functional. Because there are many 
computers na hindi na gumagana. Merong computer pero hindi gumagana.

Teacher 5: In addition to availability is we teachers are encourage to use ict in every session. We are 
encourage to set schedule for every laboratory scheduled date, section but I think one of the problem is lack 
of training in ICT first is for the teachers. Siguro most of us we don’t have our own laptops but siguro 
generally I think siguro mga 50% of the teachers they are not used to just like what they are doing na mag 
search ng videos they do have enough time even if they do have time they don’t know how will they do it. 
Lack of training. 

(Sir Randy asks if the old teachers still want to undergo training)

(All Teachers said Yes)

Teacher 5: Kasi even in our lesson plan we are obliged to write down what are the ICT integration in every 
session in every lesson plan.

Teacher 6: We don’t have a formal training and we learn by doing it in the work and practice. One hindrance 
toward ICT I think is the teacher attitude because sometimes we would not like to prepare because the 
preparation is tasky. We will resort to lecture which is more automatic and very easy. So I think the factor is 
the problem the teacher attitude.

Teacher 8: But Sir I do believe from our target from this year’s RPMS, we are really obliged to have an ICT in 
our daily lives. So I believe some of them don’t like the ICT because it’s tasky so whether we like it or not 
maybe on their side they will also love it. Kasi ako mismo sir marami na kaming hindi naaupdate like ano 
yung database at paano ito ginagamit. So you have to update the learning about ICT.  

4. How do you cope with those obstacles or difficulties?

Teacher 7: Before yan sir meron kaming available na generator pero hindi pa siya masyado functional. For 
the school konti lang yung power na nagegenerate. Ginagawa ko is minsan bumabalik ako sa traditional 
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method so backup dapat always. So whenever I prepare the ICT materials, meron akong backup kasi 
tinatantya ko kung kalian ang brownout. Baka may brownout so prepare tayo mamaya. May backup ako na 
activity for the student in case mag brownout kasi para mapatch. Para hindi sila maidle or isa ko pang 
ginagawa yung lesson ko iaapply ko siya using the traditional method. Sa manila paper, cartolina ang 
lecture at yung iba pang mga strategies at iba pang mga activities. 

Teacher 6: I have experience that brownout thing also when your lesson is through powerpoint presentation, 
ang ginawa ko meron akong tinatawag na powerpoint in the paper. Handouts. Okay class pag mag 
brownout powerpoint presentation in the paper tayo. So atleast I gave them copies of my presentation so 
that whenever there's no electricity, still have the lesson.

Teacher 2: Actually two preparations yan e. we make powerpoint presentations and visual aids also if ever 
lalo na kung may supervision kami so mag tutunganga lang kami doon yung supervisor namin mag- 
oobserve so you should have alternative visual aids.

Teacher 7: Ako ang ginagawa ko let’s say wala sa eksena yung brownout, ang ginagawa ko for a video 
presentation, I make multiple copies with different formats. So if ever hindi basahin ng computer ng 
ganitong format, yung isa naman ipapasok ko. Kung wala na ida-down ko na yung part na yun and just 
proceed with the lesson without that ICT.

Teacher 3: I experience it last year brownout, then it happens that on that section may mga four or five na 
laptops sila so sa laptop na lang. Then hindi ako naka-prepare ng plan b, so what I did, using their USB, nag 
save sila doon then by group nag-form a circle then I gave them the time so automatic nalang yun sir dapat 
may plan b ka. So Para hindi naman masayang oras, so walang kuryente, anyway, hindi naman kasi for the 
whole period yun so ano din siya animation o video ata yun last year so by group sila. After that 
nag-process na kami sa concepts yung iba lowbat na so atleast nagawan pa rin ng paraan. Pero pag sa 
regular sections yun na walang available na laptops, so ready talaga dapat ang teacher na activities na 
presented sa module na pwede lang maano yung mga materials.

Teacher 6: Sa technical aspect Sir, when it comes to powerpoint presentation, we go to another class with 
their own units. We make sure you save your powerpoint presentation in a compatibility mode or a lower 
version so that it can be inserted into any other units. 

(Sir Randy asks how the teachers cope up with the attitudes of the students)

Teacher 8: For how many years, I met like that students so iniiba ko yung strategies. We go back to our 
basic education especially in the strategy. I combined ICT and my traditional style. But that traditional style 
complex na yan. So mix of groupings, mixed of individualized learning. But in terms of the attitude, yung 
pinaka number one talaga na gagawin ng teacher is to follow up yung students. So mahirap talaga siya kasi 
you need to follow up the students by halimbawa, I let them research this following term. So not only 
research I let them analyse what they have researched. So pag nakita mo na yung behaviour nila about sa 
isesearch nila. So I think ang ginagawa ko talaga is follow up at the same time observation ng bata. If 
nakikita ko yung bata na mostly of them not productive in using ICT kasi nga madaming interruption like 
facebook distraction talaga yung mga yun. So I stopped for a while and go back to the traditional. Depende 
sa lesson sir if yung lesson ay kaya ng teacher lang available yung mga gamit pwede yun, but if the lesson 
hindi na kaya i-facilitate, so I impose the ICT. I think there should be a balance then follow up. Tasky talaga 
pag ICT. Sometimes minsan napapatawag ko talaga yung parents. Or the parents would come to me to 
verify ma’am ano nangyari yung bata ko lagi nalang nag fe-facebook. And it is true kasi ang ginawa ni 
ma’am yung facebook group. So lahat ng mga powerpoint andun sa group. So the parent initiate to come 
with me and to verify if ganon talaga yung facebook. So confirmation of the parents through balance from 
your strategy and teaching.

Teacher 4: Nag iisa lang kasi Sir isa lang yung nakita ko in which if I am in my class lagi siyang naglalaro ng 
DOTA. So what I did in my case I gave diversed strategy so in my class there are 8 groups. Binibigyan ko sila 
ng match-up kasi siya din yung leader e. So binibigyan ko siya ng diversed iba iba yung binibigay ko sa 
kanya na mga strategy in which in that particular group bibigyan ko sila they are going to research about. 
They are going to use the cellphone or the tablet. 
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Teacher 7: Ako Sir, pinapaulit ko sa kanila. Kasi ayaw naming ng plagiarism so they have to submit to me a 
very good research output. 

(Sir Randy asks how the teachers cope up with the availability of the resources)

Teacher 3: When we talk about availability although we are not using the computer laboratory because I 
require them to those who have personal laptops. So I group them atleast merong isang laptop every group. 
Members of the group would share laptop. Maliit lang naman kasi yung class ng stem there are only 35 so 
atleast 6 students in every group so it is ok sa isang laptop para mashare. Walang problema sakin in terms 
of availability.

Teacher 7: Sa availability of internet, personal. Ang ginagawa namin is kami na ang personal na nag 
papaload para maaccess. For the student naman ang ginagawa ko is tinatanong ko yung mga bata kung 
sino sa kanila ang smart subscribers or talk and text syempre marami yan sila tapos ang sinasabi ko ok I 
think merong Wikipedia but then sinasabi ko do not copy you just have to understand what that article is 
trying to tell you. And you have to paraphrase na so yun yung pinapagawa ko para lang may connection din 
sila sa Wikipedia. 

Teacher 2: In internet connection sir, I just don’t know if pwede ba siya mabalik. We actually have an 
initiative in the science department to have internet connection. That was the time na DOST yung sa 
funding sa DOST classes, may allocation na kasi for internet, however for the past 2 years wala na siya. So 
during that time, nagkaroon ng connection sa internet na school ang nagbabayad through DOST STE funds. 
Now nung nawala yun, we actually continue that. Ang ginawa namin is nagbayad kami, we divided that 
yung teachers sa bill. And yung mga students dun sir is they will also have access sila. So limited lang yung 
pwedeng mag avail so after mawala yung funding from STE funds, nag continue with the teachers. 
However nawala na din yun kasi sa reorganization nag lipat ng kapapelan so hindi na naasikaso hindi 
nabayaran ang mga balance. I don’t know na if possible sa STE funds ay they will have some allocation for 
internet connection because that’s very vital for the teachers in searching for appropriate tools for 
integrating ICT in the lesson. And also if possible it would be available to the students so that they can 
research.

Teacher 6: I have this web page search then I have my own internet. I save it as a webpage so that you can 
view it offline that’s for the web pages and for simulations and presentations, you can save that also as 
SWFF file one that is mentioned. You can still view that using offline version using browsers. So you can still 
have your materials even if its offline.

(Sir Randy asks how the teachers cope up with the lack of trainings of the teachers)

Teacher 3: Peer tutorials.

Teacher 4: Sometimes may nagsasabi ay hindi ako marunong mag projector pano ba to ganyan so 
tinutulngan ko. Asking for assistance like me so I am always asking pano ba ito gamitin o incovert ganito so 
medyo mas alam nila yun. Sometimes pag makalimutan ko babalik nanaman. So tulungan nalang. 

(Sir Randy asks how the use of ICT affects the interests of the students)

Teacher 8: maybe I can see their grades engagement, increasing participation at the same time, it also 
helps me to develop their higher order thinking. That includes analysis, evaluation, and creativeness 
especially so yung siguro sir nakikita ko na meron talagang interest. 

Teacher 2: My thesis is ICT related also so with ma’am mimi the title of my thesis is the effect of serious 
games on motivation and learning of the students and I found out that when we use ICT, the students 
interest increases and when the interest of the students toward the subject increases, so does its learning 
and performance. 

(Sir Randy asks how the use of ICT affects the performance of the students)

Teacher 3: Actually, for me I have observed them that they could create their own meaning. They can define 
their own without looking at books or any other. Because with the aide of that they can understand clearly. 
So by that, parang constructive na sila. 
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Teacher 2: Sa akin sir ang ICT ay pumupukaw ng kanilang interest kasi nga depende kasi yan how you use 
ICT. Last year, I was teaching environmental science so sinabi ko sa mga bata with campaign material at 
any sort about environment. You can have it in video presentation gawa sila ng movie, banners depende 
kung saan yung type nila. So it’s free so naka produce ang mga bata ng maraming outputs na iba-iba. May 
gumawa ng pelikula. Because that’s their interest. Napupukaw ung creativity nila. They are saying “Ahh 
gusto ko yung pelikula kasi maraming mga actors and actresses” So yun nalang. Yung iba naman pag 
dating sa art, gumawa sila ng graphic image ginawa nilang tarpaulin yun na ang nilagay nila sa room so 
they exhibit. Meron kaming screening ng movies so talagang lumabas yung creativity nila by their interest. 

5. What ICT trainings and resources do you need to facilitate teaching of STEM subjects?

Teacher 8: I think sir yung troubleshooting. Kasi alam natin na yung powerpoint yung word but yung 
itotroubleshoot yung gadget hindi naming alam kung saan kami tatakbo or na-stuck nalang ba kami. I think 
Sir we have to update how to manage troubleshooting gadgets. 

Teacher 6: For the group because we are advance, I think why not design a __ where we can make our own 
presentations or simulations. Because I’ve tried that and it’s very hard and background only sa flash player 
nalang. Which is not the flatform for SWF file so maybe if we can have that training for the making of our 
own simulation contents that the presentation that we have is very aligned to what we are teaching 
because other we download it but other materials there presented does not cover.

Teacher 3: I have attended the seminar on Computer Assisted Instruction. But the problem there is that the 
software is expensive. So binigyan kami ng cracked software so until now. It’s an interactive Computer 
Assisted Software na kung ano yung gustong gawin that’s make the students interactive pero the problem 
is that yung software is hindi siya pwedeng gamitin for ilang computers. So once lang siya pwedeng 
gamitin. Pero parang hindi siya effective para sa student.

Teacher 2: In addition, for advanced, yung sa DEPED kasi one of the trainings kasi sa grade 10 yung isa sa 
grade 12 is about contextualization and localization so some of the download videos are American setting 
even yung mga earthquake na yung sa topic kasi namin sa earthquake is about sa US na mga states so it’s 
good thing kung magkaron ng framing na we can make use of our own presentation/animation. We make 
use of contextualization and localization kasi the concept there is they can relate much to the lesson if the 
material is local and contextualize so kung foreign masyado yung mga materials like equipments, hindi sila 
masyado makarelate kung paano gamitin and then hindi sila matututo or hindi maximum yung learning 
nung bata. So if we can localized it, contextualized it and make use of our own presentation, mas makaka 
relate yung bata. Mas magle-learn sila. They’ll be having this interest na makarelate sila sa topic dahil sa 
ginamit na presentation.

Teacher 7: Sakin naman sir ang wish ko na maging training is basic HTML. Kasi ang HTML kasi can be both 
interactive and pwede siyang interactive pwede pa siyang gawing instructional tool kasi yung mga 
webquest natin pwede yang gawin using basic HTML na mga concepts. Aside from that, video editing kasi 
para marealize natin yung simulation. We start first with basic editing then after that, punta na sa 
simulations. Kung paano ieedit ang videos, paano ilessen yung noise ng audio, pano palitan yung nag 
sasalita o hinaan.

Teacher 5: Gusto ko yung video editing kasi I myself have difficulty to edit to my own video. 

Teacher 4: I’d like to have additional knowledge on how to make a simulation in all my personal 
understanding so that we can relate it to the student in a simple manner.

(Sir Randy asks what trainings do the teachers who are not very knowledgeable about ICT need)

(All teachers answered “Simple training”)

Teacher 1: I guess the ICT integration nagiging requirement/obligation/necessity or a must since the k-12 
curriculum has been implemented. Siguro basic siguro and madami kasi ako naririnig usually yung mga 50s 
na. Nag start sa excel. Yung computation of grades even ako nag papaassist. So basic skills sa excel and 
then sa powerpoint presentation how to insert, hyperlink yung mga videos. Merong mga command dun sir 
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pero mas gusto ko talaga na merong isang speaker na nagsasabing do this and do that. Step 1 and step 2. 
And then yung HTML.

Teacher 3: It would be better kung magkakaron ng school-based training program para mas advance. 

Teacher 6: Ako din Sir mas mabuti kung varied din yung training materials na hindi lang din focused sa 
windows kasi hindi naman lahat ng computer ay windows meron ding mac at opensource.

Teacher 2: I can speak in behalf of those teachers, kasi one of the task ng adviser ngayon is to report 
enrolment so basic talaga. And reporting now is not only hardcopy but online. So I can speak for them na 
they have that interest to know. Hindi sila actually closed sa idea ng ICT or manipulating gadgets because 
even this advisers ma old na, they actually made learned din sila with a personal para they can actually 
report the enrolment online. So enrolment kasi ng mga bata ngayon sir is ieencode sa DEPED website so 
they have actually done that for the past 2 years. So yung interest nila, yung idea of ICT is not actually 
closed sa kanila. Only the training. I would like to recall there was a training, I was one of the recipients there 
was one student there of DEPED, DOST and Intel Teach Into the Future, so actually lahat ng mga teachers 
matanda man o bata, lahat merong training. Every month, every Saturday yun na they will have excel 
powerpoints.  

(Sir Randy asks how many teachers who have less knowledge on ICT)

Teacher 2:  Less than half Sir. Because the teacher population as of now is mas marami ang bata kesa sa 
matanda. 

(Sir Randy asks about what resources do they need)

Teacher 7:  Meron kaming speech laboratory that is for ICT that is not yet finished. We also have AVR but 
walang projector at walang computer. Room lang.

Teacher 3: Most teachers have audio lapel camera.

Teacher 7: Meron din kaming opaque na projector.

Teacher 1: Additional Building.

Teacher 7: May nalaman ako sir, I don’t know if it is going to be implemented, may thrive ang division namin 
to purchase interactive projector. I don’t know if kung matutuloy. Kasi di pa naming na try.

Teacher 3: I suggest na smart board. Parang yung Surigao they are using smart board. Napakalayo na nun 
how much more ditto sa siyudad. 

(Sir Randy asks how ready is the school in teaching Grade 11-12)

Teacher 7: For me Sir, in terms of manpower kasi meron kaming mga teachers na expert sa ICT graduate 
talaga sila but they are handling TLE subjects sa computer and electronics and then pwede naman sila mag 
turo sa ICT if ever.

Teacher 2: In terms of ICT to be used in implementing k-12, they will be sharing with the junior high the next 
number of projector and laboratories. So kahit na meron tayong mga projector, computer lab, but kulang pa 
din yun sa junior. So if you ask kung ready kami, we are ready actually but they will be sharing with junior 
high. I don’t know if may budget but definitely they will be sharing with us, they can make use of the 
laboratory, projector but then again yung sources yun lang yung pagkakasyahan ng additional. Definitely 
kung walang additional hindi.

(Sir Randy asks how are them in teaching Grade 11-12)

Teacher 3: I am interested in applying for the Grades 11-12. I plan already to it. 

Teacher 2: In hiring teacher in Grade 11-12, the basic is parang master's degree. Although, there are lists of 
teachers that are recommended to teach but I think that would be for the management to decide who will 
be the persons to assign to teach to Grade 11-12 according to what I have heard if they will be teaching 
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grades 11-12, they will not be teaching regular high anymore so it would be I think the dilemma now. So 
what if these teachers will be in the senior high what will happen to the junior high kung mawawalan ng 
mga best teachers. Because we’ll know that yung classification to grades 11-12 is higher than junior. So we 
can expect that there would be the best teacher sa junior mawawalan.

(Sir Randy asks if it is possible if the teacher will be teaching in Grades 11-12 and in the Regular High 
School)

Teacher 5: Yun ang alam ko na hindi kasi iba yung sa LET grade nila.

Teacher 2:  If you are going to ask all of us here we are ready.

(Sir Randy asks how would they describe the importance in teaching ICT)

Teacher 7:  ICT is very important because it helps the teachers and the student get ahead in the changing 
and ICT will help us to cope up with the globalization.

Teacher 6: I have this in my study, that the nature of the learner to take is digital native, but the problem is 
the teachers are not digital native we are digital immigrants so my point is it’s really on us teacher to 
become a digital native teacher because our learner is already digital native. In short tayo ang mag cope up 
sa kanilang learning style which are ICT oriented.

Teacher 1: it is very important to integrate ICT because we are in the 21st century. We are dealing with 21st 
century students so we must always relate our session and integrate ICT and most specially by using and 
integrating ICT, we are developing the higher thinking skills of the students. We are dealing with developing 
their imaginative skills, and at the same time we are dealing with the intellegences.

Teacher 3: If we have this 21st century students, therefore we need 21st century teachers. 

Teacher 2: Our students nowadays are far more advanced than us actually sila dapat yung nag tuturo sa'tin 
because they have learnings in ICT far higher than us in general. But what made us important in the 
teaching process is we do have knowledge in the core competencies that they don’t have. So we really have 
to cope up with them because we cannot teach them the concepts if we do not know what to teach the 
way. It facilitates learning and it helps us become develop and technologically equipped with the 21st 
century.

Teacher 1: I do agree with what he mentions that we cannot give what we don’t have so if we teachers are 
not totally equipped with this, and then I think what we really need is an additional training and the problems 
on the availability of the tools and materials and so that we ourselves need to be motivated for the students 
to be motivated. So kailangan i-prepare ang aming mga sarili. So at least we are advanced and we continue 
to be more advanced kesa ang mga student mas advanced.

Teacher 8: We all know that today runs in technology and our students are born with technologies so I think 
the importance of ICT is we help them to become a globally competitive.

Teacher 1: I was saying earlier that our students are more knowledgeable compared to us in terms of 
technologies so the problem now is we really need to lead our students in the trendy in which they are 
excellent. So we must be digitally native the problem is we don’t have trainings, resources and different 
kinds of materials. Kasi this is the main problem so it branches out. So I think it’s up to you now or the DOST 
agency to possibly help us to cope up with this kind of problem.

(Sir Randy closes the FGD Session)
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FGD TRANSCRIPTION
Location: Iloilo National High School

Session Group: MathematicsTeachers

1. What do you think about the use of ICT in STEM teaching?

Teacher 1:  In my case, I don’t usually use the ICT, I really use ICT actually by teaching in the 2nd year and I 
only use it in the graphing part and then in the descriptive part wherein the topic is graphic also and the 
different kinds of graph. Only in some topic only but not in whole lesson. And when the students have their 
reporting, they use it. The disadvantage in our case, our projector and everything, we have 2 in the office, 
there are many of us who are using the projector so it is not enough. We have not enough for all the 
teachers.

Teacher 2: We use power point presentation in STEM so there is a smooth flow in the presentation ng 
topic. Also in computing grades we use ICT. 

Teacher 3: Brownout. We cannot use the ICT if it’s brownout. Power interruption.

Teacher 4: you should have a backup plan in case.

Teacher 2: Especially when you are having your lesson whenever it is in the power point. When there is 
power interruption, you cannot continue because your lesson is in the power point so of course you 
cannot pretend to the students for example the teacher continue how to write again on the board for the 
lesson the traditional way. Time consuming also for the preparation.

Teacher 3:  Especially in math equation, fraction, radical and etc.

Teacher 1: Actually, in the preparation for the topic itself but in the preparation of the visual itself. It may 
take 10 – 15 minutes 

2. How do you use them in teaching STEM subjects? (How long have you been using ICT?) 

Teacher 5: Only three years. Only for a certain topic in. So one grading period per year. Two to three times 
in one grading period. 

Teacher 6: In my case sir, I only use ICT in my personal use because I cannot use ICT in my class because 
of the students. So mas mahirap siya kasi karga karga siya habang lumilipat lipat. Then when you arrive 
inside the room, nag rarumble pa yung mga chair nila. Ipapaayos pa. it will take time to setup. So mag 
sesetup pa at the same time pati yung students isesetup pa kaya hindi talaga siya magagamit. It is only 
for handouts, grades then test instruction sir. For personal use more than three years.

Teacher 3: For us sir, we are using the ICT in presenting the lesson to the students. Because we are 
required to present our lesson through the use of ICT so I think when I was first admitted to that school, I 
was required to use ICT because that was the flagship of our program the school of the teacher and 
technology so for those students all the teachers teaching SOTEC are required to use ICT. 

Teacher 2: Also, I use ICT in social networking sites this one is to communicate with my students. 
Nilalagay ko doon yung mga topics for next lesson tapos sometimes take home long test, assignment, 
problems and instructions for projects of students. Announcements. 

(Sir Vergel asked what factors influenced the teachers to use ICT in teaching? In what kind of lesson do 
they use ICT?)

Teacher 3: For the factor, because we are in the SOTEC, so we are obliged or required to use ICT materials 
in teaching. 
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Teacher 5: For the factors, maybe because we are now encouraged to use ICT also for the preparation of 
k-12 teaching. To update to the 21st century students, learners. 

Teacher 6: Ako mababa lang yung kaligayahan ko, nakita ko lang yung convenience ng computer kaya 
naenganyo ako gumamit. Kasi pag dating sa sulat ang panget talaga kung sulat kamay kaya naapreciate 
ko ang computer so kahit papano hindi nila makikita yung panget. We use it in system of linear equation 
and equality so yung pag graph ng planes. 

Teacher 4: I think three years or four years ago, before descriptive ngayon experimental na talaga. We have 
a student who won International Intel and then the representative of the Philippines sa US and then 
representative din siya sa ASIA sa Thailand. Actually she’s the second one. Before, investigatory projects 
pa siya. 

(Sir Vergel asked how does the use of ICT affects the interest and performance of the students)

Teacher 3: Of course Sir, if we are using ICT in teaching, the students are very eager to learn and the 
technology will arise their curiosity and creativeness in manipulating the software. So they learn better if 
they use the ICT. They enjoy they are having fun. Especially they are going to make a video or teleserye 
using the digicam they are excited and the outputs are very good. Of course if they use ICT, their 
performance is very good. The achievement increase. 

Teacher 2: Also through internet, they have research more naghahanap sila ng better ways to understand. 
Through internet, they manage to perform well and additional knowledge.

Teacher 1: They have active participation in the discussion and usually, if we only use the traditional 
method of teaching, if you asked them wala sumasagot. Especially in graphing. So less participation.

3. What obstacles/difficulties do you encounter in using ICT in teaching STEM subjects? 

Teacher 2: One sir is internet connection. Slow internet connection.

(Sir Vergel asked if teachers suggest for an update)

Teacher 1: Also power interruption.

Teacher 2: Minsan walang announcement.

Teacher 4: In my case I don’t have the skills in making power point presentations I rarely use it. Lack of 
skills and at the same time I’m very slow in calculating there.

4. How do you cope with those obstacles or difficulties?

Teacher 1: For the power interruption, traditional teaching. Teacher ang mag babackup plan. Back to the 
traditional method of teaching. 

Teacher 4: Sa coping mechanism about sa I lack skills, binabalik ko sa mga students so inaassign ko yung 
topic so sila yung mag laline graph. Nkakahiya pag ako yung nag gawa. So assign the topic to the 
students. Group presentation.

5. What ICT trainings and resources do you need to facilitate teaching of STEM subjects?

(All teachers laughed and responded “Lahat ng trainings”)

Teacher 6: Ang hirap kasi sa amin lalo sa regular class, wala kami permanent room. Kaya kahit alam 
naming lahat yung ICT application, wala kaming venue para maituro sa bata. So additional ICT 
laboratories. 

Teacher 2: Update on teaching strategy in ICT or teaching math using ICT.
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Teacer 3: Sariling software siguro Sir. 

(Sir Vergel asked the teachers how ready are them and the school to teach grades 11-12)

Teacher 2: We are ready but the room is still under development.

Teacher 4: From 1-10 I rate it 5.

 (48:00 – 50:00 Unclear sound due to rain)

Teacher 2: In my own assessment, I am ready.

Teacher 5: Whether we like it or not we should. 

Teacher 2: Out of 10 sir 9.

Teacher 3: I don’t know if the school is 100% ready. I have to learn the current trend in ICT. 

(Sir Vergel asks about the importance of ICT)

Teacher 6: It is very important to learn ICT in everything to comply to the requirements. The lessons can 
easily be accessed online and downloaded. 

Teacher 2: Also the students learner portal, you have to update it to the website. 

(Sir Vergel closes the FGD Session)
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FGD TRANSCRIPTION
Location: Iloilo National High School

Session Group: ScienceTeachers

1. What do you think about the use of ICT in teachings?  What are the advantages and disadvantages 
of using ICT in teaching?

Vergel:  Ah, NO. 1 questions here states that, What do you think about the use of ICT in teachings?  What 
are the advantages and disadvantages of using ICT in teaching?  I think I have to write it. Yes, mam.

Teacher 1:  I believe that ICT is really of great help in teaching, first and foremost as teacher we have 8 
hours but we are teaching as full-load, we are in the classroom for 5 hours and only 3 hours will record your 
outputs and prepare for the lesson for the next day.  So, having an ICT or using ICT especially in the 
reporting and preparing methods is really great challenge because that save us time that is when I 
compare, for example, when I'm using  powerpoint for  your presentation, rather than using the traditional 
method used in the classroom esp. public schools that are using paper for example, or manila paper for 
visual basis or photocopying pages of books and enlarging graphs  for instead, we always meant to be, 
using a projector for example, the computer enable us to use the digital materials in the Internet like figures 
and drawings/illustration to figure up.

Teacher 2: For me, the use of ICT is very important in the sense that since I’m teaching earth science,  and 
that involves proper drawing of teacher and images, instead of making them myself, I would rather use the 
images in presenting my lesson and hope the load interactive ones and in a way that instead of me of 
telling them right away, because we can see what is happening or what would happen in the first set of 
execution, in the degree of images and  teacher's advice.  As much as, of course, I took the source of the 
website, instead of using a book or a textbook or an author, you can use different sources as well.

VERGEL: ADLIB'S  OK, habang nag-break kayo kanina.

Teacher 3:  As a Chemistry teacher, ICT is also very advantage in a way that methods are real in example 
where are you are using video presentations for example your lessons become very real to the students 
because it is something they can see the actual color, how those objects really move, especially those 
interactive ones.  So I think it easy to the imagination of the student as to what things really look like 
whether the smallest atom or the biggest planet.

Teacher 4: In addition to that there are plenty of video to see and animations, because when you are dealing 
with the natural phenomenon, you can say right away what things  are  happening,  or what could be the 
destruction or the effect cause by the stimuli, in which the student is not aware of, more or less ,you  can 
see right away of, these are the things that have happened and that the person who comes in,that in which 
manner  more or less see the reality of life.

Teacher7: Some more for it stimulates that which one is the podium.  Auditory that this is the thinking skills 
of the students.

VERGEL ADLIB'S : Okay.  Sorry.  I think you have given the advantages of using ICT in teaching.  How about 
the disadvantages?  Do think there's, there is one? Or.

Teachers 6 : I think of the disadvantages of ICT is that we lack the appropriate materials to be used,  
example the projector and as a public school teacher, we don't have a laptop. That's one problem.  

VERGEL:  Ang use in not lacking ano? Kasi meron na kayung existing one di ba?  So, I think it’s more on 
maintenance? Something like that.

Teacher5 :  We do have a projectors, but we only have 2 projectors for the whole school.

VERGEL: Okay, lack of facility? Lack of equipments? Equipment siguro, in general na lang po ano.
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Teacher4:  and it has 2 projector sir.

VERGEL: Equipment And maintenance, maintenance ano?

Teacher3 :  And, acquisition, probably.  

Teacher4: We don’t have the funds.

VERGEL ADLIB'S :  Equipment, maintenance, and Funds.  Okay, Something more? Aside from…

Teacher5 :  I think sir, one or another disadvantage is, we do travel from one building to another building.  
So, it is difficult for us teachers to carry all the equipment.  

Teacher3&4 :  The bulk, at the same time if you have to set up from one room to the other, therefore if you 
need someone in another room, you have to tell us before ahead of time. If they have still time, probably 
that will fall down to the lack of Laboratory room? 

VERGEL:   Where you can place the, equipment.  

Teacher4:  Ready to disable Sir. Where do don’t need to occupy space.

VERGEL: Rooms? Maybe rooms? Or.

Teacher4:  For Science.  Especially for science classrooms.

 VERGEL ADLIB'S :  Oh, really, so hindi naman problem sa inyo yun mobile network? Anyway, I think kasama 
at included na yun lack of equipment siguro.  You really like to go more in wireless technology, di ba? Of 
course wireless technology is more costly than the regular one.  Although, you get the advantage of 
transportability, di ba?

Teacher3 :  Another one is we are not trained or able of what kind of application for computer application 
and ICT wherein you can say enough.  We don’t have enough training…  Is another.

VERGEL ADLIB'S :   Pwede na to ma’am Naley and…

Teacher4 :  Another Sir, One for using the ICT, for example if you are using, pano ba yan, in relation in the 
Internet, and the power of the Internet firm is to connect, you should be ready with your demonstration and 
you will go back in the virtual way of presenting your Lesson.  Through, electricity (power dependent), 
power failure. 

VERGEL:  Power back-up.  Marami na.. Okay. We have listed already four.  Sa palagay nio Ma’am medyo 
marami-rami na rin.  Okay back-up power is very important.  Pero, importante din siguro di tayu maging 
slave of the technology, di ba? Anyway,  I think ah marami, I think you have to add ma’am, with the 
disadvantage.

Teacher :  One if you are using such technology, each students has already access to the Internet, it's 
difficult to monitor what the students are doing, especially they are already included in the Net, when you 
direct that to a certain website for example, they can also open a website, in the same time the website you 
are opening.

VERGEL:  Ah.. Ano baa ng general term diyan? Yung pupuntahan nia, or Profile.  Talaga hindi mo 
mako-control yun browser. Sa akin as a researcher, young and restless yang mga yan eh, kunwari bibigyan 
mo lang sila ng lull time, papasok kaagad yan sa favorite nilang website or kwan.  So, siguro kung mabilis 
kang mag-pace-out or ma-slow ka, tendency of the student ay ko-connect talaga yan sa ibang website. 

Teacher :  Specially, for example, if you are waiting for the others to have an Internet connection,  or the 
other have already Internet connection that’s a problem.  Because of waiting the others to access the same 
sites, the time best for the student of the browsing other website.

VERGEL:  Siguro, habits or online habits parang ganun. Or, another term for habit.  Workaround. Tendencies, 
Okay tanggalin na lang ang habits.
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Teacher/s :  Tendencies being instructed by other RA . 

Teacher : Another one Sir is that, with the use of ICT, students will have a knowledge overload.  If they know 
to open website, of other, wherein the young concept in Science, they have other pre-concept idea.  And, 
they non-research before introducing the topics event and then they cannot focus due to knowledge 
overdue.  

VERGEL:  Parang knowledge overdue, ang taway nio. Or, overload.  

Teacher : And I think for Problem No.1, then, I think it’s gonna takes us all back  to the point that where 
teachers lacks the knowledge to really manage ICT like, in my little knowledge of it.  I kinda know that there 
are lying options wherein you can filter title that are allowable for them to navigate like if within the network 
wherein you can block facebook, they will not able to open it. Or, they cannot even open specific site, only 
are those that allowed it by, whatever you call it, server or ICT administrator, whatever.  So, I think, although, 
it’s very important to really put teachers in training of the house rules with regards to monitoring now that 
they are using it… a practice.

VERGEL:  Shall you it and advanced training or basic?

Teacher : It could be.  You cannot really say that it’s an advanced training because it could be put in the 
basic right.  Because it’s incorporated already with the basic teaching itself.

VERGEL:  On IT security shall we say on, let’s be specific siguro ano?

Teacher :  We don’t know the term Sir, but that’s the idea of it.

VERGEL:  Web security or yun nga pag-filter term ng online sites di ba. Or, Website/Internet management.

Teacher/s :  In computer lab, we usually filter some of the sites if you have classes and you cannot open.  
The way I look at the disadvantage of the one is duplicating some students will be using the laptop and 
cellphones itself. But if your inside of the computer lab, for sure the websites are already filtered with no 
control if the students inside your class are using laptop and cellphones.

VERGEL:  Okay, I think we are talking already number three.

Teacher: It depends on the situation, in my case, I subject them to submission of laptops and all gadgets in 
room or locker. And, in case they need to present their reports, that’s the time we need to open the locker.

VERGEL: I Think we are done for question no.1.  So, lastly po.  Last, more updated suggestion, on the 
disadvantages?

Teacher: So far, so good.

2. How do you use ICT in teaching STEM subjects? How long have you been using them in teaching? 

VERGEL: I think we go on Question No.2. How do you use ICT in teaching STEM subjects?   And, then 
follow-up question, how long have you been using them in teaching? 

Teacher1: How do you use ICT in teaching STEM subjects?   

VERGEL: And, No.1 is, How do you use ICT in teaching STEM subjects?   And, then follow-up, how long have 
you been using them in teaching? 

Teacher 1:  We start it on the planning, if you can like look for, although not really going to copy all the whole 
lesson plan there, you can look for teaching strategy on teacher's blog.  For example on how they were able 
to teach on how they taught certain topic so you can get an idea from them.  

Vergel : Wow! You have mentioned about blogs.  So, some of you have blogsite?

Teacher 1:  Ya, you can visit one.
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Vergel :  Oh! Really.

Teacher 2:  She’s a blogger.

Vergel :  Oh! That’s nice. So…

Teacher 1: Or, you can even write as simple technology like guys “Ask a Friend” and you can ask a critic in 
other country on how they do it there... and you can integrate it with your subject.  

Vergel : And, How long you’ve been using blogs?

Teacher 2: I’m very young.  From the time I started teaching, the whole teaching experience I have in 4 
years.

Vergel:  Four years, tama. Blogging started I guess around 2006. Anyway, Number 1 siguro is blogs. 
Blogsite okay!  Ah, madami naman yan no.wordpress, blogspot.

Teacher 2:  And also we use slideshare

Vergel: Slideshare.com Okay. Ah.. Online presentation resources.  I think .. Online presentation site like 
Slideshare.  Andami nito eh! Pero, I think eto yung pinaka-common.  Slideshare.  Blogsite and then four 
years, more or less, ay maganda to Ma’am.  Actually, I have also one, and wordpress yun ginagamit ko.  
Yung pong Slideshare how long ninyo ginamit po Ma’am?

Teacher 2:  Since last year, but in my own Slideshare, Three years. Online presentation

Vergel: Websites to ma’am ano? So, selected sites like, ano, website, like.. anong sinabi nio ma’am?  Ah very 
kwan eto ah! Ma’am parang encyclopedia.  

Teacher 2:  Meron silang online animation. 

Vergel: McGraw Hill online animation. Pwedeng Google or google sites.  Google Sites, Google Groups, 
andami eh.  Google technologies na lang in general no! Google Technology. Oo. Technologies

Teacher 3: Another one sir, the use of social media requesting books

Vergel:  eto ang pinakabago

Teacher 3:  Or, emails, wherein they can submit their outputs in a paperless way.

Vergel:  Another item yun E-mail siguro kasi yun ang pinaka-traditional no? Social media… Andami nito one 
hundred plus na websites and the famous among is Facebook. Di ba? Ma’am, how long na kayu 
gumagamit ng Facebook Ma’am, sa estudyante?

Teacher 4: If I don’t make friends with the students until…

Vergel : Of course, maraming disadvantages.

Teacher 4: At least, mga five years.

Vergel : Marami ng friend si Ma’am.  OK. Ano pa ba? Aside from kuwan Ma’am, may gumagamit ba ng 
twitter? Or, tawag nito… Instagram,  mga commom na ano to?

Teacher: For us we post it ‘cause we don’t much gate to on that.

Vergel:  Me gumagamit ba sa into ng Pinterest.com? Very useful yun eh.  Para siyang social bookmark.  
Once you tagged the picture, you’ll see the description plus the website.  So, for example, may nakita kang 
human body ah, anong tawag nito, skeleton, di ba.  So, you the description there plus the website. So you 
can easily return.  

Teacher1: We have pinterest but for my personal use and sharing with, because I have a facebook account 
but students are not invited.  For example, when I saw something on the Internet, I just tag it down.   

Vergel:  And then, but…
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Teacher1:  For example, using it for your own.  Hyperlink it with the powerpoint, but I don’t do like student’s 
vying social media account.

Vergel:  Actually, part pa rin siya ng kuwan social media.  Pero, yes, I think… Suggestion? I mean, I do share 
a picture with my friends, daughter.  Sons and daughter.

Teacher: For friends …

Vergel:  Ma’am, how long? 

Teacher: One year pa lang

Vergel: Okay…. Okay.  Meron pa kaya?  Blog.  Ano ginagamit nio Ma’am na blog? Yun sinabi nio kanina.  

Teacher: Blogspot.

Vergel: Blogspot. Pero yun gustong gusto ng mga bata ngayon ay wattpad.

Teacher: wattpad 

Teacher3: She’s the youngest of us all.

Vergel:  Actually, maganda yung wattpad…Pang-kabataan.  Pero yun blogspot or wordpress at medyo pang 
teacher na yan eh. Yun feature niya. Okay, Ms. Ramos, ICQ.  Social Bookmarking, di ba! Iba naman yun sa 
social media account.  (Vergel writes on the brown paper) Marami po kasi ito ma’am.  Ano po yun 
ginanagamit niong sikat na bookmarking site? Addthis, di ba? Addthis, ano pa ba? Wala pa ba sigurong 
gumagamit sa inyo ng kuwan no ng, Digg?

Teacher3: What I mean sir for example, you want to bookmark the website, just using the right-click, what 
will appear is the bookmarking page.

Vergel:  marami nga syang ganun ma’am eh! Ahh.. Do you bookmark in your web browsers?

Teacher3: Yes.

Vergel:  Okay! Hindi siya social? Dalawa kasi yun mam eh.  Maraming bookmarking sites. Yun yung, okay. 
Local user bookmarking. Dalawa kasi eto ma’am eh, example ma’am is Addthis.com.  Ang kagandahan ng 
social, pwede mong ma, kahit wala ka computer mo, mobile ka!  Actually may, may sikat na apps dyan eh, 
yung getpocket kasi meron syang ano to sa mga patch.  Okay ano pa ba?

Teacher4: Downloadable Emails.

Vergel: Yes. E-books. That’s another thing. Actually marami tayu nito.  Siguro e-books sites ano.  Ma’am 
marami na nga ano. Eto kasi ay reference eto eh. Selected website on Science na lang siguro, para maging 
particular tayu ano. Selected sites on.. science na lang.  Science related or in general na in science. Eto 
naman E-books naman.  Ah.. general na to.  Di ba, I mean.  E-books Ahh.  Paano yun mam? Download nio, 
Ni-refer nio sa kanila, tapos download nila sa Ipad, ay, tablet nila?

Teacher2: Pwede.  Or, you can even use it as for personal use, like if you wanna refresh your teaching skills 
or your psychological “choor-la”. 

Vergel: But anyway, Ya, I just like to clarify kung… do you?

Teacher2: But you can like get the types for downloading for a certain e-book and then you can give them to 
them for or give it to the students to download it for reference.

Vergel: You mean, you are giving them the web address and then..

Teacher2:  And, the URL.  And, then you can, actually it’s very useful for you will be looking for an article.

Vergel: Actually, we have a, an e-book also.  Website is courseware.dost.gov.ph.  So,  Flash file lang yun, you 
have the students can download the different modules in science and math.  Our latest module is Grade8.  
So, katatatapos lang last March, Grade7&8.  Ah… courseware.dost.gov.ph.  Okay,so. Saglit lang.. refer that to 
your.  Ma’am do you give the test or exam by using e-books.
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Teacher2:  No, for reviews.

Vergel:  For additional reference. E-books for student’s reference.  Okay.  I think..

Teacher3:  Another one…Ah!  It is also or I use online video or documentary films.. Uhm

Vergel:  via youtube.

Teacher3:  Enhancement facility..

Vergel:  Including .. Ah, ah kwan kasi ang youtube kasi is Google Technology di ba?  Okay, youtube na rin.  
Youtube.com. Tama ma’am? Okay.  Ah, is it a required, do you, or eto nga sa Facebook Ma’am ano kasi eto 
nga yun sa kanya the other one, parang, do not like the use Facebook. And, then the other may gumamit sa 
inyo ma’am ng Facebook ano, do you. Wala namang house or school rules na you become selective to the 
type of social media you are going to use in teaching? Wala naman ma’am? Oo, Okay yun nga…

Teacher4:  Yung Facebook is use for submission of their output.  Unlike for group account/group page.

Vergel:  Group pag.. Ah Ya, particularly, ang facebook nio is e-group or in group? Okay.. meron pa Ma’am?  
Cloud Computing, Wala? Cloud yun ah..

Teacher3:  I setup mine to the cloud and mindset anymore.

Vergel:  But you have experienced ano? 

Teacher3: Ya

Vergel :Kasi yung Gmail, gmail account, ay may cloud nay un eh.  Pag sineyb sa cloud or may option duon 
di ba?  You are using it actually, di mo lang nano-notice. Di ba? Parang hard disk sa…

Teacher3:  So we don’t know where to find it anymore.  Like, sa Windows phone.  You have the option. You 
can store powerpoint presentation in the nokia phone.  Then,  you can save it to the cloud but the problem 
is, you cannot see it anymore.  I don’t know where to go.  

Vergel:  Ah.. but ang cloud ng ano to, ah, Microsoft is Skydrive?  Ya, skydrive di ba kasi yung sa google is 
onedrive.  Di ba?

Teacher3:  Level up sya Sir, like, save to Skydrive. But to access it…

Vergel:  Ay.. do you have a live.com email? Kailangan mo yun,

Teacher3:  I cannot.. actually have a Microsoft account.

Vergel:  Or, the Hotmail account? Nung araw pa yun.  Pero, actually very useful yun Hotmail ngayon.  
Pinalitan lang nila ng live.com.  Hotmail was absorbed already by Microsoft.

Teacher3:  But still giving you the Hotmail option so.  Like, say you wanna save a URL, for example, in your 
phone and still you gonna ask you to save it the Hotmail or the google.  Sir, the problem there is very 
complicated for us.

Vergel:  Ah, kung nahirapan kayu sa Microsoft, why not use Google?  Kasi yun phone mo ay Microsoft. Ah 
okay lang.  Sa akin, I feel.. I like that. Hahaha! Of course, there’s a difference between Microsoft at saka 
Google di ba.  Ah, you have to find it, that, okay.  Ah, from using applications, saving files.  Di ba simple lang 
naman di ba? Ah save, storing, ano to, ah mga documents di ba. Teaching documents shall I say, di ba?

Teacher3:  A year sir. 

Vergel:  Okay. One year. Some more? Sino gumamit sa inyo ng gmail ma’am?  Di ba nio napapansin ma’am 
nagche-check kayu ng kuwan blog.  Cloud computing na yun.  Okay.  Let’s proceed to the next question.  Or, 
any final… final words.  All right, listen up.
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I think question no. 3 is, let’s go, what factors influence  you to use in ICT teaching, and then, what kind of 
lesson do you use ICT? What factors influence you to use in ICT teaching?  (Vergel writes the questions and 
the inputs of the teachers on the Manila paper)

Teacher4:  To enhance your imagination for what is happening… in the.. what you are looking for specific 
topic..

Vergel:  Or…So, you have there, factors in, time management ano?. 

Teacher3:  Fellow teachers.

Vergel:  Uy, in si ma’am.  Fellow teachers…

Teacher3:  Competency or competent

Vergel:  Or, Competency na lang, one word

Teacher4:  Competency.. and advancement of.

Vergel:  And then advancement.  Advancement.  Okay.  Ah, so have one in kind of method there is earth 
science. And.. 

Teacher3:  and also in..

Teacher4:  all sciences.

Vergel:  All na lang, all science.  In all sciences di ba?  Okay.  Medyo.  Or, another.

Teacher2:  Or, if the question, or, if the question is ah because other students are … is exclusive own by 
itself, if the question will mean that.. in what particular kind.   So, we use them, for example the video 
presentation, we can use them to re-enforce full concept.

Teacher3:pure teaching model.

Vergel:  Re-enforcing? 

Teacher2:  Re-enforcing concepts. 

Vergel: And enhancement.  

Teacher3: and Enrichment.

Vergel: Is that similar? Hahaha.  

Teacher2: Ya.

Vergel: Okay, in the enhancement of concept, period ma’am?  

Teachers: For enforcing Science.

Vergel:  Ah, Do you have some more additional on that.  Or, shall we have a break? Ha!ha!ha! Actually, we 
can have a .

Teacher3: ano sir, showing models and the predictive probability.

Teacher2: for better presentation.

Vergel:  Better.. presentation.  Dito ma’am ano?  Ma’am here. Okay.  Is it okay with you, working break tayu 
kasi we started late. Okay.

(SNACK BREAK PRERATION)

Vergel:  Shall we proceed to the next question?  No.4 is What obstacles/difficulties do you encounter in 
using ICT in teaching STEM subjects? And the follow-up question is, How do you cope with those obstacles 
or difficulties?
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3. What obstacles/difficulties do you encounter in using ICT in teaching STEM subjects? How do you cope 
with those obstacles or difficulties?

Teacher2:  Again, again, again.

Teacher3:  Power interruption 

Teacher4: Slow Internet connection.

Vergel:  So you have Power and Internet connection problem? To become general, pwedeng power 
management.

Teachers: Power interruption.

Vergel:  Ah..To become general, pwedeng power management. Di ba? How about cooling? 

Teacher3: Sir, what?

Vergel:  Cooling of your lab.  

Teacher3: Ah, ventilation.

Vergel:  Wala naman problem? Or, ventilation.  

Teacher3: it’s not really exactly, that I think.  Ah, Internet fees.

Vergel: Ah, because, Kaya, I ask cooling. Technically it distributes power.  Ay kung maingay yung cooling 
system mo ay mag-over-heat ka.

Teacher4: Anyway, not all labs, have an air-con.  We just use of electric fan. So, pag power off, labas sa 
computer lab.  Walang klase.

Vergel: Aircon ventilation.  Okay yung second is connection. Actually, it’s a general problem not  just here in 
the Philippines.  Compared with other countries. Okay,  Next.  Ah.. follow-up question is, How do you cope 
with those obstacles or difficulties?

Teacher3: Not use ICT. Prepare Back-up.

Teacher1: Back-up activity.

Vergel: Back-up na lang.  

Teacher4:  Or, alternative activities.  

Teacher2: Back-up activity.

Vergel:  Or, Plan.  

Teacher4:  Or, Backup plan.

Vergel:  Do you consider the tradition way as backup plan? So, I just put it here, go back to traditional way or 
method. Doble.  Or, traditional method. Traditional method of teaching.  Is that good, not bad? Okay. Add 
some or let’s go on to the next question. Okay. The next question is “How does the use of ICT affect the 
interest of your students? Again, “How does the use of ICT affect the interest of your students? And the 
backup question is “How does the use of ICT affect the performance of your students?  The first question is 
all about interest of the student and the next is the performance of your students.

Teacher4: They are more interested.

Vergel: Performance.

Teacher3: They get more interested. Even numerical value.

Vergel: More interested.
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Teacher4:  The class becomes more interactive.

Teacher3:  Significantly, interested.  Really.

Vergel: More interested, and interactivity.

Teacher1: more interactive.

Vergel: Ah slash na lang, more interative.  How about the performance? How do you measure performance?

Teacher3:  They have vivid understanding of profitted, they,  if you are looking, if you let them there’s 
something to do with a process.  And, use to them an actual video or a video of an actual thing and the way, 
more or less they can express or they can understand the concept better and they can express them with 
their own words without being too bookish about it.

Vergel:  Ya, mahirap din yung bookish. Ano?  Sabi nio not bookish?

Teacher3:  Like they quote the work, they quote the process,  they tell you the process.  They quote you 
written on the book like verbatim.

Vergel: Okay.. ah!

Teacher3:  That is, with that, seems they can express it with their own words.  It’s like assuring you that they 
can already grasp the full context.

Vergel: More assurance, on learning? Ma’am.

Teacher1:  When we talk of performance, it does not mean the only words that they can get, but I think we 
can also look into ah.. on how they would apply the concept in a situation ah.. and when you ask them, um.. 
they could easily recall and say it on your own way.

Vergel:  So, more recall? On subject matter? 

Teacher3: I think retention is better.  

Vergel: Retention is better.

Teacher3: Or, improve the retention. Deeper.

Vergel:  Retention. Ano?

Teacher3: Deeper understanding….

Vergel:  More improve… then analysis.

Teacher3:  They become more analytical.

Vergel:  They become analytical. Become… Okay! So,

Teacher3:  Maybe they also learn how to evaluate.. some investigation.

Vergel:  Learn how to elaborate situations? Ah.. Learn how to elaborate situations.  Or, shall I say more 
research-based/research-related?  Ah, how to evaluate situation, Ma’am? Can you, can you say that there 
are more research-oriented? Not, not so.

Teacher3:   It depends to the options, if you are going to ask them for such ahh.. such situation wherein if 
ahh..  info in my own words, and that they will learn how to answer the question. Would that be evaluation 
be right Sir?

Vergel:  Because evaluation is really part of your research.  But anyway, I think, can you add something 
more?  About the interest? Actually, number two na to.  Okay.  More interest, more interactive.  

Teacher4:  Student tends to be excited with the lesson.  Looking forward.  Looking forward for the next, next 
presentation.
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Vergel:  Excited.  Excited to learn.  Next.  Excited.  To learn or how about study? To learn or study.

Teacher4:      To learn plus study.

Vergel: Okay. You have any question? And, Shall I proceed to the next question?  It says here that, “What is 
ICT training from resources do you need to facilitate teaching of STEM subjects?  It concerns on resources 
on…. On training and resources.  I think resources needed on ICT.

Teacher2:  Just that would depends on the age the teacher wherein, who are, in our case,  like in the 
medium of Apple, I think ah, they should have a plenty of knowledge and skills.

Vergel: And, budget.

Teacher2:  (Once listening), But for us, I think ah.. I need a training on how to browse the Internet.

Vergel:  Navigate?

Teacher2:  Navigate what site would be better for… 

Internet browsing or Internet applications in general.  Sometimes, the problem with technology, it’s fast.  It 
evolves fast.  So, you have to follow or else ah.. they termed it as “Napapag-iwanan ka”. Di ba? So I think, 
that’s one of the, for me,  disadvantage also of ICT why you keep on learning from time to time.  

Teacher3:   But, since as what Ma’am ___ has been telling us, we have 8 hours in school.  Five hours for 
teaching and the 3 hours is significant for preparation, recording.  So, when we go home is another story for 
us. So, not all the time we are always into the Internet or in front of the system.

Vergel:  Part of that 3 hours, ah… earlier, a recording.

Teacher3:  Yes, the recordings.  We have the separation of lessons.  We have the advanced school.   

Vergel:  Do you.. ah.. give time to Internet ..ah surfing or digital ah,

Teacher3:   Yes, we use of the time, Sir.

Vergel:  Okay, maybe because of … yun nga  

Teacher3:  Lack of time.

Vergel:  Or…  

Teacher3:  Another factor. Aside from our teaching load, we have a special assignment.

Vergel:  So, you have here ICT resources needed..

Teacher3:  Obstacle.

Teacher2: Ah, Internet security.  Last year, a certain time one who ah.. some students used the 
computer-aided instruction room, someone site will the “pop-up” and that’s why there are some student be 
will destructed because they clicked the pop-up which will lead to another site. They need to advance to or 
lies..

Vergel:    That’s part of Internet lies, because of the free or open source website or programs.  Ah, specially 
like Yahoo, dun sila kumukuha ng kita nila or revenue.  And also Google. Especially facebook, of course, 
kaliwa’t kanan yun ads di ba.  Okay Internet security. Some more? 

Teacher2: Computer maintenance?

Vergel:    Like? How to upgrade your computer, di ba? And that’s basic computer maintenance.  Okay, so 
much on that.  So, Shall I proceed to the next?  In your assessment, “how ready is your school in 
implementing Grade 11 & 12” ? And, the follow-up question is, “In your own assessment, how are you ready, 
in using ICT in teaching science and math in Grade 11 & 12 in case you will asked to teach those classes in 
the future?”
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Teacher2: If we are, if the, for example, in the module, for example, if there is already a big Internet/website 
for example, that is included in there, so the update of time define for a watch time for a system per student 
is intended for them.  So, I think, umh, whatever the picture as the teacher’s point of shoot, the website for 
example, used for a reference or as additional for our report in teaching science concept, I can the scale for 
the school is ah four (4).

Vergel:    Four. From scale of 1 to 10?

Teacher2:  Ya. Below Ten, which include Four.  That includes also, taking into consideration of, for the 
obstacles and the recording place of the schools… present time.

Vergel:    Okay.  Ma’am, follow-up question, why did say so?

Teacher2:  Ya. Like I said, that includes, taking into consideration the obstacles and the present current of 
the school.  For example, not only hour management but the power interruption.  Because, let say power 
management, the power is already present in the school but you cannot manage it.  However, power 
interruption will also depend on the supplier of the power.

Vergel:    Okay we also like to include that.

Teacher2:    And, of course, of the Internet.  No, it’s the, for example Grade 11&Grades 12 incorporate, ICT, 
that’s purely ICT or ICT-based mode for school forming.(Joke)

Teacher3:    we don’t have much of the computer.  It’s not a one on one teaching.

Teacher2:    For that sir, I ain’t to know that school is made out of different schools, so, for example for 
Special science class, they have their own computer laboratory.  So, we have an access to some of their 
computer.  However, for the regular class, some of other special programs, like ah, special program for 
point, we don’t have an access to ICT, for teaching the student from the regular program for example, and 
the other schools they don’t have experience in using ICT, I think ahh.. would be a challenge.

Vergel:    Of course, major consideration is, Internet, Okay.

Teacher3:    No 1.  The way I look at it, before, but we a lack a tools, and not to mention the Internet.

Vergel:    Okay, sabi nio ma’am, four out of ten, for the whole school.

 Teacher4:    That is because, if you have to say Grades 11&12 or Senior High school, that will include all the 
students from other program, with the junior HS. So, actually, I’m referring to Grades 11&12.

Vergel:    Readiness.  And.. Grade.  Di ba  K11, ay, G and G12 ang ginagamit.  And, ang sabi ni Ma’am, the 
school is not prepared. No?

Teacher3:    That we lack ah.. computer facilities. That includes the unit and the Internet.

Vergel:    Due to lack of facilities?

Teacher2:    Sir we are thinking as of today , although we understand the management are also doing its 
best in order to come up enough, buildings and facilities for the student.

Vergel:    Can I just insert Current, current facilities?

Teachers:    With current situation.

Vergel:    Okay di na ba kayung pwedeng magiging specials? Joke. Special pa rin. Yeah, SFP tama ba ako?

Teacher2:    I think we will still be,  with the,  they will maintain the school with the different program. Of 
course, we are looking forward to the ..

Vergel:     Okay, next is.. Anong sinabi nio yung power is not ready for ah.. parang Internet activities.  
Something to do with the technically eh.. Actually dito na rin eh, lack of facility yun ma’am. Okay.  Kaya lang 
yung facilities dito di ba, pero yun sinabi niong power ay outside yun eh, outside source.
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Teacher2:     The way I understand, power management, there’s no question about power received line in 
the school. Power interruption, that also includes, of course, the power and its line in the school. In Power 
management, and power interruption, 

Vergel:     The supply..

Teacher3:  Or, some power supply gets interrupted.  Power supply interruption.  

Teacher2:    That’s include sir low voltage, fluctuation, brownouts.

Vergel:     Okay. Can we just generalize it as power supply interruption.  Pwede na yun?   Okay.  May 
additional pa po ba or, we proceed to question no.7?

Teacher2:  Ah, I think one also the factors there that would acts or if you are ready for the Grades 11&12 
using the ICT, and the question of how these grade students.  Because, we understand if all the student 
grades from within the school, we all know that they have all access to Internet or ICT, during their stay in 
the school.  But, the students Grades 11&12, would come from other school, we don’t know if they are 
ready even the basic navigation of ICT.

Teacher3:  With the knowledge of the incoming Grade 11&12, sir?

Teacher2:  ICT knowledge of incoming Grade 11&12.  Grade 11 knowledge.

Teacher3:  Of incoming Grade 11.  Students

Vergel:     Okay

Teacher2:  For the concerns of teachers, though competent as teachers in teaching ICT for Grade 11.

Teacher3:  So that’s my, my, on the other side on the positive way.  Teachers are, manageable. Most 
teachers are already computer literate.

Vergel:     Okay.  We’re almost in the last question hah!hah!  Then last question number 8.  In general, shall I 
proceed? 

Teachers:  Yes, sir.

Vergel:     With In general, how would you describe the importance of using ICT in your teaching? 

Teacher3:  If there’s students, or you have a laptops, ipads or tablet.  So, I think it’s very important also to 
upgrade ourselves, or update. So we can relate to them.

Vergel:     I think yung the basic consideration yung, for cellphones now, is not just an ordinary cellphone.  
It’s a smart cellphone, di ba?  Compared before, and yet a basic cellphone. Ah, It’s the new. it’s the trend.  
Actually, it says here, how will you describe the importance of using ICT in teaching.  So.

Teacher3:  We will all agree on the necessity.     

Vergel:     Okay.  It’s a tool in today’s life.  Tama ma’am?

Teacher4:  A tool in teaching.  Learning and teaching. 

Vergel:     Okay we’re all done.  Some more?

Teacher3: If speaks the necessity thing, it’s really embodying the entirety of all the descriptions therein.  It’s 
already be all. 

Teacher4:  Support only one but not really hah!hah!

Vergel:     So, Okay na tayu? hah!hah!

Teachers:  Yeah!
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Vergel:    I think that will wrap-up the discussion.  Sir. Again, thankful.  Thank you very much for participating 
our focus group discussion.  And, we have to inform you the result of this study.  Maraming salamat.

Teachers:  Thank you.

Transcribed by:

MR. VERGEL P. REBUTA

Science Research Specialist II
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FGD TRANSCRIPTION
Location: Ramon Magsaysay High School - Cubao

Session Group: Mathematics Teachers

1. What do you think about the use of ICT in STEM teaching?

Teacher 1: The use of ICT enables students and teachers to make work faster and efficient. Pag ikaw ay 
exposed sa ICT madali at malawak ang resources and their readily available not only for the students but 
also for the teachers. Now the problem is siyempre we are in the public school, the availability of the 
resources kasi hindi lahat ng classroom ay kaya supplyan ng equipment we only have one laboratory 
limited quantity pa. Then we are trying to bridge the use of the ICT and the conventional way of teaching 
kasi ayaw namin maging dilemma dito ay ayaw naming forever maging dependent ang bata sa technology. 
Mahirap din yung advance ka nga pero hindi mo alam. That is what we give emphasis in ICT in the 
teaching. 

Teacher 2: Kasi na try ko siya yung unang part of first grading so ang advantage niya yung mga bata 
talagang interesado kasi nakikita nila. Ang topic namin ay SET so navivisualize mas madaling naiintindihan 
nila. Kasi diba yung mga different kinds of SET kitang kita nila yung pagkakaiba. Ang disadvantage is yung 
pag setup ng ICT kasi yung ginamit ko ang projector bawat room to room eh diba bitbit mo yan. So sana 
kung public setting sana maiprovide na nakaready na yung ICT para mas madali para sa part namin. Isang 
oras bawat klase mga 10 minutes ang pag setup.

Teacher 3: Yung sa akin naman, mayroon kaming Quipper so dun kami nagbibigay ng assignment ang 
hawak ko grade 10. May time na dadalahin namin sa klase halimbawa yung sa sequence, hindi ko pa 
natuturo yung formula may bata ng alam yung formula kasi sasabihin ng bata “Ma’am nabasa ko kasi yan 
sa quipper” so ayun kumbaga naadvance sila in terms of dun sa subject. Kumbaga nagkakaroon sila ng 
idea. Aside sa advance sila, kagandahan din sa part ng teacher kasi ako every week kasi pag nag bigay ka 
ng assignment after 7 days pwede mo na idownload yung report so may mga scores sila so ina-announce 
ko yun everytime na idownload ko yun ina-announce ko sa kanila and then yung mga gumawa at scores 
nila. Yung iba naiisip nila na kailangan mag sipag talaga kasi masasabi nila na “Nirerecord pala talaga yon” 
So ganon yung part para sa akin. Lahat ay gumagamit ng quipper. 

Teacher 4: May dagdag ako dun sa Quipper, kunwari ako nakalimutan ko magbigay ng assignment tapos 
busy ako, sila na mismo yung nag papaalala na “Ma’am wala pa po kami assignment sa quipper”. Yung iba 
kasi may mga lessons doon kapag may namiss ka kunwari kasi ako may st ako minsan yung ibang section 
d ko na nahahandle tapos pag ako nag bati dun sa klase ulet sasabihin “Ma’am nabasa ko yan sa quipper” 
kahit di naituro. 

2. How do you use them in teaching STEM subjects? (How long have you been using ICT?) 

Teacher 5: Halimbawa sa graphing sir. So mahirap pag ang lesson ng graphs so mahirap mag graph 
manually so gumagamit ako ng software yung GRAPES para mas mabilis. Then kailangan hindi lang sa 
graph box sila matuto kailangan matuto din sila mag graph manually kasi what if wala na yung mga 
gadgets so yung sketch lang ng graph yung makukuha. 

(Sir Randy asks if the facilities are available when using ICT.)

Teacher 5: Dati kasi 20+ yung graph map so pwedeng 1 is to 2 kasi konti lang yung student namin dito sa 
STEM. 26 sila so pwedeng may 1 is to 1 meron ding 1 is to 2. Instead na 3 days ididiscuss yung graph, 
mapapadali . Sa isang araw, depende sa phasing din.

(Sir Randy asks how the teachers prepare their lessons.)
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Teacher 4: Ako minsan ginagamit ko yung sa games kasi most of the time may mga students na hindi nag 
rerecite so nagpapa game ako siyempre as a group yun kung ano yung score ng group yun yung recitation 
tapos pag game, sa lower section, kapag game active sila lahat pero pag yung usual na topic hindi sila 
ganon ka active. Pero pag sa game “Ma’am next na po, next na” ganon sila. Sa grade 10 example na game 
ginamitan ko ng polynomial bawat topic nilagay ko sa powerpoint parang yung 1 versus 100 yung dating 
pero hindi applicable sa lower section kaya pag nakuha mo yung sagot recitation kasi pag 1 vs 100 hindi 
matatapos yung game kasi minsan hindi nakukuha. Yung the one vs sa madaming grupo tapos pag siya 
yung nanalo bale lahat ng score nung kalaban itotal na score nya yun. Although yung mga bata na 
nakasagot, score din nila kung ano ung score nila. Parang contest sya. Kaya sila active tapos pag tapos na 
sinasabi nila “Ma’am wala na tanong?” sasabihin ko nalang wala na tapos na yung oras e. ang gusto nila 
mahabol nila yung pinakamataas na score para sila yung manalo.

Teacher 1: Not only in the classroom but for the teachers consumption, yung office kasi yun yung pinaka 
basic na software yung word, excel, powerpoint. We normally use the powerpoint to the presentations na 
ginagamit namin sa klase but the other basic software kagaya nung word ginagaya naming mga teachers 
pag nageencode kami. Kasi ang aming mga lessons ay unified na sa lesson plan nalang nacecreate na nag 
cicirculate sa teachers at the same level now on excel also we use the excel as our tool for the computation 
of grades yung mga simple things na yan ay ginagamit din namin outside the classroom. It is a collective 
set na pwede at home.

(Sir Randy asks if all the teacher have knowledge in using basic office application)

(Teacher responds “Hindi lahat”)

Teacher 1: Normally yung mga nasa younger ages lang. 

Teacher 2: Pero kasi e-class record na ngayon. Baka alam na din po nila kaya lang hindi lahat alam.

Teacher 1: Kasi yung e-class record it is required in everybody across the country required na gamitin. 
Ipapasok mo lang yung grade dun lalabas na yung program. 

(Sir Randy asks how long the teachers are using the applications they are using)

Teacher 5: Lately lang.

Teacher 3: Yung sa quipper mag 2 years pa lang kasi last year lang yun e. Pero yung sa presentation simula 
nung pumasok ako dito pero normally in the end of the day lang pag may demo teaching lang.

(Sir Randy asks why the teachers are not using the presentations everytime)

Teacher 3: Yung pag prepare nun sa part ng teacher kasi syempre di ba matagal tagal din yun tapos hindi 
naman lahat ng lesson talaga ay puro dun na lang yung focus. Minsan kasi nawawala na yung sa basic na 
mga manual computation. Tapos yun nga wala kami talagang facility. Bitbit namin yung projector, bitbit 
namin yung laptop kawawa naman kami.

(Sir Randy asks the teachers about the kind of lessons/topics that they are using ICT)

Teacher 6: Pag introduction pa lang. 

Teacher 4: Kasi kapag sa computation na most of the times manual.

Teacher 1: Pwede din po yung sa games.

Teacher 4: Yung game kasi pag natapos na yung chapter naginput yung mga question sa bawat chapter.

Teacher 1: Normally we do the activities with technology if we have something to give, to explore yung 
group works, comparison so for as long as we want to see levels of understanding, pwede kami gumamit 
ng technology. Yung mga microlesson, video lesson, yung mga may demo. Pero kapag usual na, nag 
negate na kami sa pag gamit ng ICT kasi nga most likely math is always the practice of a dirty work kasi 
nga yung solving. So pag ang lesson ay masyadong mechanical, hindi kami gumagamit ng ICT.
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(Sir Randy asks the teachers about the factors that influence them to use ICT)

Teacher 1: Well siguro we just say na instead of having it as a factor for us teachers we treat it as a 
challenge kasi we’re looking forward kasi we consider ICT as 21st century skill kasi if you see that your 
students are computer literate, tapos ikaw teacher hindi, pag may pinagusapan ang bata tungkol sa 
computer related terms para alam mo yung behind that hindi ka in sa kanila. Nakakahiya naman kung di 
alam yung pinaguusapan nila. So we take it as a challenge.

3. What obstacles/difficulties do you encounter in using ICT in teaching STEM subjects? 

Teacher 7: Kasi po last year, we are using yung tablets isang problema once na magkaron ng virus, wala na. 
Maganda sana kasi hindi ka na magdadala ng libro pero yun nga once na mavirus or biglang masira yung 
gamit mo, wala na Isang disadvantage to.

(Sir Randy asks the teachers about the facilities)

(Teachers chatters….)

Teacher 4: Let’s say, kasi minsan hindi available kunwari ready ka tapos hindi pwede yung mga projectors. 
Not unless mayroon kang sariling projectors.

Teacher 7: Di kagaya sa iba kumpleto na.

Teacher 6: Tsaka sa iba ang lalaki ng bintana na wala naman halos kurtina na halos hindi na Makita nung 
iba.

Teacher 3: Tsaka may mga room din na walang saksakan. Kaya kailangan mag provide ng extension.

(Sir Randy asks the teachers about the teachers needs in teaching Math using ICT)

Teacher 6: Internet Connection. Yung free wifi po.

Teacher 7: Maaccess na po lahat.

Teacher 1: May internet ka nga wala ka naman computer. 

(Teachers laugh…)

Teacher 3:  Mayroon naman kaya lang hindi nagagamit.  

(Sir Randy asks if the school’s computer laboratory have internet connection)

Teacher 1: Ang alam ko mayroon.

Teacher 7: Mabagal.

Teacher 6: Siguro po in our part, kailangan pa po namin ng seminar and workshop tungkol sa basic Office 
applications. Pag may problema na hindi ko na alam ayusin to. Troubleshooting po. 

Teacher 3: Kasi gusto ko sana matutunan yung bago yung PREZI. Dun sa amin sa ateneo, kaso nung natry 
ko parang ang hirap niya sundan kasi tsaka kailangan may internet ka talaga kasi pag hindi siya nakasave, 
kunwari nalowbat, nawawala na. Pero maganda sana gamitin yun.

Teacher 4: Graphic calculator. Nagkawalaan na po yung graphic calculator. 

Teacher 1: Graphic calculator was donated by DOST.

Teacher 5: Kailangan nila ng graphic calculator kasi ignorante pa sila sa mga graphic calculator. May iilan 
lang na nakakaalam sa paggamit ng scientific calculator.
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4. How do you cope with those obstacles or difficulties?

Teacher 4:  Minsan i-schedule nalang kung sino gagamit ng ganito. 

(Sir Randy asks the teachers about the internet connection)

Teacher 4: Sa bahay nalang. 

(Sir Randy asks the teachers about lack of computers)

Teacher 3: Yun nga pag sa Quipper, assignment nalang. Kasi may ibang bata na nakakita sasabihin “Ma’am 
may mali po dun sa question” sasabihin ko nalang “O sige message nyo na lang sa akin tignan ko pag uwi 
sa bahay” kasi hindi naman na pag may computer ka diyan sige iopen natin wala naman kaming ganon. 
Kaya sa bahay nalang. 

Teacher 1: Actually we have the computer lab but the problem is ang lab is for TLE lang na subject kasi ang 
computer science ay under ng department nila. Now we have not yet tried to make arrangements na kung 
gagamit ng computer lab, pwede bang makigamit ng lab para sa Mathematics kasi nga lumalabas na ang 
custodian is not TLE teachers. So the access or the use of comlab ay dadaan pa kami sa series of paalam 
usap until we will find out na hindi pwede kasi may overlaps kung gusto namin gamitin, may klase din si 
teacher. The communication here is nagiging factor niya para let's say na dumiskarte na ang ibang 
teachers as well as the discipline na mag set-up siya ng kanya kanyang laboratory like sa computer tapos 
magiging project-based ang learning kasi ipapauwi nalang namin sa bahay. Or if not, pagkatapos ng klase 
may mga batang alam naman natin na pupunta sa computer shop para maglaro, gagawing sideline ngayon 
yung pag reresearch ng assignment. It can be done after class or over the weekend. So yun yung nakikita 
din naming problem. Existing facilities.

(Sir Randy asks who are benefiting from the school’s computer lab)

Teacher 1: Sir, ang problem namin dito sa program namin, pag dating ng grade 9 and 10, wala na subject na 
pang computer. Computer is only now for grade 7 to 8. I think babalik ang computer sa grade 11 and 12 na. 
So yung grade 9 and 10 hindi talaga makikita ang hitsura ng computer lab kasi tapos na sila. Kaya gagawin 
nila sa computer shop sila or computer nila sa bahay. 

Teacher 1: For this particular program lang po. But yung accessible to all we also have the library. Ang 
problema lang sa e-library ay tambak din ang mga bata doon. May mga batang let’s say na hindi 
makapagbayad ng computer sa labas yung walang computer sa bahay, they will access doon for free. Kaya 
nga lang, yung dami ng batang gustong gumamit ay mas marami kesa sa available and in addition to that, 
yung teachers din gusto gumamit ng LIS kasi ayun ay database ng mga bata. Inaupdate periodically. LIS is 
a database  for learners, enrolees, dropouts. Parang online school forms. Tapos yung paggamit din ng 
computer ng bata yun nga ay limited access din dahil sa dami ng gusto sa e-library. Medyo problema din 
ang internet connection.

(Sir Randy asks if the teachers have any idea about the number of computer inside the library)

Teacher 3: More than ten kaso nga lang hindi nag fafunction yung iba dun. 

Teacher 1:  More than ten physically.

Teacher 3:  Pero alam ko mga apat lang yung nag fafunction.

(Sir Randy asks the teachers about how the use of ict affect the interests and performance of the students)

Teacher 3: Yung sa quipper kasi based sa first grading na mga students, yung mga talagang updated na 
gumagawa ng assignment, medyo nadagdagan talaga kumbaga sila yung mga mas matataas yung grades 
kasi ang grading 40% ang performance tapos yung written 40% / 30% ang periodical so yung 40% medyo 
malaking hatak talaga yun. Yung mga gumawa lang pero yung mga wala talaga, wala din ako mapagkunan 
sa kanila. Minsan additional additional pa. Hindi lahat nakakaaccess sa quipper. Required sila gumamit 
kaya lang hindi sila mapilit dahil yung iba wala talaga. Yung iba nga hindi na pumapasok sa klase sasabihin 
wala na pamasahe ganyan ganyan tapos mag cocomputer pa wala na nga pambayad. 
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Teacher 5: Tsaka may mga bata talagang hindi marunong talaga pag hands on mismo, kung anong 
pipindutin wala kasi silang alam doon. Yung sa computer kasi ESEP lang po ang gumagamit regular po 
hindi din po sila wala silang ICT na subject. 

Teacher 1: Wala po silang ICT na subject focus lang sa skills. Sa pagluto, welding. 

Teacher 3: Actally ganon din yung sinasabi ng ibang grade 10 ko kasi sabi nila pano daw kung gusto nila 
pag dating ng college COMSCI, COE ganon yung sinasabi nila kaso dito daw e yung mga computer subjects 
para lang sa higher section kasi sabi nila hindi daw sila pwede kumuha ng computer kasi may grades 11 
and 12 so parang kung ano nalang yung ginagawa nila ngayon ayun na lang yung susundan. 

Teacher 1: Yung STEM namin may qualifying exam yun ganon din sa pagpili ng vocational, eto ang iooffer 
namin. It’s open to all na kung gusto niyo animation but you have to qualify. Pag sa academic, qualifying 
exam pero pag dating sa skills, techvoc wala syang qualifying or entry.

(Sir Randy asks the teachers about the school’s readiness in implementing grades 11-12)

Teacher 1:  Well, to be honest, lahat ng schools hindi lang kami ang dating ng grades 11 & 12 ay parang 
scary kasi pinasa-submit pa lang kami ng plans actually the school has already submitted a plan a design 
ng subjects that will be offered to grades 11-12. So lahat ng schools must comply with the design. For a 
school that will be offering a STEM, I think 4-5 courses for skills and techvoc. Kung readiness in terms of 
technology, we can say na ready naman kami kaya lang in anticipation of the training kasi the training for 
the teachers first yung rate ng summer. Sa ngayon hindi pa namin masasabi kung ano ang lalabas na 
topics for grades 11-12 including learning competencies yung Senior High ito ba ay regular school year or 
basics kung pano mamimili ng students hindi pa yan na dedessiminate sa amin kasi the training is just 
about to come. So kung readiness, we have teachers naman na qualified we also have the facility kaya lang 
ang problema lang at maaring problema din ng ibang school what to expect kasi hindi pa namin totally 
alam so far. 

(Sir Randy asks the teachers who can handle grades 11-12)

Teacher 2: Actually sir, isa ako dun sa nag training kaso lang ang requirement ay graduate siya sa masteral 
kaso lang ang problema kung halimbawa ako, Math ako nag masters ako ng hindi siya nakaalign sa math 
so pwede ka magturo. Kasi basta graduate ka ng MS pwede na mag turo. What if ang MS ko hindi naman 
related sa math so hindi na pwede. Pag wala sigurong qualified, mag hahire ng bago. 

(Sir Randy asks the teachers about their readiness in implementing grades 11-12)

(Teachers chatter “hindi ko alam”)

Teacher 3: Hindi pa namin alam yung mga topics. Wala pa kaming idea

Teacher 1: If the topics are already available, if it’s already rolled out, pwede na namin. For now, naka bitin 
pa. 

(Sir Randy asks the teachers about the importance of using ICT in your teaching)

(Teachers laughter…)

Teacher 2: Handa na po siguro. (Laughter…)

Teacher 4: Sa aking pananaw, ok naman talaga ang pag gamit ng ICT sa totoo lang nabanggit na din ang 
advantages so gusto ko lang din sana mabigyan din yung bata pati yung teacher ay mabigyan ng additional 
knowledge para mas maimprove pa namin kung ano yung alam namin. Kasi limited lang talaga yung alam 
namin ang problema pa pag may nasira na at hindi na gumana yung pinindot namin,  mag hahanap pa 
kami kung sino yung kasamahan namin na marunong. So kung wala talaga, ititiklop nalang yung laptop 
wala na. Back na ulet kami sa traditional.

Teacher 5: Additional Training po.
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Teacher 3: Yun nga na malaking tulong talaga sa teacher ng ICT sa presentation at sa iba pa. Nakaka 
motivate ng mga bata. Marami siyang naitutulong katulad ng relief sa teaching.

Teacher 1:  Very important kasi unang una, you can compare the efficiency yung let’s say on the traditional 
side, you have your own strengths and strategies para macope ang bata. Pwedeng gumimik ang teacher 
let's say kumanta, sumayaw, meron siyang gustong ipareveal na code, but for the use of the ICT, the ICT 
can stand alone as a very good stimulus kasi pag may pinakita ka lang something na flash specially kung 
ito ay characters or pictures, even sounds lalo na kung yun ay in. Makita mo lang picture ng artista hooked 
na agad ang attention nila hindi ka pa nagsasalita so we can classify ICT a very good stimulus. Now the 
risks that the teacher has to face is how to present, how to develop the stimulus with the aid of technology. 
Kasi kung uumpisahan lang natin sa pamamagitan ng ICT at ang information ay hindi maiprocess, from the 
short term to the long term e masasayang lahat din ang functionality ng ICT, in the same manner sayang 
din ang pinaghirapan mo.

(Sir Randy closes the FGD Session)

Transcribed by:

MR. LEW JORDEN R. JULVE

Project Assistant III
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FGD TRANSCRIPTION
Location: Ramon Magsaysay High School - Cubao

Session Group: Science Teachers

1. What do you think about the use of ICT in teaching Science? / What are the advantages and 
disadvantages?

Teacher 1: ICT is very important. Students are much more motivated to learn when they are using the ICT, 
integration of the topic, especially there are a lot of websites where there are instructional materials. For 
the students, they are easily understood. 

Teacher 2: Using ICT in our class especially in teaching science it actually serves as motivating factor. Kasi 
when you use ICT na-eexpand yung topic kahit saang area and in the application.

Teacher 3: Since I am using Edmodo as one application of using ICT. That is one of the effective materials. 
Especially during holidays and long weekends I can communicate with the students using it. I am also 
giving assignments and quizzes on line. So, it’s very effective. In Edmodo you can give quizzes and 
assignments. You can also monitor students’ progress in school. Yung mga lessons, PowerPoints, 
ina-upload ko na doon beforehand. Effective s’ya.

Teacher 4: In my subject, in research, it’s very helpful because it’s very laborious to go to iba’t ibang libraries 
at sa mga references outside the Philippines. ICT is very useful in my class. Also Facebook, yung mga 
social media very useful s’ya kasi minsan dun na kami nag-aannounce, mayroon kaming group chat dun, 
hindi na rin kayo kailangan na personal kayong mag-chat. At the same time parang bawas na rin dun sa 
expenses dahil may mga free Facebook na ngayon sa Smart or Globe. Madali rin i-communicate yung mga 
bata kahit sa malayo sila. Yung mga apparatus like projector, laptop, mas madaling magturo through those 
things. Ang disadvantage lang na nakikita ko, specifically sa research, minsan ang dami-daming resources 
sa Internet, tapos minsan yung mga bata, they are not able to assess kung yun ba ay tama o reliable ba o 
hindi. 

Teacher 5: Sa akin naman, sir, in my subject, Advanced Chemistry, we are dealing with atoms we cannot 
visualize it. So, we need to have models. Hindi naman kami makagawa on the spot ng models. So 
gumagamit kami ng projector, gumagawa ng presentation para mas ma-visualize ng bata kung ano ba 
talaga yung pinapakita ng theory, ng law or whatever na phenomenon sa science. I believe na yung ICT ay 
very helpful s’ya sa cases na hindi mo mapaliwanag ang mga konsepto sa mga salita lang at through 
traditional method na magchalk board and so on. Yung mga bata kasi ngayon, 21st century mas very 
visual sila. So mas gusto nila may nakikita, may nadididinig, mas natututo sila sa mga ganun. Ang isa lang 
na nakikita ko na disadvantage na yun lang ang kanilang nakikita, puro visuals, yung retention hindi ganun. 
Pag nagpo-projector kasi mabilis ang phasing ng mga bata. Ang nangyayari hindi nila nano-note agad. Ang 
pinaka-ginagawa ko na lang binibigay ko yung mismong presentation. Pero kung babalik tayo sa old 
scenario na yung retention talaga ang kukunin natin hindi ganun kabilis kapagka ganun ang flow. Unlike 
kung stagnant ang nakikita nila.

Table 6: In my case in Biotechnology, it’s very hard for them to have no visuals, no pictures, no drawings 
kasi napakadetalye ng mga tinuturo ko. I need them to really appreciate. Through ICT talagang 
na-aappreciate nila yung visuals, hindi lang yung basta nangyayari sa loob ng katawan peron dun talaga 
nila navi-visualize. And one thing din na nakita ko na disadvantage nun ay yung retention nga. Very helpful 
s’ya sa mga visuals because it would take a lot of time to prepare. Yung visual aids noon ang hirap ng mga 
drawing. Ipapadrawing ko pa. So, through ICT ida-download mo na lang. Napakahelpful n’ya kasi everyday 
we need updates lalo na sa subject ko, Biotechnology. Talagang nakakatuwa naman na may students ako 
na doing their best, doing researches, and share them. Nakakatuwa. Kaya nga sabi nga nila, limitado rin 
kasi kahit ano nada-download nila. Kahit nagpadownload ako I see to it na sinulat nila. Kasi ang retention 
ng binasa lang, dinownload lang, sa talagang sinulat nila at inintindi.
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Teacher 7: Karagdagan lang po sa sinabi ni Ma’am Grace kanina sa pagtuturo ng Chemistry 
kailangang-kailangan ng 3D. So, kumbaga yun mga models kasi kailangan nilang may visuals para lalo 
nilang maintindihan, lalo na po dun sa mga shapes ng molecules. Kasi pag drinawing mo lang s’ya o kaya 
may visual aid ka na flat lang, hindi nila ma-figure out o ma-imagine ano ba talaga ang hitsura, halimbawa 
ng CH4. Makakarelate po sila at mas naiintindihan kung mayroon silang makikita. Isa ito sa mga way na 
lalo nilang maintindihan yung presentation. Kaya lang pong may limitations kasi halimbawa yung gamit 
mismo o process, wala naman kasing available resources, lalo na’t public school. 

What are the available resources? 

We buy our own projector. 

Teacher 2: Meron naman sa school sa bawat subject area pero sa dami ng teachers hindi lahat 
makakagamit. Iilan lang, ipapa-schedule mo. 

2. How do you use ICT in teaching Science? 

Teacher 3: Sometimes, I prepare PowerPoint presentation for my discussion. Sometimes, I prepare 
activities, which are related to the lesson for the day, for example, how to see the bonding between the 
atoms or writing formulas. 

Teacher 4: Since I’m teaching environmental science, actually I collate some videos, updated 
environmental videos. In that way I am able to learn environmental science and even my students e kasi I 
ask them to prepare video din, through uploaded or sometimes they make their own videos. And then 
finally ipi-present nila yun through PowerPoint presentation or videos.

Teacher 5: In my case, katulad rin po sa kanila I have Powerpoint presentation or documents. Sometimes 
kasi kung hindi available yung projector or laptop. What I did was I type then ipi-print ko s’ya tapos 
hand-out. Tapos sila mismo pinapa-photocopy nila yung hand-out para may copy na rin sila. Also, kasi sa 
research po it’s hard to provide everything. Ang ginagawa ko po nagda-download po ako ng research titles 
tapos pag may time na sila iche-check na nila sa Internet yun. Tapos titignan nila kung paano magagagaya, 
hindi naman totally gagayahin, parang it would serve them as guide to make their own research. So mga 
downloadable files like mga pdf files about different methods in Science. Also yun sa grading system 
namin we use Excel. Yung sa pag-grade namin para po mas mabilis kasi all we have to do is encode at sila 
na mismo ang bahala mag-compute nun. And then, video din, napaka-helpful kasi ang hirap pong i-discuss 
like methods of extraction of metabolite, kahit anong sabi ko sa kanila parang, okay. Parang kung gagawin 
na po nila, hindi na po nila alam. Unlike, you have there in the video hindi mo na kailangan magsalita kasi 
makikita na po nila. Sa assessment, ginagamit rin po. Kagaya po ng ginagawa nila, I used to download 
activities tapos pinapagawa ko po sa kanila. Parang mas madalis at mas lesser time ng papa-prepare at 
pag-iisip ko ng sariling activities. Kasi may mga downloadable activities na. Yun po yung very helpful.

Teacher 1: In my class, usually I prepare my own PowerPoint presentation. Pero before mag-start ng 
school year binibigay ko yung useful links na pwede nilang i-browse. Yun rin ang ginagamit ko. 
Bina-browse tapos parang may test na binibigay ko sa bata para sagutan nila, para pagdating sa klase mas 
may alam na yung bata, may alam na sila regarding dun. 

Teacher 6: I actually last summer I attended this seminar, ICT Science Education in Ateneo. The speaker is 
Dr. Raul Ong (?) He provided us useful materials in the educational interactive sites. 

Teacher 2: In my case, I ask my students to go in a particular site wherein they can see different 
animations. In my case kasi ang hirap ituro lalo na yung medyo related sa kanila sa chem. Very abstract rin 
kasi yung lessons. Medyo boring din lalo na kung hindi sila interesado so kailangan talaga nila na may 
interactive na activities. Since I cannot accommodate my students to have that ICT laboratory, I just give 
them the link or sites. One thing, there is no microbiology lab here. So, how can I teach my students the 
different processes involved there? Kung may nababanggit akong mga technical terms, sasabihin nila, 
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“Ano ba itong pinagsasasabi ni ma’am?” So, effort talaga, magdo-download ka ng mga videos, at least 
nakikita nila kung ano talaga ang nangyayari at paano ba yun. Talagang napakalaking tulong n’ya. Same 
with them. I’m also doing the grading system also using the ICT. Yun, sa mga researches talaga, 
importante. Nakakapunta silang magagandang materials. Nakakapunta sila sa mga website ng mga 
universities at nakaka-download ng talaga magagandang e-book. Sabi ko kasi sa kanila, hindi makukuha sa 
isa lang na upuan o discussion sa klase. Talagang they have to read, to research para makapasa sila.

All: Mas marami ng nagagamit ngayon na ICT.

How long have you been using them in your teaching? 

All: Since we started teaching. 

What factors influence you in using ICT in teaching?

Teacher 2: Sa akin yung bagong style of learning ng bata kasi as we move on iba-iba yung style of learning 
nila mas nag-aadapt sila sa technology, sa globalization. As teacher, kami dapat mag-adapt rin. So isa yun 
sa pinakamalaking factor. Yung way of learning ng bata, katulad ng sinabi ko kanina, ang type ng bata 
ngayon ay visual learners and auditory learners. So, kailangan, as teacher, dapat ganun rin kami. Kailangan 
makuha namin ang attention nila, ma-motivate sila, matuto. Another thing, yung social media mismo ang 
nagpapakita ng kung ano ba ang sitwasyon, kung ano ang dapat matutunan ng mga bata. And yung 
necessity sa subject. Halimbawa, katulad naming ni Ma’am Ning, we’re dealing with atoms. Paano namin 
mapapaliwanag ang atoms. Hindi naman nakikita ng mata yun. We need to have parang something na mas 
madalaing mapaintindi sa bata, na mas ma-vivisualize nila. Mas sila mismo, ah ito pala yun, ah ito pala 
yung sinasabi ni ma’am mich, na nagbo-bond si ganito, si hydrogen kay carbon, or whatever atoms. 
Papaano yung mga reactions, mechanisms, kung anu-ano pa. In that way, necessity yung mismong social 
media, yung mismong mga bata, yun yung mga factors na kino-consider ko para gamitin yung ICT.  

Teacher 3: Sa akin naman ano, since inabot ko yung time na ang visual aids ay manila papers at cartolina, 
mas madali ang preparation ng lessons using ICT kumpara nung bago pa ako sa pagtuturo halos yung gabi 
mo naubos para magsulat ng visuals, manila paper, mag-drawing para maturuan mo nang maayos ang 
mga bata. Pero ngayon since mas madaling mag-download, mas madaling maghanap ng materials sa  
Internet. Instant, sa konting panahon lang mayroon ka ng visuals, mayroon ka ng gagamitin sa klase na 
alam mong mas matututo yung mga bata at mas ma-inspire sila. 

Teacher 4: Sa akin naman po parehas lang sa kanila. Dagdag lang po, sa research, ay yung 
competitiveness. Hindi lang pwedeng mag-stick lang sa isang research paper. And also to avoid 
duplication. Kasi mamya gawa ka ng gawa dito yun pala tapos na s’ya sa ibang bansa. Isang factor na 
kailangan po talaga ang ICT, specifically, yung Internet, waste yung effort, time, and money kung gawa ng 
gawa yun pala tapos na yun sa ibang bansa. To save din yung time of preparation, very mabilis, mas 
mabilis talaga yung pag-prepare. Yung ginagamit ko pong presentation ngayon, ginagamit ko na s’ya for 3 
years. Dinadagdagan, ini-edit ko na lang. Mino-modify ko na lang kung ano yung updated. Like sa’kin po 
yung subject ko ay output-based. So expected na po na every at the end of school year may updated 
research studies. Science investigatory projects yung pinapagawa ko. Kaya yun nga po yung factor, to avoid 
duplication. So, yung mga issues like plagiarism. So that as early as now maging aware na yung mga bata 
about those things.  

Teacher 5: Gumagamit rin po ako ng virtual lab kasi limited rin po ang facilities namin. Dun po sa virtual lab 
pwede nilang ma-observe yung ginagawa. Unlike po sa classroom, pag tapos na po, tapos na, hindi na 
namin uulitin yung experiment. May mga instances po na ginagamit ko po s’ya lalo na kung hindi available 
yung materials. 

In what kind of lessons do you use ICT?

All Teachers: In almost all lessons. 

Teacher 3: Computations siguro hindi. Yung mga conceptual, info, ganun.
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3. What obstacles/difficulties do you encounter in using ICT in teaching Science subjects?

Teacher 4: Because a lot of information, sometimes, yung mga bata magsasabi, ‘Ma’am, may na-research 
po ako na ganito. Ma’am, may na-research po ako na ganyan.’ Which leads them to misconception. So, as a 
teacher dun na namin ipo-process yung concepts, i-clarify yung misconception through factual information.

Teacher 3: Number one siguro yung resources. Unang-una wala kaming Internet na ang hirap-hirap sa part 
namin dahil we need to download. Pangalawa, yung kulang yung projectors. One thing, sasabihin sa’yo ng 
bata, “Ma’am, wala po kaming Internet sa bahay.” Kasi nasa public school sila, we cannot force them to have 
that. Ang gagawin na lang, “Sino dito ang mayroong Internet sa bahay?” Sasabihan na lang na pumunta sa 
kaklase na mayroon. Sa tingin ko dapat talaga mayroon tayo ditong free talaga yung mga bata. 
Pagkaganun kasi hindi mo pwedeng masisi yung bata. Lalo na halimbawa kung may exams on-line. E 
pag-online may time yan. E kung sabihin ng bata na, “Ma’am, wala po kaming Internet sa bahay, ganito, 
ganyan.” Unlike kung dito mayroon, wala silang rason. 

Teacher 5: Isa rin siguro yung mismong mga bata, yung way of learning nila. Dahil nga dun nagkakaroroon 
ng mga instant products. For example, you ask them to research in one topic, what they usually do is to 
copy and paste, yung iba may hyperlink pa, hindi pa natanggal. Minsan hindi pa nila binabasa.  Hindi katulad 
ng old method, na may encyclopedia, and so on. Isa pang pangit na nakita ko dahil sa ICT, o effects ng ICT. 
Hindi sila marunong gumamit ng book. Say for example, they don’t even know how to use the glossary. Let’s 
say, search on a topic like cycle of butterfly. Hindi pa nila alam. Kailangan pa nilang tignan ang bawat page. 
Pwede naman tignan sa index, ganun. Hindi nila alam yun. Where in fact tinuturo yun before kasi nga we 
usually do it. Ginagawa namin sa pag-aaral. E ngayon kasi modern days na tayo, type ka lang, print ka na, 
so, i-paste na nila yun sa notebook ipasa na nila yun. Kapag nagbigay ka na ng pre-test about the 
assignment, wala, kasi hindi naman nila binasa. Akala nila na pag napasa na, okay na. Iba yung hinanap mo 
at inintindi mo through books. Hindi na nasi-synthesize at kung tama. Isa yun sa nakikita ko na hindi tama. 

4. How do you cope with those obstacles or difficulties?

Teacher 5: Ako ang ginagawa ko kapag nagka-copy and paste sila puro hyperlink hindi ko tsine-checkan e. 
Ang ginagawa ko kapagka ganyan, a research on something something, o assignment. Ang ginagawa ko 
nagpapa-test agad ako sa topic na yun para automatic magbabasa sila sa mismong assignment na yun. 
Kaya ka nga nagpapa-assignment sa kanila para may ideas na sila para may hand and hand kayong 
discussion hindi lang si teacher lang ang laging nagsasalita. So, kung ganun kasi, copy and paste na lang 
ang products ng bata. Hindi na talaga babasahin yun, just to pass lang at may score lang sila, requirement 
lang. Hindi na nila babasahin yun. Nagpapa-test ako ng pre-test ng mismong pina-assignment ko. Ang 
pinapa-assignment ko ay para sa isang chapter yan. So, magbabasa sila. Pero hindi naman talaga recorded 
yun. Ginagawa ko yun para magbasa sila beforehand at para simultaneous ang discussion namin. 

Teacher 3: Kahit sa presentation mismo. Ang ginagawa nila instead na sulatin pini-picturan na lang nila 
tapos hindi naman nila binabasa. Unlike before pag nag-post na ng manila paper ang teacher, susulatin na 
nila yun, i-d-drawing nila, nasa notebook nila. Dati hindi ako nagtsi-check ng notebook, ngayon nagtsi-check 
para tignan kung meron silang notes. Kasi ang nangyayari ngayon wala na silang notes kundi andun lang sa 
cellphone. Ang ginagawa ko pag nagpa-Powerpoint presentation, pagkatapos ng klase I have to check their 
notes. I require them to take down notes. Kasi habang sinusulat mo s’ya lalo mo s’yang maiintindihan. 

5. How does the use of ICT affect the performance of students?

Teacher 2: If the students are motivated, it follows and translates to their performance also. 

6. What ICT trainings and resources do you need to facilitate teaching of science ?

Teacher 1: Siguro yung resources. Kasi siguro it’s easier if every room, if possible. Like for example, kami, 
we have laptop and projector pero it takes few minutes just to assemble those tools. Unlike, if sa isang 
classroom mayroon ng projector in one minute tapos na ang set-up. Hindi e. Kailangan pa namin isasaksak 
pa at kung matapakan pa ng bata, mamatay, technical problem. Yun po yung disadvantage. Hopefully, kung 
magkakaroon sana. Although, alam naman natin na public school, sana hindi yun ang maging hindrance. 
Kasi ang dami na ngang research nga na, talagang it really improves the performance of students.  
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Teacher 2: Aside from that, sir, it’s quite difficult in our part because we keep on transferring rooms for every 
period of our class. So, we have to bring with us the ICT resources, for example, the projector, the laptop. 
And we have to set up. It takes time. Unlike, kung it’s already fixed in a specific room.

 All teachers: Projectors, Internet

Teacher 4: Siguro po yung formal trainings din. Kasi what we have now ay galing po sa sarili naming 
pag-eexplore or sa undergraduate namin o sa master’s namin. Para sa akin mas ma-maximize siguro yung 
pinaka-potential ng ICT kung we are able to have, yung mga trainings na kumbaga may basics, tapos 
medyo mag-level up na. For example, seminars, on how to the proper use of microsoft office. Katulad po ng 
Excel, sa Excel po, natutunan ko lang po s’ya nung nagtuturo na ako. And I keep on asking my co-teachers 
na, ‘paano yan?’ Tapos ituturo nila. Tapos, and then ako, ang gagawin ko mag-eexplore ako. Parang 
marerealize ko, ‘ah, ganito pala ito!’. Pwede palang gumagawa ng ganito, ‘no?’ Tapos, parang ganun po. 
Tinuro naman po s’ya nung college pero parang superficial. 

Teacher 5: Ako po, gusto ko database. Tapos po, making websites, programs. Kasi yung basics kumbaga 
alam na, siguro mas higher na. 

Teacher 6: Making models, 3D models. Modelling, mga ganun. Minsan kasi sa Internet, kapag 
nag-download ka, nagugulo s’ya, lalong namamali yung hitsura. Siguro kung marunong kami on our own, na 
gumamit, kung paano gumawa ng 3D models. At kung paano maglagay ng kung anu-ano doon. Siguro mas 
okay kasi mas navavalidate namin yung ano namin. Totoo naman talaga na hindi lahat ng nasa Internet ay 
tama. Sasalain mo. Kung ikaw yung teacher na kung ano ang nasa Internet, salang ka na lang din. On the 
spot mo dini-discuss, magkakaroon kayo ng misconception sa mga bata lalo lang magugulo yung mga 
bata. 

Teacher 3: At saka sa level ng mga bata, may particular information na yun lang dapat ang matutunan nila. 
Kasi yung mga lumalabas sa Internet ay sobrang lalim naman na binigay na lahat ng detalye. Kapag nakita 
yun ng mga bata, kailangan ma-explain mo yun. Pag lumabas sa visuals mo dapat ma-explain mo yun. So, 
minsan nahihirapan kami kasi talagang... Kakahanap mo palang ng picture, ubos na ang oras mo e marami 
ka pang-ipiprepare e isang lesson pa lang yun. Unlike kung alam namin yun, syempre tatanggalin namin 
itong ibang parts. Yun ang mas maganda at mas madali. 

Teacher 2: Kailangan siguro mas maganda kung may mass training para sa lahat na teachers. 

Teacher 5: Kasi sa amin, ang nangyayari ay self-training at yung mga natutunan namin nung college. Pero 
kung alam namin mas magagawa namin kung ang yung the best . Paggawa ng movie, pag-edit 

7. In terms of ICT, how ready are your school in implementing Grades 11 to 12?

All teachers: Not yet.

Teacher 5: Because as of now, we only have one computer laboratory and that is only 30 computers. So 
how many students do we have here? More than 6 thousand. 

In general, how do you describe the importance of ICT in your teaching?

Teacher 2: It would be very difficult for us to teach without ICT. 

Teacher 3: It’s no longer wants, it’s a necessity. 

Teacher 5: I think using ICT in science is very important in improving the performance or achievement of 
students. Kung walang ICT na yan, mahirap itaas ang achievement or performance ng mga bata. 

Transcribed by:

MR. RANDOLF S. SASOTA

Senior Science Research Specialist
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ANNEX H. 
Journal Article Published in the 

Journal of Computers in Education
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